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TYPE D5 SERIES CONNECTED DIODE

TYPE 04 COMMON

Universal replacement for following Manufacturers'
Parts: Admiral (93A5-2, 93B5-3, 93B5-4 and 9385-5),
Citizenship Radio (34-8037), Emerson (817062),
Magnavox (530045-1 and 530045-2), Motorola
(48K741752, 488742698), Silvertone (B48-110),
Webcor (65P124), Zenith (63-3977).
New Type D5 takes place of IRC Type D3.

NE

IRC°!.

CATHODE DIODE

Universal replacement for following Manufacturers'
Parts: G. E. (Kl15J510-1 and K115J510-2), Hallicrafter )27C226(, (027-300-226), Hoffman
(10031), (744002), Motorola (48K741255(,
Philco (34-8037, 34-8037-1, 34-8037-2 and
34-8037-3), Muntz ({2] SR -0004, SR -0006(.
Type D4 takes place of IRC Types Dl and D2.

__

.101

meet replacement requiremën
of 24 manufacturers' parts
Only two IRC Universal Selenium Dual Diodes are now necessary
to meet the replacement requirements of most big name TV sets, phonographs, hi -fl sets, plus model airplane radio controls and other circuits.
to

Mounted on cards with a special plastic "skin" that seals out dust,
dirt and handling ... peels off quickly, easily and neatly.

ORDER FROM YOUR IRC DISTRIBUTOR
INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE CO.,

Dept. 364, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.

MODEL 280SW

(shown right)

Double stacked array PLUS high
frequency elen-ents.
All Aluminum Construction.
Mounts on any mast up to 13/4".
QUICK -RIG design for speedy
one man installation.

Complete with stacking bars.

MODEL 180SW

....

same as
280SW only not double stacked.

... QUICK -RIG
element "Lazy -X" Conical.
MODEL 180

MODEL 280

8

....

QUICK -RIG
double stacked "Lazy -X" Conical.

180

280
,

Proven Unquestionably ...

the best performing at

100

the lowest possible price!
RADIART... the name you can depend upon
for QUALITY and VALUE ... offers a COMPLETE

LZX 100 single array
LZX 101 single array, unassembled
LZX 200 8 element conical com-

...

pletely assembled, stacked array

and NEWLY ENGINEERED line of superbly
performing TV antennas at an economy price.
Carefu ly tested under all conditions ... each
of these new models is guaranteed to be the best

LZX 201

8 element conical unassembled, stacked array

LZX 150 single array
LZX 151 single array, unassembled
LZX 250 6 element conical assem-

performing at the lowest possible price.

bled, stacked array

LZX 251

6 element conical unassembled, stacked array
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Sprague Service -Aids for servicemen:

... versatile

SPRAGUE

CERA -MITE* CERAMIC CAPACITORS

with handy identification tags

.I

.1

-

MF GMV

500 WVDC
5HK-P1

Stock up today! Ask your distributor about

Sprague CERAMIKITS

...they

Sprague's complete ceramic capacitor line is now individually
tagged for quick, complete identification capacitance, tolerance, voltage, and type. No fumbling, no guessing about
ratings ... you're always, sure with Sprague tagged disc capacitors. Use them all the time. You'll find that they also make
excellent replacements for molded mica, ceramic tubular, and
paper tubular capacitors in many applications

contain the

ceramic disc capacitors you need most...

they keep them in

order... ready

to use.

'Trademark

...

AV

SPRAGUE

helpful INFORMATION on what, when, and how
of ceramic capacitors
CERAMICHART
.aswelec

APPI.ICATIONS

weave*,

MICA/

a.wc CAPACITOR

YefKAIqM N

TV

IIrum
III.

creme

RADIO

Sprague offers you plenty of service information ...
the kind you need and use everyday:
Sprague CERAMICHART: illustrates various types
of ceramic capacitors and shows where to use
them; details color codes.-FREE

III
OWN

Sprague "ABC's of Ceramic Capacitors": a compact
booklet containing basic facts on all types of

ceramic capacitors.-FREE
Sprague "T-C" Slide Rule: shows at a glance the
values of the N750 and NPO type ceramic capacitors to connect in parallel to equal a capacitor of
desired intermediate temperature coefficient of the

required capacitance; available from your distributor for only 15c.
Be sure you get this useful and valuable information from your Sprague distributor,

today! Or write Sprague Products Co., Distributors'

Division of Sprague Electric Company, 105 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

Pioneer in ceramic capacitors

.

.

.

First in ceramic canacitor information

don't be vague... insist on

r

SPRAGUE®

world's largest capacitor manufacturer

RESEARCH

IS CONSTANTLY

PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
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next month
THE TROUBLESHOOTER

A new monthly feature, presenting
expert answers to difficult field -servicing problems submitted by readers.
SCOPE -WAVEFORM

CALIBRATION

How to use the internal calib-ating
features of your scope or a peak to -peak reading voltmeter as an aid
in cutting down troubleshooting time.
TRACKING SUPERHETi

This one will make even many of
the old-timers sit up and take notice,
explaining some common misconceptions about "tracking," and outlining
the adjustment procedure by which
it can be properly obtained.

SUBJECT REFERENCE INDEX
AUDIO
FM quadrature detector trouble

76

BUSINESS
Budget percentages
Expansion opportunities
Used TV merchandising
Why an employee quits

16
16
16
16

CIRCUITS
Chroma oscillator
FM detector, 6BN6
Motor -speed control
Remote control
Temperature -controlling,
phototube
Transistorized vertical sweep
Tuner, VHF

28
32
73
50
72
12
60

COLOR TV

Fine-tuning trouble
Loss of color

COMPONENTS
In 1958 sets

Photoconductive cells

30

28
18
14

RADIO

Portable, printed -board
trouble in

USE

31

SERVICING
Color TV

Industrial Electronics
Printed board
TV, 1958 model

Tuners, alignment of
Tuning devices, remote
TEST EQUIPMENT
Century in -circuit capacitor
checker
Hickok general purpose scope
Perma-Power transistor
power supply
Precision App. tube -transistor

tester

THEORY
Optical pyrometer
Photoconductive cell
Photovoltaic cell
Remote tuning

Transistor circuit

TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
Blocking oscillator
Vertical sweep output
TUBES
Chroma oscillator, Gm of
New, in 1958 sets

28
14
31

18-26
60
50

44
38
40
46
71
14
71
50
12

12
12
28

18-26

HANDY CARD AT BACK TO ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
3

new feather -light
100 WATT ELECTRONIC
SOLDERING GUN

COMPACT

$

A95
LST

SLIM

IT'S SMALLER, LIGHTER, HANDY AS YOUR HAND, IDEAL FOR THE WORK YOU DO
Weighs only 19 oz.... Heats in 3 seconds on ordinary 110-120 V. A.C. 60 cycle
Cools quickly
too
Automatic spotlight
Long reach, long life tips
. Soldering tips interchangable with
hot -cutting or flat iron finish -repair tips . . Ebony black plastic handle and housing are heat and
impact resistant
Beautifully balanced easy to use
Ideal for service calls, bench repairs,
home work shops. Lowest priced soldering gun on record.

...

...

...

.

.

.

.

.

-

agfol-2 SPEED

.

.

and

8 SAWS IN
120

All

PURPOSE

POWER DRILL

POWER SAW

1000 - 3000 RPM as needed. Speed
change quick, positive. Provides
just the right speeds for different
jobs. Geared Jacobs chuck. All you
need in an electric drill in this 1
tool. With attachments
it is a
whole work shop.

Has no equal. Cuts anything
smoothly, swiftly
x 4's in seconds, 1/" steel, plastics, conduits.
Cuts circles, scrolls, dovetails,
straight lines or angles. Makes own
starting holes. Blows off sawdust.
3 blades
coarse, medium, fine.

-

LIST

.

.

-2

JuAt
$29.95

-

Also ask about other WEN "Quick -Hot" Soldering Guns IL Kits from $7.95 to $12.95. Also fine finish
and heavy duty Sander -Polishers and Kits from $13.95 to $19.95. They'd help in your work.

PRODUCTS, INC.

1

V.-AC/DC

LIST

5808 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY, CHICAGO 31, ILL.

(Export soles, Scheel International, Inc., Chicago)

ALL WEN PRODUCTS ARE SUPERBLY MADE

4

-

U. L.

APPROVED

-

FULLY GUARANTEED.
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-ALL
GOOD
CAPACITORS
he "Capacitor of

600-UE Mylar* Dielectric

Molded

Tomorrow"
in

Epoxy

NEW to the replacement market! Widely used by leading

equipment manufacturers.
The 600-UE is created by the skillful combination of new
"wonder materials," and Good -All's advanced design,
exclusive prod action technique and tight quality control.
It is ideal for replacement use in today's modern circuitry.
Long,
High stability
Low leakage
FEATURES:
Extremely reRugged construction
trouble -free life
liable service in humid climates

SUPERIOR QUALITY

COMPETITIVE PRICE

DU PONT
SHELL
* *E P O N ® is Shell's trade name
for their epoxy resin wonder
plastic molding compound base.
Far superior to common moldmaterials,
Epon forms an
ing
extremely rugged moisture -tight

*MYLAR® is DuPont's trade
name for their amazing space saving polyester film. This thin,
tough film makes an ideal capacitor dielectric. Its inherent electrical stability and exceptional

dielectric strength contribute
greatly to the trouble -free service
of the 600-UE.

case. Leads adhere securely to

the compound. High dielectric
strength is also an attractive feature of this tough, dense material.

GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
Distributor's Division
November, 1957
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26 RITTENHOUSE PLACE

ARDMORE, PENNSYLVANIA

5

Sylvania

TV Tuner
Tubes
"R -X metered" at

i
1

NV`

AGC

6

Simplified schematic is a typical cascode circuit in which
double -triode amplifiers are tested for transconductance
and plate current under actual operating conditions. In this
way, Sylvania offers you maximum assurance of proper
circuit performance when you repair TV tuners. Regardless
of make or model TV, Sylvania tuner tubes mean dependability backed by industry's most exhaustive dynamic
testing program.
Type by type, Sylvania's own JEMC (Joint Engineering and
Manufacturing Committee) establishes test conditions
which represent the most realistic measure of a tube's
ability to stand up in the sets you service. Their working
knowledge of the needs of TV tuner manufacturers eventually means greater service profits through less callbacks for you.

PF REPORTER

November, 1957

me for controlled,
dependable performance

2000

Measuring input resistance and capacitance of all TV tuner tubes at 200 mc,
places important controls over gain and
tuning characteristics. This and many
other tuner tube tests have been developed by Sylvania to provide you with
maximum assurance of dependable performance regardless of make, model, or
age of the TV sets you service.
All tuner tubes are fixed -bias tested
under conditions which simulate actual

SYLVANIA
LIGHTING
November, 1957

RADIO
PF REPORTER

ELECTRONICS

applications in TV sets. Cascode types
are subjected to series Gm and series Ib
tests in typical circuits. In addition, all
types are checked both before and during life tests for serviceability at high
and low line voltages.
Protect yourself against costly and
unnecessary callbacks. Specify Sylvania
TV Tuner Tubes in the new yellow and
black carton.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
University Tower Bldg., Montreal

TELEVISION

ATOMIC ENERGY
7
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COLOR SERVICING

StGA flute!
4/111111\ COLOR CONVERGENCE

00T

GENERATOR

Dear Editor:
I have a Tele -King Model 114 in my
shop, and this is my trouble: When I
turn the set on, I get no raster. A
check shows no high voltage. I took a
number of voltage readings and found,
in the process, that when I touched
either pin 2 or 5 (the plates) of the
6SN7 horizontal oscillator, the set began to operate and I got a good picture. Hope you can help me.
HARRY CHAMPA

MODEL 250

$12995

Wznñix
NET

Harry's Radio Shack
Woburn, Mass.

RAINBOW GENERATOR
New Wintronix "Linear Phase
Sweep" Circuit produces vertical
color bars of all possible hues representing 360 degrees of phase
sweep. Simplifies home and shop
alignment, adjustment or troubleshooting of any color TV. Detailed,
well -illustrated instructions. The
equal of color pattern generators
costing many times more.
At Leading Ports Distr1butors Everywhere

GEORGE MILLER

5

8

8

Horiz Hold
Control

Horiz
Freq
12

B+ Boost

The oscillator is not functioning normally; however, when pins 2 and 5 are
touched, it is shocked into operation.
Possible sources for this trouble are defects in C77, R84, C76, or L25 (see
schematic). Editor

Dear Editor:
Every article I read in the PF REPORTER is of great interest to me-I have
learned something new from every issue. Your "Pinpointing Troubles in
Vertical Sweep Systems" (June issue)
was of great help to me. I had been
searching a long time for an elusive
intermittent, and by using your pinpoint
system, the trouble was located in thirty
minutes.
I am having trouble with a Motorola
TV set and your help would be appreciated. The picture is good but, when
tuned to channel 2, there is a vertical
line on the left side of the raster. Adjusting the horizontal size will not remove this line, but on other channels
the line does not occur.
E. V. BARRER

Barker TV
Vancouver, B. C.
Canada

ELECTRONICS INC.

The line is probably. caused by Bark hausen oscillation. This may be cured
by dressing the antenna lead-in to the

Pa.

Dear Editor:
The "TV Waveforms" coverage in
your July issue is something I have
looked forward to for a long time.
Let's have more on this!
K Radio & TV Service
Denver 3, Colorado

WINSTON
4312 Main St., Phila. 27,

Barkhausen radiation.-Editor

M

6SN7GT

DOT GENERATOR
A MUST for color jobs ... a real

Wiri oñ1X

voltage sections, by repositioning leads
emerging from the high -voltage section,
or by placing 50 -ohm resistors in series
with the plate leads to the horizontal output and HV -rectifier tubes. You can
also reduce Barkhausen by placing a
single -magnet ion trap over the 6BG6
output tube and positioning it for
minimum interference. Check for a poor
solder connection in the flyback circuit;
a faulty contact can cause excessive

Horiz Mult

COLOR CONVERGENCE

time-saver for black & white. Used
by leading TV manufacturers. Incorporates complete standard sync
chain with AFC for optimum white
dots, cross hatch, vertical or horizontal bars. Enables fast, callback free troubleshooting and adjustment of: Dynamic Convergence
D -C Convergence
Beam Magnets
Dynamic Amplitude & Tilt
Deflection Coil Positioning
White Balance & "Y" Matrix
Focus Linearity and Pix size etc.
Ultra -stable, automatically -locked
circuits guarantee "jitter -free" dot
patterns regardless of pix tube size.
Preset r -f output, variable 30 db.

tuner away from the flyback section, by
checking to see that all shields are
properly in place in the tuner and high -

&

Our Editors are diligently at work
studying WAVE (and WAC) forms,
and will present their findings early
next year.-Editor
Dear Editor:
In the interest of quicker servicing,
I'd like to pass on this hint to readers
of PF REPORTER.
When confronted with the selection
of a wrench or a nut driver for under chassis bolts, nuts, etc., obtain a size
impression on your finger and match it
to the appropriate tool.
THOMAS T. OWENS

Maxwell Radio & TV Co.
Mojave, Calif.
A worthy suggestion, providing your
finger holds out.-Editor

Dear Editor:
Is it possible to obtain a good color bar pattern by feeding the video signal
in at the CRT grids, and yet not have
good color reproduction during regular
programming because of improper bandpass alignment? A lot of times I notice
that parts of the face-such as earslook reddish, while other flesh tones are
normal.
SUBURBAN TELEVISION

Hudson Falls, N. Y.
Yes, it is possible to produce a proper
pattern with the signal fed to the CRT
grids, yet obtain poor color reproduction
when the signal is fed to the antenna
terminals. Thus, in checking the capabilities of a color receiver, the signal
should pass through the RF, IF, video

and chroma circuits.

PF REPORTER

November, 1957
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Use
RAYTHEON

ill-Set
TV & RADIO
TUBES

I

for all set replacement work!
You'll save yourself trouble if you standardize
on Raytheon "All-Set" Tubes for replacement
work.
Here's why:
Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes are designed to give
perfect service in many makes and models of receivers because Raytheon sells Tubes to almost

every set manufacturer. To satisfy the many and
varying needs of so many manufacturers, these
tubes must combine top quality performance and
dependability. This successful combination makes

Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes tops for replacement.
Always use Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes to satisfy
your "all -set" customers.

TV-Radio service is your business

RAYTHEON

... serving you is ours

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations

Newton, Mass.
o

Raytheon makes
all these

ó

Chicago, III.

Atlanta, Ga.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

aaYTHEó
excellence in L`leolienica

o AND SSG~'

November, 1957
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The

TRC

triple -duty microphone

Don't worry about the slight flesh
tone differences (unless you start seeing
pink elephants)-this is normal. Because
of lighting difficulties in the studio, the
camera is often "fooled" with respect to
colors which are shadowed. Editor

by
Dear Editor:
In this area (Detroit), we have an
interesting UHF channel 56 operated
by the Board of Education. Interest is
quite high; however, so is the cost.
Some viewers would like to get this
station and would even buy a new set
to receive it, if it weren't for the fact
that many are holding out for color,
too. What with special antennas, rotors,
several lead-ins and the converter, no
wonder they shy away.
Is there a less expensive way? I think
I have read of an antenna mounted
matching transformer that will allow
the use of one lead-in. I wonder if this
would work on Standard Coil tuners.
-

CLARE E. WEST

Detroit, Mich.

Actual size of hew TRC microphone

for hand...

it's versatile...

maNN

lightweight...
low cost, too!
Elgin's new TRC dynamic microphone
offers faithful audio reproduction in the
80-8500 cps range, yet lists from $11.50.
It is designed for use with tape recorders
yet has the versatility to
perform ideally at meetings and assemblies, wherever p.a. systems are used.
The TRC is less than five inches long,
weighs only nine ounces, has a polished, chromeplated case. It is omnidirectional and picks up voices within
a radius of ten feet under average
conditions.
The TRC is also available in crystal
and ceramic types.

...

or lavalier

Get the facts on this new addition to Elgin's
complete line of "American" microphones.
Write today for specifications and complete
descriptive literature.

There are antenna couplers which
can be used to connect UHF and VHF
antennas to the same transmission line.
These couplers may not be readily
available in areas which have a low
UHF set circulation, but they could be
specially ordered. In Standard Coil
strip conversions, the single transmission line can be attached directly to the
tuner; but in receivers that have separate UHF and VHF antenna terminals,
another coupler is needed as a signal
splitter at the lower end of the transmission line.-Editor

Dear Editor:
I like your magazine very much, but
why do you publish such articles as
"Let's Pull Less Chassis" (August, 1957).
I'm sure Mr. Margolis is quite adept in
his techniques, but why encourage doing work in the home that should be
done in the shop?
I was of the opinion that PF REPORTER was for the serviceman, not
for the customer, and most TV men
should be capable of classifying between
a home call and shop job.
I feel better now.
Thanks,
C. W. DILLMAN

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
107

10

National Street, Elgin. Illinois

Whether a set is to be serviced in the
home or shop is a decision for the technician himself to make. As a serviceman's magazine, we feel duty-bound to
acquaint our readers with various successful servicing techniques. Just for
the record, "Let's Pull Less Chassis"
was one of the most popular articles in
the August issue.-Editor

PF REPORTER
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TRANSMIT

IPAa¢áS.vND
MINIM

AT ANY

TIME-TO ANY TV

SETS

ASS
811'-:::

::

Displays any pattern, picture,
or message for TV servicing or
for closed-circuit telecasting
a

vNER

reer

414

Provides crystal -controlled,
full color rainbow display
for complete color TV testing
Provides FM sound carrier. Has
built-in audio tone generator
plus input for tape, tuner, mike

3
m

1,..g

o

z
u

1

NEIY
;0°511)

ZNINIA-SCAN

PORTABLE VIDEO and AUDIO GENERATOR
FLYING SPOT SCANNER produces a
composite video and sync signal that operates any standard black & white or color
TV receiver, at any VHF television frequency. Reproduces your own test pattern
or picture on the TV screen with high definition, anytime, anywhere, from any slide
transparency-or transmits messages typed
or written on clear acetate. Can be used
with one or more TV sets or fed into a master or community antenna system. Maximum resolution capability is well in excess
of 450 lines at video.
BUILT-IN COLOR -SCAN provides crystal controlled, full color rainbow display of
orange, red, magenta, blue, cyan, green.
Enables you to test color sync circuits
check range of hue control align color
demodulators, etc.
BUILT-IN AUDIO -SCAN provides FM sound
transmission exactly like a TV station, 4.5
megacycles above video carrier, with modulation from any available audio source. Enables you to combine speech or music with
the video display. Can be modulated with
built-in 400 cycle tone generator for test
signal or from external signal source such
as microphone, tape recorder, FM - AM
tuner, or from audio oscillator. Has built-in
audio amplifier and volume control.
THE

3 Slide

Transparencies

and Dne Clear Acetate

Supplied with Dyna-Scan
Includes one Indian Head,
one White Dot, and one
White Line crosshatch
pattern, plus one clear
acetate for messages

-

MODEL 1000

-

Facilitates servicing, installation or demonstration of black & white and color TV
receivers. Provides closed-circuit TV system with both video and audio for commercial, industrial, and educational applications. Allows convenient stand-by and
break-in, or distribution line check, for
community antenna system operation.
Model 1050 DYNA-SCAN complete portable video

and audio generator, with built-in Color-Scan and
Audio -Scan. Includes 3 test pattern slide transparenwith
cies, one clear acetate and slide holder. Comes
6 ft. r.f. cable. Size 161/2 x 10% x 91/Nit.

Model 1000 DYNA-SCAN picture and pattern video
generator. Has all the features of the Model 1050
above, except without the Color-Scan and
Net, $19995
Audio -Scan sections.

Color-Scan or Audio -Scan or both can easily
be added to the Model 1000 at any time.
Model C15 COLOR -SCAN for Model 1000. Net, $19.95
Model 516 AUDIO -SCAN for Model 1000. Net, $29.95

Available from most Electronic Parts
Distributors on easy time -pay plan.

See your B&K Distributor, or write for Bulletin 1050-R

C15

B &K

MANUFACTURING CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave.

Chicago 13, Illinois

Exporters,458 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 10, Ont. Export: Empire

November, 1957
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Author of
How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments
and Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits

(B)

Transistorized
Vertical Deflection Systems
Last month we investigated the
circuits of several transistorized
blocking oscillators suitable for
use in the vertical deflection system of television receivers. We
saw that the same RC network
controlling the timing (or frequency) of the oscillator also developed the sawtooth deflection
waveform. We noted, too, that this
wave could be developed either in
the emitter leg or in the collector
circuit. Now let us investigate the
remainder of the circuit found in
the vertical system.
In a vacuum -tube deflection circuit, the vertical oscillator is followed by the output amplifier.
In order to develop the necessary
current swing, this stage requires
a certain amount of driving voltage. In transistor circuitry, a
similar 2 -stage arrangement requires that a power transistor be

used in the oscillator stage because of the power needed by the
output amplifier in delivering sufficient sweep current to the vertical deflection yoke.
A suitable 2 -stage vertical deflection system for a 21", 90° tube
is shown in Fig. 1.* The oscillator,
using a power transistor, develops
a negative -going sawtooth wave
(across C1), which is applied to
the base of the output amplifier.
(Note that this is a forward -biasing wave because it is being fed
to a p -n -p transistor.) Frequency
control of the oscillator is
achieved by varying its base bias
resistor Rl, and synchronization
is accomplished by coupling a
negative triggering pulse into the
base via a tertiary winding on the
pulse transformer.
The waveform of the voltage
fed to X2 is sawtooth, as shown
* "Transistorized Television Vertical Deflection
System," by W. Palmer and G. Schiess, Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc.

Fig. 1. A 2 -stage transformerless vertical deflection system.
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Fig. 2. (A) Sawtooth voltage applied to
base of X2, Fig. 1. (B) Yoke voltage.
Vice is

battery voltage.

in Fig. 2A. This differs from con-

ventional vacuum -tube practice
where the input wave to the output amplifier is usually peaked.
The reason for the difference is
that, comparatively, collector resistance for a common -emitter
transistor stage is much higher
than the plate resistance of a
triode tube. In a triode vertical
output circuit, both plate resistance and plate -load inductance
must be considered; i.e., to obtain
sawtooth deflection current, a
sawtooth voltage must be applied
across the resistive portion and a
square -wave voltage must be applied across the inductive portion.
If, however, the ohmic value of
the resistance is at least ten times
that of the inductance, a sawtooth
driving voltage must be used.
Returning to Fig. 1, we find that
C2 and R3 form a linearity correction network. The sawtooth
current flowing through emitter
resistor R4 is integrated into a
parabola across C2 and fed back
to the base through capacitor Cl.
The special correction is needed
to compensate for the nonlinear
characteristics of transistor X2.
Adjustment of linearity control R3
affects the amplitude of the parabola and hence the degree of linearity compensation. It will be
found that the linearity control
also affects the amplitude of the
yoke current; hence, readjustment
of the amplitude (height) control
R4 is necessary with each linearPlease turn to page 66
PF REPORTER November, 1957
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Sttiued

CAPACITORS HAVE

stability
SAFETY MARGIN* CONSTRUCTION
ASSURES CAPACITANCE STABILITY
Real staying -power after installation is what
you need ina replacement capacitor ...
consistent characteristics maintain top
circuit performance ... and Astron builds
them just that way!
Astron's exclusive "Safety Margin" construction withstands ripple currents, vibration,
and wide temperature changes. Minimum
leakage and impedance is assured by
special processing methods. Only the very
finest of raw materials pass Astron's
"Selected Purchasing System". Special
production techniques, strict quality controls,
meticulously clean assembly me'hods and
100% final inspection before shipment
assure you top performance from every
Astron capacitor.
There is an Astron "Staminized" Capacitor
built especially to fill the specific, exacting
replacement requirements of any job
you tackle.
Remember, your reputation is our business.
Build it, guard it, protect it
buy Astron capacitors, they have stability.

...

SAFE-Y MARGIN "S M"* MINIMITE*

CERAMIC CASED TUBULAR TYPE AP

SERVICING AID
Save time, use handy Astron pocket -sized
Replacement Catalog and Pricing Guide
Write Today!
(AC -4D)
FREE

-
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EAST NEWARK. N. J.

*Trade -mark

Export Division: Rocke International Corp.,
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SERVICING

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

part - 3
by Melvin Whitmer

HEA
NERVI
instruments

for
the
control

of
high

temperature

In the last installment, several
devices which respond to changes
in ambient temperature were described. These units (mercury
switches, bi -metal thermostats and
thermocouples) must come in contact with the heat they are to
control, thus limiting the maximum controllable temperature to
about 1,000°F, since the units
themselves cannot
withstand
higher temperatures. The ther14

Portable optic pyrometer being used to measure

mistor was described as both an
environmental and radiated -heat
detector. The thermistor bolometer responds when the radiation
characteristics change, which happens whenever the temperature
changes; thus the sensing unit can
be kept at room temperature while
detecting temperatures above
1,000°. Additional radiation devices comprise the topic of this
article.
The radiation characteristics of
heated bodies were studied in
1879, by Stefan, who is credited
with the formulation of the fourth
power law. Five years later,
Boltzman derived the same law
theoretically. Using the StefanBoltzman law, the Fery pyrometer (1902) was designed to respond to total radiation.
During the late 1800's and early
1900's, Planck studied the radiation emitted by every mass having a temperature above absolute
zero. His experiments led to the
theory that all energy is transmitted in distinct "packets," with
the energy contained in any
packet determined by the temperature of the emitting body. This
theory is opposed by the wave

Courtesy Leeds and Northrup Co.

temperature of molten glass.

theory which has been used to
account for radio transmission;
however, physicists are sure that
a composite theory which will
satisfy both radio -wave experiments and the packet theory can
be found. Currently, these packets
of energy are called photons, a
quantum of radiant energy.
A body at a particular temperature emits a variety of energy
levels. The curve of Fig. 1 represents the spectrum of photons
emitted and their energy levels.
Notice the maximum point of the
curve, indicating that the greatest
number of photons are emitted
with a particular energy level.
This point shifts up or down the
energy axis for an increase or decrease in temperature. When the
temperature and the energy
change, the sensing unit will generate a signal proportional to the
amount and direction of that
change. As described previously,
thermocouples can be used to respond to heat radiation, or to
ambient temperatures. The radiation energy increases electron activity in the thermocouple as does
the actual increase in its own temPlease turn to page 70
PF REPORTER November, 1957
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You'll spend less for more performance
quality!
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If you're looking for hi-fi performance outclassing anything
with more performance
remotely similar on the market today
at less than you'd
more easy -on -the -ears listening quality
expect to pay, then don't fail to investigate Jensen's 4 new Coaxial
3 -Element models.
There are three radiating elements driven by two voice coils.
H -F unit is a compression driver supertweeter 4000-15000 cycles;
woofer-midchannel _s a separately driven dual cone unit, with the
small cone dispersing and smoothing the 2000-4000 cps. region.
The whole skillfully blended combination rates at 30-15000, low
end depending on enclosure. H -F control tunes it up smoothly to
suit the ear. Choice of 12 -inch CX-120 (1 lb. magnet) at $49.50 or
CX-225 (13/4 lb.) at $59.50; 15 -inch CX-150 (1 lb.) is $66.50,
CX-255 (13/ lb.) only $76.50. Write now for free complete
condensed Catalog :65-B.
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Scrapping Rate. This year
about 2 million TV sets will be retired to the junk pile, according to
Sylvania. At midyear, the total
for sets scrapped since TV's debut
in 1946 reached 8.25 million. In
practically every case, the set is
scrapped either on the recommendation of a serviceman or because
the customer decides the estimate
for needed repairs is too high in
relation to the cost of a new set.
IDEA-why don't set manufacturers offer a reward for each old
set brought in by servicemen to
be smashed up? Could be a way
of creating a market for more new

BY JOHN MARKUS
Editor-in -Chief, McGraw-Hill TV, Radio and Changer Servicing Course

The Boss. It is often difficult to
find the true reason why an employee quits to take another job.
Some of the reasons discovered
for this are listed as follows in
"NEDA Journal": 1. To get
greater security elsewhere. 2. Better opportunity elsewhere. 3. Unreliability of boss, who said one
thing and did another. 4. Bad disposition of boss. 5. Not progressive
enough. 6. Lack of appreciation of
good work by employees. 7. Inadequate compensation (a boss
who milks the business dry for
himself without dividing fairly
with his employees is building up

trouble for the future) . 8. Internal
politics. 9. The boss's relatives (if
they are the only ones who advance, the ambitious employee
sees his future blocked and goes
elsewhere.)
Recognition of the above items
can mean the difference between
success and failure in a servicing
business.

$&C
Grandmother. Can grandmother
sell used TV sets better than a
regular store? Why not run an
inexpensive classified ad for just
one set at a time, giving her telephone number or home address,
and let her do the rest? People
seem to have more confidence in a
set which is demonstrated right in
the home-or perhaps they feel
that the set is comparable to the
automobile driven only 3,000 miles
by a little old lady.
At least, this technique proved
highly successful for R. C. Reiter
of the Regina Agency in St. Paul
in selling completely overhauled
vacuum cleaners. He used 50¢ ads
in a local throwaway shopping
news, as well as free ads in a food
market shopping news. In addition to selling a number of cleaners, Reiter found that retired relatives enjoyed the visits of prospective purchasers.
16

Drive-in Wireless. By replacing
loudspeakers on cords with transistorized wireless speakers costing $25 each, a new drive-in
theatre in Dover, N. J., is saving
around $75,000 in initial wiring
costs. A single master oscillator
and transmitter puts the movie
sound track on the air, with radiation limited so that FCC approval
is unnecessary. The battery operated receivers in cars pick up
the signals. If the experiment
succeeds from an economical
operating standpoint, here is another business opportunity for
servicemen.

EEG
Predictions. Hi-Fi sales will
reach an all-time high this fall.
Color TV will continue slow but
steady growth, without quite coming out from behind that corner.
Black -and -white set sales will be
around 7 million for the year, almost equalling 1956. Transistor
radio boom will continue, but still
without appreciably affecting
servicing income.

$

&

C

Outgo. According to R. C. Hansen, Service Coordinator for RCA
Service, Inc., total servicing income should be roughly allocated
as follows:
Wages for service -40-45% of
income

Materials-20-25%
Rent, insurance, lights, etc.
12 -15%

-

Truck or car-6-8%
Employment benefits-5-7%
Do your own figures fall in
these ranges? Note that if you're
at the upper end of the range for
all five items, your net operating
profit for the business is exactly
zero!

sets.

Griping. Management of one
large company discovered as the
result of a survey that their best
supervisors were the ones who
griped the most about management. These men achieved their
high production records by giving
their workers a pretty free hand.
They encouraged the employees
to have pride in their immediate
work group, and this in turn
boosted their productive efficiency.
Remember that it's results that
count. Don't judge a man by what
he says, as much as by what he
does and how he affects his coworkers. This is particularly important in a servicing organization, where teamwork and a
swapping of ideas on tough sets
can really keep things moving.

$

&

C

Traffic Stopper. For a Saturday
afternoon crowd-stopper, put an
outdoor chaise lounge in your
show window, coax some portly
gentleman into it, plunk one of the
new portable TV sets on his
tummy, place liquid refreshments
at his side, then tune in the football
game so that he can watch it in
complete relaxation. You may
want to let the price tag for the
portable dangle toward the audience, but it's not really needed;
this display will speak for itself.

MEL
Color Fee. Finding the public
hesitant to accept free demonstrations of color TV, Bruno-N.Y.,
RCA distributor, is now charging
a demonstration fee of $15. This is
credited toward the cost if the set
is bought.
PF REPORTER November, 1957

New, High -Speed

TUBE TESTER
DYNAMIC MUTUAL
CONDUCTANCE

NEW SOCKET DESIGN: The HICKOK 6000 is the only tube tester
available with a snap -in master socket panel that easily removes to
expose the new type 11 pin socket that will accommodate other adapters for checking such tubes as foreign tubes and older seldom used
tubes. Saves time in replacement of worn out sockets.
are read
SCALE READINGS IN MICROMHOS-Tube quality evaluations
directly on the 3 -range micromho scales. (0 to 3000, 6000, 15000.)
conRESERVE CATHODE CAPACITY TEST-By merely turning a selector
trol on the panel; the reserve capacity of the tube under test can be
determined to weed -out those tubes which very possibly could cause
trouble in the very near future.
NEW ROLL CHART DESIGN-All the most used tubes are grouped into
a separate section of the roll chart to speed their location for test
information.
entirely
DETECTS MORE TUBES WITH PROFESSIONAL ACCURACY-This
new tester features a much faster test without sacrifice to accuracy
since it retains the time proven HICKOK method of Dynamic
Mutual Conductance.
HIGH SENSITIVITY METER-HICKOK-built high quality 5 -inch meter
with large easy -to -read multi-color scales.
NEW HIGH-SPEED, EXTRA SENSITIVE SHORTS TEST (12 -Times More Sensi-

tive) -Five neon lights automatically indicate shorts or leakage between
elements, and identify which elements are shorted. This new test is

entirely automatic.
CONSTANT INDICATION OF LINE VOLTAGE-The line
cated constantly so that when a tube is under test,

can be made very quickly.

Filament Continuity Test
New Roll Chart Grouping of Popular Tubes
Faster and More Sensitive Shorts Test

Also Available as Model 6005
TUBE and SET TESTER
Contains all tube test features of the Model
600C and, in addition, includes a built-in
20,0(0 ohm -per -volt multimeter for measuring AC or DC Volts, Megohms, Micro farads, and DC Milliamperes.
Test leads are included

...

$224 Net

Choice of the Experts
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By merely depressing one pushbutton, the gas content (grid current) is measured very accurately on
the meter in terms of actual microamps. This is a very sensitive test
and will indicate even the slightest amount of gas.
FILAMENT CONTINUITY TEST-A common failure of many tubes is an
open filament. In the 6000, as soon as the tube is plugged into the
test socket, user may depress the Filament Continuity button to
immediately determine whether the filament is "open" or not.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE-From 0.6 to 117 volts in 18 steps.
TESTS AND REJUVENATES TV PICTURE TUBES-Readily accommodates
the low cost HICKOK CRT Adapter for evaluating TV Picture tubes
and rejuvenating their internal coating.
POPULARLY PRICED-Complete with 6 -socket removable socket plate
that accommodates over 95% of all tubes in active use today. Attractive red leatherette covered portable case with detachable lid. 163/4"
W., 113/4" L., 7'/2" D. 16 pounds net. 105 -125 VAC, 60 cycles, 40
watts. Panel is gold anodized with red and black lettering. Includes
HICKOK World Famous
NEW GRID CURRENT (Gas) TEST

Gr d Current (Gas) Test
Constant Indication of Line Voltage

voltage is indi-

the line adjust

guarantee.1 82.25

Net

Ask your jobber for a free demonstration
in your shop.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
First in Tube Testing
CLEVELAND 8, OHIO
10566 DUPONT AVENUE
Stork Electronic Sales Co., P.O. Box 2407, Ajax, Ontario, Canada
Export Department, 431 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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PREviEe Of
Til SETS
INTRODUCTION
Ever walked confidently into a customer's
home on a rush call, and suddenly been confronted by a brand-new receiver about which
you knew absolutely nothing?
If you have, you're undoubtedly aware of
the time involved in fully familiarizing yaurself with a new chassis-not to mention your

rather awkward appearance
tomer is concerned.

Admiral

far

..

as

as the cus-

To assist you over the most difficult servicing hurdles of the 1958 TV sets, this special
9 -page picture presentation covers the pertinent paints of 16 of the more popular T958
chassis. Note that these chassis differ rather
markedly from: earlier models in their new
features.
Thus, here in one handy package-in advance-is the information which will help
you in the servicing of next year's sets.

Portable
Model P14D11
(Chassis 16H1)
The safety glass on this receiver, which is in reality a
molded piece of plexiglass, can be removed from the front
for cleaning. However, only a mild soap and cool water
should be used for cleaning the glass since abrasives can
scratch the surface and cleaning solutions may soften the
plastic.
Except for tube replacement, the cabinet must be removed for chassis servicing. The usual service adjustments
-horizontal drive, horizontal frequency, height and vertical
linearity-can also be made without cabinet removal.
In removing the cabinet, it is necessary to take off the
two metal plates from the upper corners off the cabinet, as
well as the safety glass, rear cover, screw behind handle
and screws that secure the cabinet to the bottom plate.
Plug-in silicon rectifiers are featured in this receiver, and
should their replacement be required, it will be necessary
to remove the cabinet. These units are mounted on the metal
strap that supports the tuner and cannot be replaced without removing either the cabinet or the tuner-and it's easier
to remove the cabinet. The 7.5 -ohm, 5 -watt fusible resistor
is soldered to a terminal strip near the rear edge of the
tuner.
The horizontal drive control is a potentiometer of the
screwdriver -adjust type and is located just below the 12DQ6
horizontal output tube.
This set employs one of the new 110° 14ASP4 picture tubes,
and no ion trap is used. The straight electron gun and aluminized screen are features that make the ion trap unnecessary.
Some of these portables employ the Admiral tuner, which
is of the combination turret and incremental -inductance
type; local oscillator adjustment in this unit is slightly different from that employed with the standard turret tuner.
On some high channels, two slugs will be seen in the three
holes above the tuner control knobs; but only the top slug
should be adjusted.
18
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Airline
Model WG -5041A
This set employs a 21CBP4 short -neck 90° aluminized
picture tube that has a straight electron gun. The magnet
on the neck of the picture tube should be adjusted for best
over-all focus.
The horizontal oscillator is of the pulse-width variety and
has both frequency and waveform adjustments. These adj ustments, plus an isolated test point, are located between
the horizontal oscillator and the high-voltage cage.
The horizontal -drive control located between the frequency and waveform adjustment and the yoke plug, and
the height and vertical linearity controls located just above
the selenium rectifiers, round out the service adjustments.
Also visible in the picture are the 7.5 -ohm, plug-in fusible
resistor and the new turret tuner. The tuner is the round
object in the upper left corner. The local oscillator adjustments are accessible through a hole in the side of the tuner
and should be adjusted just as you would any turret tuner.

Test

Point

Horizontal
Frequency

Waveform

Andrea
Model VQ21

This receiver has an added customer control called "pix
fidelity." This is actually a switch that connects an 800-mmf
capacitor across the cathode-load resistance of the 12BY7
video output stage to vary the frequency response of the
video circuit.
A service adjustment called the "detector level set control" is located on top of the chassis. In reality, this control
sets the bias for the AGC keyer and thus acts as an AGC
control.
The remaining service adjustments and the vertical -hold
control are arranged across the rear of the horizontal chassis.
An AC line fuse (2.5 amps) is provided in the fuse holder,
and the B+ is fused by a 1/4 -amp pigtail fuse in the high
voltage cage.
A spot remover circuit that includes a switch ganged with
the AC power switch prevents a spot of light from lingering
an the picture tube screen when power is removed.
This receiv er is one of the few in the 1958 line-up that
employs a conventional horizontal chassis.

Emerson

Combination
Model 1280
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This lowboy combination with side -mounted operating
controls employs a 21BTP4 picture tube.
Features include separate video-detector and AGC-rectifier
crystals, as well as a combination horizontal and vertical
chassis. The power supply occupies the horizontal portion
of the chassis, and the B+ fuse, an N6/10 unit, is mounted
in a holder forward from the 5U4GB rectifier.
The service adjustments include a horizontal range control
(called horizontal balance by manufacturer) and a horizontal
frequency coil that is adjustable with a standard hex-type
alignment tool.
A heat baffle is used above the 6W6 vertical-output amplifier to keep excess heat away from the printed -board
assembly.
19
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Portable

Model 14P1210
(Chassis

"Q2")

The 14AJP4 picture tube in this receiver is an aluminized
type which uses an ion trap. Whether or not a picture
tube requires an ion trap can be easily determined by examining the electron -gun assembly. If the front surfaces of all
the elements are not perpendicular to the electron beam path,
an ion trap is required.
In addition to the new picture tube, the 25EC6 horizontal
output, 12R5 vertical output, 12CA5 audio output, and 5DH8
vertical oscillator and 1st video IF are tubes recently designed for use in TV portables. If you don't have the above
tubes in your caddy, and are called in to service one of
these receivers, a 25DN6 could be temporarily substituted
in the horizontal -output stage and a 12CA5 could be used
to check the vertical output stage. The 25EC6 and 12R5 tubes
have higher ratings than the 25DN6 and 12CA5 and should
not be permanently replaced by these units.
Since this is a hot -chassis receiver, the tube shields are
captive and are thus prevented from jarring loose and lodging between chassis and metal cabinet. The horizontal -hold,
height, and vertical -linearity controls are located on the
metal bracket that supports the antenna terminals and AC
interlock plug.
The horizontal -frequency adjustment (ringing coil) is accessible through a hole in the printed board just above the
19AU4 damper tube. A hex alignment tool is required for
the adjustment.
The ratio -detector adjustment, accessible through a hole
in the printed board to the left of the 5T8 tube, also requires
the use of a hex alignment tool.
On the component side of the printed board, we see that
two semiconductor diodes are used in the horizontal AFC
circuit and a single germanium rectifier functions as a half wave rectifier in the B+ supply.
Also visible in the upper left hand corner is a couplate used
in the audio amplifier circuit. This unit incorporates the resistive -capacitive plate and grid networks between the 1st
audio and output amplifiers.
110°
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Hoffman
Consolette
Model M3357
(Chassis 422)

No manual channel selector is provided in this Hoffman
set; selection is automatic and operated by an electric motor.
The channel indexing mechanism is accessible by lifting
the chrome cover located above the fine tuning knob. The
round pins are depressed for desired channels and are pulled
to the outer position for undesired channels.
Circuitwise, this receiver is not unusual; however, there
are several tubes that are new in TV usage. The 5V3 low voltage rectifier has the same basing as a 5U4 but a higher
current capacity -380 DC milliamps as compared to 225 for
the 5U4G and 275 for the 5U4GB. In the audio amplifier
section, three foreign -made tubes are employed. These are
the ECC83/12AX7 in the audio amplifier and phase inverter
stages and the two EL84/6BQ5's in the push-pull output
stage. In addition, a 6BJ8 is used as a sync separator and
horizontal -phase detector, and a 6AS8 is used as the 3rd
video IF and video detector.
Multiple speakers are employed, requiring that the leads
be properly connected for in -phase operation. This is simplified by color markings on the speaker terminals and on the
leads from the output transformer.
As the knobs on the front indicate, the chassis is side mounted and of conventional layout and construction.

Hotpoint
Model 215406
(Chassis

"U2")

This receiver employs an aluminized 21DEP4 110° tube
of the straight -gun design; thus, no ion trap is required.
A power transformer is employed along with a 5U4GB low voltage rectifier. There are two fuses, a 4 -amp in the AC line
and a flo-amp in the B+ line, both located just above the
5U4GB rectifier.

Also shown in the photograph are the tandem brightness
and contrast controls. The contrast control is the rear unit
and is actuated by the long plastic shaft. The brightness
control is a part of the horizontal screen -grid divider network and is a 15K-ohm, 2 -watt unit.
Another prominent circuit feature consists of a 2.2- and a
20-megohm resistor in series between the 275 -volt supply
and the AGC line. The 2.2-meg resistor may be shorted out
by a wire jumper as shown; if the set overloads, the jumper
should be removed. This reduces the amount of delay in the
tuner AGC voltage, reducing the gain and eliminating the
overload effect.
A 6CX8 tube is used in the video -amplifier and noise cancellation circuits, and a 6BW8 is employed as a sound IF
amplifier and horizontal -phase detector.
Also featured are 2,200 -ohm damping resistors across the
vertical deflection coils and specially -constructed capacitors
and coils on the printed -board assembly.
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Motorola
Model 21T377
(Chassis T5542A)
it Filaments

This chassis features a 7.5 -ohm, 10 -watt surge limiter in
the B+ circuit, a 200- to 6 -ohm negative temperature resistor
for filament protection, plus a 1.6 -amp fuse of the LC type
in the B+ circuit. The fuse (not shown) is mounted in a
holder to the rear of the electrolytic capacitor.
The three sockets shown on top of the chassis accommodate
the control panel, tuner and yoke assembly. The signal from
the tuner is coupled into the chassis through a shielded cable
that plugs into the front of the chassis just below the tuner
power jack.
The test receptacle on the rear of the chassis permits many
service adjustments to be made without removal of the
chassis from the cabinet.
To adjust the horizontal oscillator for maximum stability,
short the terminal labeled "horiz AFC" to ground; connect
a .1-mfd, 400 -volt capacitor between the horizontal oscillator
coil and B+ (on jack); adjust the horizontal hold control
to lock in the picture; remove the .1 capacitor and adjust
the horizontal oscillator coil to stabilize the picture (without
moving the hold control); then remove the short from the
AFC terminal and readjust the hold control.
Focus is adjustable by shifting the jumper on the base of
the picture tube to connect either pin 10 or pin 1 to the focus
anode, pin 6.
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Portable

..

Model
(Chassis GT)

The plastic inserts in the knob cutouts of the cabinet are
designed to keep the customer from coming in contact with
the "hot" chassis.
The height and vertical linearity controls are on the chassis
but are widely separated, the vertical linearity control bei-ig
at top. Both rectifiers in the half-wave doubler circuit are
contained in a single three -terminal unit. Except for mounting considerations, two units could be used for replacement
purposes.
This portable also features a horizontal drive control
mounted adjacent to the horizontal output tube, plus a
plug-in 7.5 -ohm fusible resistor.

P,astc
Insert
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Rectifier
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=unible
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Packard -Bell

Model 21DC6
(Chassis 98D3)

A remote -control operated receiver, as indicated by the
absence of controls on the cabinet, this set features a built-in
planter complete with artificial flowers.
The remote unit is cable -connected to the receiver and
features an on-off switch, volume control, fine tuning control, brightness control, channel selector switch, remote
speaker and switch to select either the remote speaker or
speakers in the receiver. Note: The AC switch actuates a
relay on the TV chassis instead of being directly connected
into the AC line; thus only 24V AC is sent through the remote cable.
The chassis, really 'loaded for bear," features a neutrode
tuner, four video IF stages, two audio IF stages, two stages
of video, an AGC keyer, delay amplifier, an automatic noise
inverter, and a 5V3 low voltage rectifier stage.
Service adjustments include an ANI control, AGC control, horizontal drive control and the usual height and vertical linearity controls.
The tuner circuit is new only in the sense that fine tuning
is obtained by varying a potentiometer on the remote control box.
The customer controls, not found on the remote control, (tone, vertical hold, horizontal hold and contrast) are
mounted on the vertical chassis below the two electrolytic
capacitors. The remote control unit plugs into socket to the
left of these controls.

Philco

Model F4212
(Chassis 8L41)

Surface klountec
be 5-.nczets

Nover: -Der, 1957
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This table model has many consolette features, such as
supporting legs and a front-mounted speaker of a relatively
large size (3 X 10 inches). This speaker is one of the recently -developed rectangular units, and it provides an amazing range of audio reproduction.
The 5U4GB, 6DQ6 and 6AU4 tubes use surface -mounted
tube sockets that snap into the chassis. All connections are
made to the metal ears that fan out from the socket. Incidentally, these ears make very handy test terminals.
The printed wiring board assembly employs several of the
Erie PAC units which have the circuits either printed directly
on them or on tape that is cemented to the unit.
A horizontal range potentiometer is connected in series
with the horizontal hold control. Horizontal frequency, height
and vertical linearity are the remaining service controls.
A 6BY8 employed as a pentode sound IF and diode limiter,
and a 6CU5 audio output amplifier, are the only new tube
types employed in this chassis.
The 8L41 is the basic chassis used in "Deluxe" model receivers.
8L42 is the 8L41 with automatic tuning.
8L43 is the 8L41 with phono facilities.
8L51 is the 8L41 with 24" CRT.
8L52 is the 8L51 with automatic tuning.
The picture tube is a 21CMP4 short -neck 90° unit and is
aluminized.
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RCA

Portable
Model 14PD8053U
(Chassis
KCS -111D)
The picture tube, a short -neck 90° 14ATP4, requires no
ion -trap. 110° tubes haven't dominated the portable field yet.
The cabinet must be removed for any servicing other than
tube replacement. This may be done by removing the handle,
rear cover, knobs, safety glass, and eight screws that secure
the metal cabinet to the bottom plate.
The fusible resistor, a plug-in 5.6 -ohm unit, is located to
the rear of the speaker and may also be replaced without

removing the cabinet.
Service adjustments consist of an adjustable horizontal
waveform inductor, width coil, and height and vertical linearity controls. The horizontal hold control is actually the
horizontal frequency coil of the pulse -width AFC circuit
with a knob attached to its adjustable core. The waveform
adjustment is accessible through a hole in the printed wiring
board, and a hex alignment tool is required.
The width coil should be set to fill the picture tube screen
at 105 volts AC input. This will produce about 3/4 -inch over scan at 117 volts AC.
The following procedure is recommended to adjust the
horizontal oscillator for the most stable operation: First,
make sure the width coil is properly adjusted. Set the wave-

Itrio
Shaveterm

Adjustment

form coil fully clockwise, adjust the horizontal hold control
in a counterclockwise direction until motor -boating occurs,
and then back off until it stops. Note how many bars were
present just before motor -boating began. Adjust the waveform coil until three bars are present just before motor boating occurs, at which time the horizontal hold control is
rotated counterclockwise from the fall-out point. This gives
stable operation without using the oscilloscope method of
adjusting the waveform coil to produce equal peaks on the
signal.
The safety glass is a plastic unit and should be cleaned
with only a mild soap and cool water.

Silvertone

AC

Interlock

in Phono
Compartmen

Model 8190
(Chassis
528.51160)
This chassis is used in a number of different models, in
this case a lowboy TV -phono combination.
Should it become necessary to remove the chassis, observe
the following procedure. (1) Remove the AC interlock assembly located in the phono compartment. (2) Pass the cardboard cover and attached AC cord into the TV compartment. (3) Remove the AC interlock and thermal cutout
assembly. (4) Unsolder speaker wires from the output transformer. (5) Remove bonding wires from between the control
panel and picture -tube mount; also from between picture tube mount and chassis mount. (6) Remove screw securing
isolation network to chassis mounting rail. (7) Remove knobs
(8) Remove two nuts that secure the control panel to cabinet
front. (9) Remove screws in tuner mounting bracket. (10)
Remove plugs that connect switches and phono to control
panel. (11) Remove chassis bolts at bottom and screws at
top. (12) Remove picture -tube socket and loosen yoke clamp.
(13) Remove anode connector from picture tube. The chassis
may now be removed.
The switch assembly for the automatic channel changer
as shown is set up to stop on channels 4, 6, 8, and 13.
Circuitwise, four Erie PAC units are employed, consisting
of resistors and capacitors encased in an insulating material
and having rigid, spear -type terminals for printed -board
mounting.
The compression-type trimmer is the horizontal-drive control, which may be adjusted from either side of the board.
This receiver features a pulse -width horizontal AFC and
oscillator circuit of the "synchro guide" type and should be
adjusted with the aid of an oscilloscope. However, instead
of adjusting for equal peaks, the pointed peaks should be set
10% higher than the rounded ones.
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Sylvania
Model 21C407M
(Chassis

1-540-1,-2)
Featured is a 21CQP4 110° picture tube that has a smaller
version of the standard base.
Construction of th's receiver is unique in that it employs
stacked horizontal chassis. The lower chassis is all metal and
includes the power -supply and high -voltage circuits. Without
referring to the tube location guide, you might think that
the shock -mounted 10DE7 located immediately behind the
horizontal output tube is the horizontal oscillator. It isn't;
it's the vertical oscillator. The horizontal oscillator is located
on the upper printed -board chassis along with the AFC network and oscillator coil.
The fish -paper heat shield between the two chassis deflects the heat rising from the lower chassis so that it will
not cause overheating of components on the printed board
above. Therefore, it should not be removed.
Removal of this chassis is fairly simple, but only if you
know how. As shown, the front panel controls can be disconnected from the chassis and the tuner. The control shafts
simply clip to the extension shafts and the U-shaped bracket
that secures the tuner to its shaft is simply squeezed while
gently pulling on the tuner body. Be sure to unplug the
"HaloLight" and its switch from the chassis. Remove the
picture -tube socket, anode connector, yoke, bonding wire
and speaker leads. The chassis may now be removed by slipping the insulated mounting feet at the rear out of their slots.
A word of caution on handling small -necked 110° picture
tubes. Never grasp the neck; it can snap off very easily.
Use BOTH HANDS to grasp the tube bell, which is thin
enough to be conveniently handled in this manner.
7 -pin

Zenith
Model A2330H
(Chassis 19A20)
In this receiver, the accent is on the audio section, which
features twin 8" speakers, prominent bass and treble controls and an EL84/6BQ5 audio -output tube. This tube, manufactured in Holland, is receiving wide acceptance in the audio
field and is used in TV sets made by at least two different
manufacturers. The tone controls plug into a jack on the rear
of the chassis near the audio -output tube.
The power transformer is used in conjunction with a 5AU4
rectifier tube and looks slightly weird with its heat -radiating

fins.

The tube line-up across the rear of the chassis is as follows. Beginning at the left, we have three 6BZ6 video -IF
amplifiers. Then comes a 6CX8 AGC and video amplifier, a
6BY6 sync clipper, 6AU6A audio IF, 6BN6 audio detector and
EL84/6BQ5 audio output.
To remove this chassis, it is necessary to remove the upper
knobs and the knobs behind the front control panel (do not
remove knobs on the bass and treble controls), the jam nut
on the volume -contrast control, the tuner (2 screws at rear,
power cable and signal lead), and both speakers. The tone
control cable is then unplugged from its jack and the chassis
bolts are removed.
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Westinghouse
Model H21T219A
(Chassis V2372)
Plastic Beac Chai
Drues Channel iclicator
I

This table model features a 21/2" X 10" speaker mounted
the front upper -left hand corner, plus a 210EP4 110° straightat
gun tube.
Most unique is the power -operated tuner mounted vertically at the rear of the chassis. The beaded plastic chain
that drives the channel indicator and the programming -index
wheel are standout features of the power -driven tuner
which
incorporates both manual and automatic fine tuning.
A
single potentiometer ganged with a two -section switch simplifies the change -over between manual and automatic
fine
tuning. Both video and audio muting are employed during
channel changing.
A 5CZ5 tube is employed as the vertical -output amplifier
and a 5BT8 serves as the AGC keyer and horizontal -AFC

discriminator.
The horizontal multivibrator features both an adjustable
ringing coil and an adjustable trimmer in the RC time constant network between the two halves of the oscillator.
To adjust this oscillator for the most stable operation, use
the following procedure; (1) Short out the ringing coil with
a short jumper wire. (2) Set the horizontal hold control
the center of its range. (3) Connect a VTVM between pin to7
of the horizontal oscillator tube and B minus. (4) Tune in a
local station and adjust the trimmer capacitor for a zero -volt
reading on the meter. (If this reading cannot be obtained,
turn the horizontal hold control slightly to one side of center.) (5) Remove the jumper from the ringing coil and adjust the coil slug for a zero -volt reading. (6) Check adjustment by momentarily switching off -channel. If correct, picture should synchronize immediately.
Should it become necessary to remove the tuner or the
channel indicator, use the following procedure in replacing
the beaded chain to insure that the channel numbers on the
dial will be in step with the tuner. There are two black
beads in the chain. Place one of these beads in the hole under
the notch (above channel 13) in the indicator sprocket wheel.
Now turn the sprocket wheel (keeping the bead chain engaged) until the other black bead falls into the hole under
the notch in the tuner sprocket wheel.
The nylon sliders on the program wheel should be set to
the outermost position for all undesired channels.
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YOU SAVE

TIME

when you use

STANCOR
CONSERVATIVELY RATED

EXACT REPLACEMENTS
circuits to change, because
almost all STANCOR transformers are exact
replacements, built for quality from original
manufacturers' physical and electrical specifications. At better distributors everywhere.
Write for your free catalog.
No re -wiring, no

CHICAGO STANDARD
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3503 ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS
1

Expor'r Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y.
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by Calvin C. Young, Jr.

Loss of Color

This trouble symptom usually
points to a defect in the colorsync section of a TV receiver;
thus, the fact that the 3.58 -mc
oscillator was dead wasn't a surprise to the technician servicing
this set. Neither did he place too
much significance on the broken
glass envelope of the tube (a
6CB6) He wasn't even too surprised when a replacement tube
failed to cure the trouble, but,
being naturally cautious, he also
tried a second tube. This time he
carefully watched the tube to see
if it might provide a clue to the
trouble. I'm sure all of you have
seen the blue haze often present
just inside the glass envelope of
a tube such as a 6CB6 that is passing a reasonable amount of plate
current. The technician reasoned
that since this 6CB6 was being
used as an oscillator, it should be
passing an average of 10 milli amps, an amount sufficient to pro.

Fig. 2. Adjusting the 3.58 -mc feedback.

duce the telltale glow. Subdued
lighting was employed to make it
easier to see the glow if it existed.
Instead of the glow he had expected to see, the plate of the tube
begin to glow cherry red-a sure
sign that it was conducting too
heavily.
Color operation had been fine
before the tube failure, and since
monochrome reception was not
affected, only the chassis (an RCA
CTC5N) was taken into the shop.
Of course, there was another TV
set in the shop that could be used
to test the chassis when it had
been repaired.
A thorough check of the schematic and service literature
proved that the chassis could be
operated without the yoke, tuner
or convergence assembly. Use of
the video output signal from a
color bar generator made a very
satisfactory bench setup, and in
only a short time it was found that

the 1K, 1/z -watt resistor in the
plate circuit of the 3.58 oscillator
(Fig. 1) had burned and changed
value when the original tube
failed. No other defects were
located, so the resistor was replaced and the oscillator tube
again checked for the cherry -red
plate condition. The technician
was somewhat chagrined to find
that the plate still glowed red.
A rapid check of the stage operating potentials revealed that the
negative grid voltage was too low.
Substitution of the 3.58 crystal
and other tubes in the section
were of no avail. The service manual was read from one end to the
other in search of some clue to
the trouble. Just when the technician was about to give up, he
noticed an adjustable coil in the
screen -grid circuit of the 3.58
oscillator, and in a flash realized
that this inductor was part of the
feedback network and that its ad -

6CB6
3.58 MC
Osc

3.58MC
Crystal

-*-

Demod

"Z"

Demod

See Note

Fig. 1. Schematic of 3.58 oscillator
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"X"

circuit

in RCA CTC5N chassis,

Fig. 3. Fine tuning mechanism in RCA
color set.
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Practical CBS Transistor Home-Study Course

Learn all

about transistors
by using them
PREPARE NOW FOR THE FUTURE!
Let's face it. Transistors are here ... now!
Advancement opportunities are waiting for
those who know all about their basic fundamentals. Are you ready?
This new, profusely illustrated Transistor
Home-Study Course, a CBS first, was written
to make it easy for you to learn by using
technicians
transistors. Service -dealers
and engineers find this residence -courseat -home both fast and fascinating. What you
learn you remember because you do it yourself ... by making several practical transistor
devices which you can keep and use. Course
was written for CBS by A. C. W. Saunders,
a well-known educator and author.
Check the table of contents. Then read
how easy it is for you to start your Transistor Course today.

...

...

CBS Transistor Course Includes
Ten intensive lessons (with 3 -ring binder)

.

.

.

up-to-date, complete
Simplified basic theory .. how transistors work
Practical experiments and servicing techniques
for: Amplifiers ... applications in all fundamental
.

circuits

... a -f,
Rectifiers ... diode
Oscillators
special TV

r -f,

relaxation, multivibrator,

and transistor rectifiers and
detectors
immediate
Practical commercial applications
and future
With free correction and consulting service ... and
up-to-date supplements for certified graduates

...

HOW TO GET IT

Call your CBS Tube distributor. He'll tell
you how to get the CBS Transistor HomeStudy Course, PA-175. See him, or write us

... today!

ELECTRON TUBES

CBS
SEMICONDUCTORS

CBS-HVTRON, Danvers, Mass.
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

November, 1957
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MALLORY

Clippings

(A series of service hints
gleaned from the notebooks of
Mallory design and application engineers)

Sometimes you can't find exact -replacement
capacitors, especially for some of the older or
less popular equipment. Here are a few rules
regarding simple substitutions. Obviously, some
of these call for physically larger or slightly
more expensive capacitors-but that's better
than throwing away perfectly good equipment.
In virtually all radio and TV applications, higher
voltage ratings or higher capacities can be used
at any time.
Individual sections of multiple units can be
connected together in parallel to obtain needed
capacity, even though they are of different
voltage ratings. The lowest voltage rating of all
capacitors connected in parallel applies.
Two like capacitors may be connected in series
to provide a capacitor with a voltage rating
twice as high. The capacity of each section must
be twice the actual capacity required. Insulate
lead between units and case of capacitor above
ground potential. Equalizing resistors are not
required.
Regardless of the circuit-you can count on
Mallory capacitors to do any service job-right.
See your Mallory Distributor, today, and lay
in a working replacement stock.

P.

R.

MALLORY

i

CO. Inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Capacitors Controls Vibrators Resistors Switches Rectifiers
Power Supplies
Filters
Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
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justment could affect the oscillator grid voltage. The technician
adjusted the coil (Fig. 2) until the
correct control grid voltage (minus
2 to 3 volts with no burst present)
was obtained, and was much relieved to find that the red glow
was no longer evident.
But now comes the question,
"Why had the receiver operated
satisfactorily for almost 6 months
without any trouble?" In search
of the answer, ten 6CB6 tubes
were tested in a mutual conductance checker and graded according to their Gm values. The tube
with the highest Gm was installed
in the set and the inductor adjusted for correct control grid
voltage-no plate glow. Without
changing the adjustment, the
other 9 tubes were substituted in
turn. Everything was fine until
the tube with the lowest Gm
rating (slightly above that given
on the tube tester chart) was installed. The cherry -red glow then
returned. At this point, the technician reasoned that a tube with a
high Gm rating had been installed
at the factory. When this high
rating had dropped to a lower
value, the feedback signal and the
grid bias decreased, allowing the
tube to conduct excessively.
Finally, a 6CB6 was installed in
a video IF strip of a monochrome
set which was operated 8 hours a
day for 3 days. This tube was then
checked for its Gm value, which
was found to be about half -way
between the highest and lowest
ratings of the group of ten tested
earlier. This tube was then inserted in the set and the inductor
adjusted for correct grid bias. The
tube with the lowest Gm rating

was again installed, and this time
it operated without the excessive
current condition previously observed.
Loss of Color
Due to Mechanical Failure
In another case, the customer
complained of loss of color and

poor monochrome reception. The
technician found that an attempt
to tune in the picture with the
fine tuning control produced no
effect. The rear cover of the set
was removed and the fine tuning
control again rotated. The pulley
operated, yet there was something
strange about the way the control
PF REPORTER November, 1957

...another

MALLORY
service -engineered
product

Stop

tourin'
the Town
Fig. 4. Lcose connection on printed board
of transistorized portable.

turned-it seemed too

easy. Since

the tuner was mounted to the side
of the cabinet and not attached to
the chassis except by plug-in
cables, it was removed. The trouble turned out to be a mechanical
failure of the fine tuning cam and-pulley assembly (Fig. 3). The
pulley, which had been swaged to
the pot-metal cam assembly, rotated freely and did not actuate
cam movement. A call to the local
distributor confirmed that this
had happened on a few other
occasions and also revealed the
reason-the customer or his children had probably forced the control past its normal stopping point.
The knob is very large and capable of developing a terrific drive
on the pulley, so be sure to caution your customers on the proper
use of this control.

Intermittent in Transistor Radio
A transistorized portable came
in with the complaint that it
squealed and popped after a very

short period of normal operation.
Since a printed wiring board
was employed, the technician suspected a loose connection. The
case was removed and a point -by point check of the board was
made; everything seemed okay.
Still not satisfied that the trouble
wasn't a poor connection on the
printed board, the technician began to wiggle each part on the
mounting side of the board while
watching the soldered connections
on the other side. Sure enough,
moving one of the disc capacitors
moved a lead that had appeared
to be securely soldered (Fig. 4).
Resoldering this lead cured the
trouble, which proves how carefully you must inspect a board
for such defects.
November, 1957
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NEW

MALLORY
Dual Controls
the newest and surest solution
to an old service problem
Here's how you can put a stop to those
time-consuming shopping tours and special orders ... eliminate those "awaiting-parts" delays. Get Mallory dual
control replacements ... the newest and
surest solution to the age-old servicing
problem of where to find exact dual
control replacements.
Your Mallory Distributor can assemble
a custom-made dual concentric control,
with or without a switch, in just 30
seconds ... with the new Mallory components and technique. You'll get a
control to meet original specifications
just about any make or
... to service
model TV set, or home or auto radio.
The finished part will be as rigid as
a one-piece control ... won't come apart
in service.

MR.

MALLORY a CO. Inc.

ALLORY
P.

R.
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the case
of the

trouble shooting
with
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GEORGE mixed-up
symptom

by Leslie D. Deane
George Fleiback has run across
many an odd -ball trouble in his
somewhat brief but interesting
role as a one-man Scotland Yard
for the service industry. This
month we find the sleuth perched
at his bench, surrounded by test
equipment and faced with another
baffling case. His trouble? A 17 inch portable about two years old.
George first encountered the set
on a routine call. It was raining,
and he had a feeling that things
weren't going to suit him-and he
was so right! Wiping his muddy
feet and carefully hanging up his
wet raincoat, he entered the customer's home and approached a
portable TV resting on a swivel type table in one corner of a small
recreation room. After familiarizing himself with the set, he
questioned the owner about the
trouble symptom. The complaint
was straightforward and very
simple-no sound. This sort of
symptom had given George little
trouble in the past, so he immediately removed the rear cover,
plugged in a cheater cord, and
fired up the set. After a few seconds, he turned the volume control all the way up. The picture
looked normal, but there was no
station sound-only a slight buzz
from the speaker. He adjusted the
fine tuning and also checked operation on all other channels, but
the sound was still definitely
snafu.
32

George wasn't too well acquainted with the set's tube layout-but who is nowadays, with
so many dual-purpose tubes in
use? From a small tube guide on
the rear cover, he located the

stages in question and proceeded
to replace all the tubes associated
with the sound section. This approach ended in a blind alley-the
sound had not improved, nor had
any new clues appeared.
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Fig. 1. George's headache in schematic form.
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WI

Claros/si'

0

FOR WIRE -WOUND
CONTROLS

SERIES A43
-watt, 11" diameter,
available in resistance
2

values from 5 ohms to
10K ohms. Also with fac-

tory -attached switch.

SERIES A1O
-watt, lye" diameter,
available in resistance
ohm to
values from
100K ohms. Also with
-attached
switch.
factory
4

1

Pick -A -Shaft®

Controls
with every Clarostat
Pick -A -Shaft control
you get your
choice of shaft.

SERIES A58
diameter,
available in resistance
from
1 ohm to
values
3 -watt,

11/2"

50K ohms. Also with fac-

tory -attached switch.

SERIES 39
Not

a

Pick -A -Shaft con-

trol. Screwdriver adjust-

ment.

Contact arm

grounded to housing. 2watt, available in resistance values from 5 ohm
to 5000 ohms.

r

CLARO STAT
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MFG. CO., INC.,

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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Service Dealers
who stock and sell

TRANSISTORS
earn extra

profits!

Here's why: There's a lucrative business in Transistor Receiver servicing
building up, and since many receivers
use Raytheon Transistors, the Service
Dealer who features Raytheon is getting a generous share of this profitable
new business.
More than that, his sales of Raytheon
Transistors are growing because thousands of hobbyists, experimenters and
engineers are using low-cost Raytheon
Transistors for their transistor circuits.
Get in touch with your Raytheon
Tube Supplier. He'll show you why now
is the time to stock and sell Raytheon

Since buzz could be detected in
the speaker, George thought he
might try adjusting the buzz control which was located on the
chassis close to the 6BN6 sound
detector tube. Turning the small
pot with a screwdriver, he found
that he could rid the set of the
slight buzz but that the sound was
still missing. Then, one of the
oddest things George had ever
encountered set him back on his
heels. When he reduced the contrast setting, the sound came in
-not strong, but clearly audible.
Turning the contrast up again,
he found that the sound vanished
entirely, with only a trace of
speaker noise remaining.
At first, George thought that
perhaps the volume and contrast
knobs (mounted on the same dual
control shaft) were binding and
turning together. However, after
prying the inner (volume) knob
slightly outward and then readjusting the contrast control, he
found that it still changed the
sound level as well as producing
a normal range of picture contrast. Several possibilities raced
through George's mind. "Maybe
it's AGC trouble-poor alignment
-or even a defect in the dual
control itself!"
Not wanting to give up, George
located the video amplifier stage
(a portion of a 6AN8) and tried
another tube in its place; however, this did not change the peculiar action of the contrast control
on the sound. George continued
his tube -pulling spree by substituting tubes in the video detector
and IF strip. Since the set used
an intercarrier design and he
thought there might be alignment
trouble, George also replaced both
tubes in the tuner. The criminal
escaped detection, however, and

Transistors.
Raytheon Transistor Applications
Books Vol. I and Vol. II
Musts for Service Dealers ... Full of practical
circuit design information, transistor theory and
shop practice ... Many circuit applications including circuits for making useful transistorized shop

equipment. Buy from your Raytheon Tube Supplier or send 50¢ for each book to Department PF2.

ROTHE')
f,,.,i11 ,.,,

RAYTHEON MFG. CO.

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts
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"

Are you sure it's the vibrator ?"

George knew he would have to

further his investigation in the
shop.
When he returned to the familiar surroundings of the shop and
placed the set on his bench,
George thought that perhaps he'd
been fooled by the strange symptom witnessed in the customer's
home. He checked it once again,
and sure enough, the contrast had
a direct effect on the sound. Turn
the control down, and the sound
would come in; turn it up, and it
would disappear, leaving only a
small trace of buzz.
George removed the chassis
from its cabinet and made a thorough check of voltages in the
video and sound sections. Finding
voltage readings all within normal tolerance, our sleuth then investigated the contrast -control circuit by making a number of resistance measurements. Thinking
that perhaps there might be a

high-resistance short between the
volume and contrast controls, he
finally decided to use two temporary replacements. Substituting individual controls for the suspected
units, he still found no change in
operation. "Maybe the video or
sound alignment is off," George
said to himself, "but before I start
turning slugs, I'd better take a
look at the video response."
Referring to a portion of the
alignment instructions in the service literature, he then set up his
sweep generator and scope and
viewed the video response at the
plate of the video output tube.
The over-all curve appeared pretty
good, although it was peaked a
little too much on the high side.
Using the variable -marker pro.vision of his generator, he threw
in a marker signal approximately
where the sound carrier would
appear on the curve. He then
varied the contrast control, which
apparently had no effect on the
shape of the response-the marker
remained down in the dip at the
high -frequency end of the curve.
Of course, the over-all amplitude
changed as he varied the control,
so he was forced to continually
adjust the scope's vertical positioning control to keep the pattern on the screen.
Again he was stumped, but only
temporarily. While he had the
generator handy, George decided
PF REPORTER November, 1957

Save Time and Trouble
by Standardizing on BUSS Fuses
YOU'LL FIND

THE RIGHT FUSE

By using BUSS as your source for
fuses, you can quickly and easily find
the type and size fuse you need. The
complete BUSS line of fuses includes:
dual -element (slow blowing), renewable and one-time types . . . in sizes
plus a companfrom 1/500 amp. up
ion line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.

-

BUSS TRADEMARK
IS YOUR ASSURANCE OF FUSES OF

UNQUESTIONED HIGH QUALITY

Over the past 43 years, millions upon
millions of BUSS fuses have operated
properly under all service conditions.

EVERYTIME... IN

THE COMPLETE BUSS LINE

Thus, BUSS fuses have earned a reputation for accurate and dependable electrical protection.
To make sure this high standard of
dependability is maintained
BUSS
fuses are tested in a sensitive electronic device. Any fuse not correctly
calibrated, properly constructed and
right in all physical dimensions is automatically rejected.

...

LET BUSS FUSES HELP PROTECT YOUR
PROFIITS . . . The dependability of

installed failed to protect or blew needlessly. This safeguards you against
costly adjustments and 'call-backs'. It
pays to refuse to take a chance with
anything less than BUSS quality
in fuses.

For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON Small Dimension fuses
and fuseholders
Write for bulletin
SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Division McGraw -Edison Co., University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

BUSS fuses helps you avoid 'kicks' and
complaints that the fuses you sold or

BUSSfuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly

IIOSTWOA/XI RAMIS

PF REPORTER
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...

MAKERS OF A COMPLETE
LINE OF
FUSES
FOR
HOME, FARM, COMMERCIAL, ELECTRONIC, AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL
USE.
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NOW
Get it from

Admiralrated by servicemen
as the most foolproof

Admiral-

and trouble -free of

your Parts

built into more

all changers!

phonos and combinations

Jobber!

than any other
changer in the world!

Admiral.

4 -Speed Record Changer

Beige and Coral
with Golden trim
(Bose Optional)

-

PLAYS ALL FOUR SPEEDS
45, and 78 plus "talking
book" 16% r.p.m. Has neutral
position. Changes 12 to 14 records; intermixes those of same
speed. Automatic 2 -way shut-off
after last record. Returns tone
arm to rest, stops turntable motor
completely. NOTE: Can be wired to
shut-off radio or amplifier chassis.
RUBBER TURNTABLE MAT
331/2,

FEATHERWEIGHT TONE

ARM-new

resonance -free design. Less than 'Y3 oz. pressure.
Positive tracking
no "skip" or
"jump" on loud passages.

...

DIAMOND LP STYLUS-separate LP diamond and 78 r.p.m.
sapphire needles for finest sound
reproduction, long record life.
ATTACHED 40" SHIELDED
AMPLIFIER CABLE
eliminates
pickup of unwanted noise. Cable
has phono tip plug for quick easy
connection into standard input
phono -tip jack.

-

yi

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR-powerful 4 -pole
constant speed shaded pole induction type
motor. Operates without hum, rumble or
"wows" (as little as 0.1590). Maintains even
speed even if line voltage varies. Six foot
line cord attached.
CERAMIC PICK-UP CARTRIDGE
-twin lever hi-fi cartridge changes
with flick of the finger from LP to
78 r.p.m. needle. Impervious to
heat and humidity. High lateral
compliance minimizes wear, eliminates hum and distortion. Smooth
even response (± 3db) over the
full high-fidelity frequency range

(30-15,000 c.p.s.).

Write for Illustrated Specification Sheet.

Admiral®
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SPECIAL
andDStreet
/3800 West Cortland
Chicago 47, Illinois

to feed in a frequency -modulated
4.5-mc signal to the sound pick-up
coil L15. He accomplished this
by using the 60 -cycle FM sweep
of his generator. Reducing sweep
width to minimum and setting the
mean frequency of the sweep at
4.5 mc, he applied the signal to

the receiver. This was the first
real piece of detective work
George had done since assigned
to the case. Turning the volume
to maximum, he noted that with
a low setting of generator output,
the 60 -cycle hum could be heard
in the speaker. When he started
to increase the output level, however, the hum dropped out completely. Analyzing the condition,
George figured that the sound
section was being swamped or
cut off by the strong input signal.
His next step was to feed in an
audio signal at the plate of the
6BN6 audio detector. With the
volume control still in its maximum position, the tone came
through loud and clear. When he
increased the signal level, the
sound did not cut out; instead,
it almost drove him out of the
shop. Rising up from his bench
for a moment, George knew this
was the break he had been waiting for and that the case was
near a solution.
Using the FM sweep signal once
again, George isolated the fault
to the 6BN6 detector stage. After
repeated voltage measurements in
this circiut led to no new clues, he

began spot-checking resistances.
Charlie Chan's number one son
finally detected an infinite reading to chassis on pin 6-the quadrature grid. A normal reading according to the service literature
is 5.4 ohms. Further examination
revealed that the quadrature coil,
L20, was open. Scrutinizing the
component closely, George detected a loose connection between
one of the leads and a contact
terminal on the coil form. A quick
solder job and readjustment of
the buzz control restored the set
to normal operation.
As far as troubleshooting is concerned, the case was closed; but
to George (and perhaps some of
our readers) the full facts in the
case of the crazy mixed-up control
remain a mystery. An explanation
of the strange symptom can be
found on page 76.
PF REPORTER
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BELDEN 8275 CELLULINE, LEAD-IN
PATENT NO. 2,782,251 AND CANADIAN
PATENT NO. 516,068 AND FURTHER
S. AND CANADIAN APPLICATIONS PENDING

U. S.
U.

Approx.

6x

Size

Thousands of separately sealed tiny
cells, filled with
inert gas, make

BELDEN 8275 CELLULINE

this waterproof
cable stable, efficient electrically.

This heavy wall of
brown virgin polyethylene protects the cable

against mechanical

abuse and damage from
ultraviolet sun rays.

Lead -In Wire for
Every Need
For Standard Installations

superiority for VHF

300 OHM

- 8225

For standard installations

where strength

The lead-in with proved

is

required

-8230
Belden Weldohm Transmission
Line withstands 21/2 times the

& UHF

With Patented Belden Celluline, lowest
possible losses are assured because each
separate cell of the cellular plastic core
is filled with sealed -in inert gas. Absolutelywaterproof, no end sealing necessary. Thick
outer wall protects cable from abrasion
and sun damage. Non -kinking.
Weldohm conductor has great strength
-long life. Stripping is simplified for
fast installation.

abuse of all copper cable

But for the good jobs where the situation
is critical-use 8275

Specify Belden Rotor Cables
Every type-Round and Flat

CELLULINE®

LEAD-IN

Belden
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

14-8

Aircraft Wires
Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord
Magnet Wire
Lead Wire
Wire
and Cable
Automotive
Electronic
Wires
Welding Cable
Electrical Household Cords
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tatest Information on Application,
Maintenance and Ada tabtlt

by Leslie D. Deane
Hickok's Latest In CRO's
The cathode ray oscilloscope
pictured in Fig. 1 is manufactured
by the Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Designed for general-purpose as well
as industrial use, the Model 685
features a 5" tube with an illuminated and calibrated screen.
Electrical specifications are:
1. Power Requirements -115 volts
±10%, 50/60-400 cps, power
2.

3.

4.

5.

38

consumption 95 watts.
Vertical Input System-sensitivity of .02 volts RMS/inch,response from zero or DC to 750
kc ±3 db, maximum input voltage of 500 volts peak -to -peak,
input impedance (less probe)
of 1 megohm shunted by 25
mmf, 4 -step vertical attenuator
with 10 -to -1 gain control.
Horizontal Input System-sensitivity of .03 volts RMS/inch,
response from zero or DC to
750 kc ±3 db, maximum input
voltage of 500 volts peak -to peak, input impedance of 1
megohm shunted by 25 mmf,
sweep expansion 10 times full
screen with complete positioning control.
Sweep Frequency System-internal range from 1 cps to 100
kc, sinusoidal sweep at line
and twice line frequencies with
variable phase, provisions for
lower sweep frequencies using
external capacitor input, 4 -step
external sweep attenuator.
Z -Axis Modulation-input impedance 1 megohm; maximum
input voltage, 500 volts peakto -peak.

External Sync-input impedance 220K ohms; maximum input voltage, 1 volt peak -to -peak.
Trying out the Model 685 in the
lab, I first consulted the instruction manual to familiarize myself
with all of its operating adjustments. When I fired up the instrument, I found that the on -off knob
also controls the amount of light
appearing on the illuminated calibration screen. The vertical and
horizontal lines etched on the
screen can, of course, be used as
general reference marks and for
6.

voltage calibration of waveforms.
The screen also has a green -tinted
filter for reducing reflected light
and improving trace contrast.
After a short warm-up period, I
obtained a clearly defined trace by
properly adjusting the intensity,
focus, and positioning controls.
One particular discovery I made
was that the horizontal sweep
width in any of the four internal
sweep positions can never be reduced to absolute zero. The gain
control is so designed to eliminate
the possibility of a single spot
burning the screen.
I found the sensitivity and response of the scope satisfactory
for general TV troubleshooting
and alignment applications by examining various waveforms in a
normal operating receiver. Using
a general-purpose probe, I connected the cable to the vertical input terminals of the instrument
and viewed the composite video
signal at both a 30- and 7,875 -cps
sweep-rate. At the 30 -cycle rate,
vertical sync as well as video information was clearly reproduced
on the screen, although a slight
rounding of sync pulse edges was
evident. By expanding the sweep,
I could plainly see the horizontal
pulses and was able to count
equalizing and serration pulses on
the vertical pedestal.
Next, I placed the sweep -range
selector in the 1K -10K position
and adjusted the vernier for a
7,875 -cps sweep. After I locked
in the pattern, two horizontal sync
pulses with video between appeared on the screen. The signal
was steady and I could distinguish
both front and back porch formations in the sync pulse reproduction. I also set up the Model 685
to check a typical video-IF alignment curve. Following instructions, I was able to reproduce a
response very similar to that
shown in the receiver's service

literature.

Fig. 1. The Hickok Model 685 generalpurpose oscilloscope.

Considering some of the physical aspects of the instrument, I
decided to remove the scope
chassis from its case. A tilt-back
view of the assembly is shown in
Fig. 2. Like many of the newer
pieces of equipment, the instrument makes use of printed wiring
and other compact design features.
Of particular interest is the shock mounted printed -board housing
the DC amplifier section. As
PF REPORTER November, 1957
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Triplett Electrical nstrument Company
Bluffton, Ohio
53 years cf exper ence.
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Only Triplett affords you such a wide choice of VOMs. Whatever your application-broad
or limited-there is a Triplett VOM particularly suited for it.
631
Combination
V-O-M-VTVM

630 -NA
For Best Testing
Aound the Lab,
Production Line
or Bench

630
The Popular
All -Purpose
V -0-M

.

630-A

310

630-T

666 -HH

A Good Lab and

The Smallest
Complete V -O -M
with Switch

For Telephone

Medium Size

Production Line
V -O -M

Service

for
Field Testing

625 -NA
The First

V -O -M

with 10,000
Ohms/Volt AC

666-R
Medium Size

with

630 Features

,

V

Rubber
S hock -

CRT

Mounts

OFFICIAL
ORDER BOOK
for every TV-Radio
service call

Triplicate forms serve
as order form, invoice
and office record with
spaces for complete
information on every
job. Separate listings
for receiving tubes, OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK
pix tube, parts, serial
numbers, labor and tax charges, signatures,
etc. 75c a book, $6.50 for dust -proof box
of 10.

Printed
Wiring
Chassis

nternal
Calibration
Controls
{

. . and for customer's prices on every
replacement part, Dave Rice's
.

Front
Panel

OFFICIAL PRICING DIGEST
listing over 60,000 items. $2.50
In stock at

your distributor, or write

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO. INC.
180

North Wacker Drive

Chicago 6, lilinois

Fig. 2. The chassis of the Hickok scope reflects compactness of design.

HI-FI ACCESSORIES BY

ELECTRONICS
FOR

BETTER RESULTS

Record Compensator

COMPENSATOR

Finest precision accessory to obtain maximum quality for all types of recordingsEuropean-Domestic LP's, old and new
78's, etc. To be used with all types of
reluctance cartridges.
Shielded Lead & Molded Pin Plug.
Pin Jack S Rotary Switch.

Model

RC

180..$9.50 List

THERE IS A DYNAMIC
ACCESSORY FOR ALMOST
EVERY NEED... SOLD AT
A MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

At leading distributors everywhere.
Full Line Catalog on Request!
Manufactured

By

DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS -NEW YORK, INC.
Forest Hills, Long Island. N. Y.
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shown in Fig. 2, the board is
supported by two foam -rubber
strips which afford a certain
amount of protection for the
somewhat delicate board and reduce the possibility of micro phonic vibration.
The calibrating controls are
conveniently located on two separate strips on the underside of the
chassis. A complete calibration
procedure together with troubleshooting chart and schematic are
given in the instruction manual
supplied with the instrument.
Variable Battery
for Bench Servicing
A variable battery? Not exactly,
but the instrument pictured in
Fig. 3 will certainly take the place
of any battery up to 30 volts
within an operating range of 0 to
60 ma. Designated as the Model
A-400 Transistor Power Supply,
the unit is manufactured by
Perma-Power Co., Chicago. It is
especially designed to operate and
aid in the servicing of portable
transistor radios and other low power transistor circuits.

1.

2.

Specification Features are:
Power Requirements-115 volts
50, 60 -cps,. power consumption
variable with load, internal line
fuse provided.
DC voltage Output-two adjustable ranges from 0 to 15
volts and 0 to 30 volts for currents up to 60 ma, AC ripple
less than 500 my or .002% at
full output, output impedance
less than 20 ohms from DC to
RF.

Panel Meters-DC voltmeter
with 0 to 15 and 0 to 30 volt
scales, DC milliammeter with
0 to 15 and 0 to 60 ma scales,
voltage and current accuracy
of 2%, separate fuse provided
for milliammeter circuit.
Examining the Model A-400 in
the lab recently, I found it exceptionally useful in servicing transistor radios. In my estimation, the
two most outstanding features of
the unit are its low AC ripple content and the two easy -to-read
meters built into the front panel.
Voltage regulation and good ripple filtering in an instrument of
this type is very important, especially when operating transistor PF REPORTER November, 1957
3.

We hit the target again

...

with this new, modern version of the
most wanted service -test instrument.

Pyramid introduces the CRA-2
,

Capacitor -Resistor Analyzer, a versatile, up-to-date, moderately priced test
instrument. The CRA-2 is the perfect
multi -purpose analyzer for the technician, serviceman and engineer, in

industrial and military electronics,
black and white, and color television,
and all related fields.

The guesswork has been removed
from circuit trouble shooting. When
making leakage-current measurements,
the values are read directly from the
meter while the rated operating voltage is applied to the capacitor. A
vacuum-tube ohmmeter circuit dis-

,,(lc)»

arAuror-rcusror

uwt:n

...,..

plays accurate insulation -resistance
values on the meter for many types of
capacitors. The extended range calibrated .pówer factor control permits
power factor measurements of electrolytic capacitors rated as low as 6 volts
DC working and ag high as 600 volts
DC working. This special "QUICK
CHECK': d cüit'performs rapid "IN
CIRCUIT test for short, open, interinittent high RF impedance and high
power factor without removing or disconnecting the component from its
operating circuit.
FEATURES

e.'Cs"'
:2}'
C111.C,,;

in circuit test for Open Circuits.
Short Circuits. Intermittents. High RF
Impedance. High Power Factor.

"Quick Check

Speedily and accurately checks:
Capacitance. Power Factor. Resistance.
Insulation -Resistance. Leakage Current.
Precision meter for accurate readings of
leakage current, applied voltage and

insulation resistance.

Combination Wien and Wheatstone bridge.
Accurate vacuum -tube meter circuit.
Examine it today
introduced
by leading Electronic Parts Distributors
Being

PYRAMID

ELECTRIC COMPANY

1445 Hudson Blvd., North Bergen, New Jersey

Parts of the highest quality are used. Wire
and wiring meet military specifications.

for getting even more use from your

Welk, SOLDERING

UN

Your Weller Soldering Gun is the most us.ful tool in your shop.
Service technicians find new, practical uses for it every day.
Here are some time -saving applications:
CIRCUIT AND COMPONENT
DEFECT ANALYSIS. Energized
tip of Weller Gun is substituted for signal generator to find defective components in both audio amplifier section
and picture circuit. Quickly uncovers
thermal intermittance trouble.

1

3

2

REACHES COMPONENTS
THROUGH CHASSIS CUT-OUTS.

Weller Guns, with their long, thin electrodes, reach recessed tube sockets and
connections through small chassis cutouts. Pre -focused twin spotlights light
up this hard -to -get -at work.

efiä

NEW SOLDER FOR CATHODE

TUBE BASE PIN. Defectively soldered (or loose) base pin is re -sweated
to remove imperfections. New solder is
then applied to establish uninterrupted
contact. Weller Gun is ideal for this

type of repair.

?MIX SOLDERING

._.

4

SOLDERING BROKEN TERMINAL LEADS. Weller Soldering
Gun permits controlled application of
heat. Solder is maintained at correct
viscosity. This enables serviceman to
produce rounded joints and prevent
corona
discharge
in
high -voltage
compartment.

KIT 8100K IDEAL FOR

ALL SERVICE WORK
Complete kit for the price of the
gun alone! Latest type Weller Gun
-Model 8100, over 100 watts, with
triggermatic heat control. 2 pre focused spotlights. Reaches through
small openings into dark places. Kit
includes Wire Soldering Brush,
wire -twisting Soldering Aid, Kester
Solder. Top value at $7.95 list.

THE

GUNS

FUMWOF INIWSIONAL

AT

YOUR

ELECTRONIC

MODEL

PARTS

-

DISTRIBUTOR

ELECTRIC CORP.,' EASTON, PA.
tone's Crossi
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Fig. 3. The Perma-Power Model A-400
Power Supply,

ized equipment. A power supply
having a high ripple content will

either produce so much hum that
the desired signal is lost, or cause
permanent damage to transistors
and miniature electrolytic capaci-

tors.
In analyzing troubleshooting
procedures for transistor radios,
monitoring both supply current
and voltage comes in mighty
handy. A built-in voltmeter and
milliammeter, such as featured in
the Model A-400, can tell you a
number of facts about a defective
transistor radio. As an example,
the voltmeter will indicate the DC
power applied to the set at all
times during operation. Variations
in supply voltage can be interpreted directly from the meter
scale; thus, an operational check
of receiver sensitivity and selectivity at precise power levels can
be made.
In many cases, the service technician may be without a suitable
transistor checker; however, it is
often possible to locate defective
transistors by removing them
from the circuit one at a time and
measuring the total current drain
of the set. In such cases, a bench
supply with a built-in milliammeter is ideal.
Within certain limits, transistors of each type are designed to
draw a certain amount of current; so as each one is pulled,
the total drain should drop proportionately. If current remains
unchanged, or decreases by an
amount exceeding the unit's capabilities, then it is either defective
or improperly biased. When performing a test of this nature, always remember to turn the set
or power supply off before plac-

PF REPORTER
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172 fest Equipment Annual
PUBLICATION

OF ITS

KIND!
MOST COMPLETE AND AUTHORITATIVE
GUIDE TO TEST INSTRUMENTS EVER PUBLISHED

Equ¡ Pment

P158

Autua%Test

Nothing else Ilke it! A completely NEW and
DIFFERENT publication bringing you the most needed,
most requested information about all types of Test
Equipment and accessories. A 100% practical
guide for anyone who uses test equipment-written
in down-to-earth language and profusely illustrated.
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FACT -PACKED SECTIONS:

Test Equipment Methods, Measurement

EC

Analysis and General Information
Using Test Equipment for Alignment
Using Test Equipment for Troubleshooting
Use and Selection of Test Equipment for Color TV
Test Equipment for Special Applications
Test Equipment Maintenance
Questions and Answers About Test Equipment
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You get all the useful information you need on
theory, operation and maintenance of Test
Equipment. Each section of the book is packed
with data that will save you time and moneytechniques to make your present equipment
more versatile and valuable-full information
about new equipment designed for service
of new chassis and components.
THE BIGGEST DOLLAR'S WORTH
OF USEFUL, PRACTICAL DATA

Complete specifications on over

300 current models of test
equipment and accessories!
Includes full manufacturers'
specifications-and more
than 300 photos of equipment. For the first
tine anywhere-a complete presentation of
test equipment grouped by logical instrument type classification (not by brand
name). Covers everything:
Pattern Generators

AM, FM, Sweep & Marker
Generators
Audio & Square -Wave
Generators
Oscilloscopes
VOM's
VTVM's
Powe Meters

ON TEST EQUIPMENT
EVER MADE AVAILABLE!

120 81/2" X 11° pages

LIMITED EDITION

Field Strength Meters
Decode & Substitution Boxes

Power Supply Equipment
Tube Testers
Transistor Testers
CRT Testers
Component Testers
Other Meters & Probes
Other Bench Ecuipment

ALL THE FACTS YOU WANT!

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Indianapolis
November, 1957

goo

Order Your Copy Today!
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Indiana

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Parts Jobber today, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 3.117,
2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.

I
I My
Name
I Address
I
Send

(check)

L

copy(ies) of "Test Equipment Annual."
(money order) for $

is

Zone

City

(outside U.

S. A

EMIR

enclosed

State

priced slightly higher)
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YOU CAN STOP
A

cruATNc
VOLTAGE

CONDITION

WITH THIS
ACME ELECTRIC

AUTOMATIC

VOLTAGE
STABILIZER
If you're harassed with a television
or other electronic equipment installation that just won't operate
right, chances are that a fluctuating
voltage condition exists and prevents tubes and other components
from functioning properly.
One sure way of making voltage
behave is with the Acme Electric
automatic voltage stabilizer. Regardless whether the input voltage
ranges from 95 to 130 volts, the
output voltage will automatically
be corrected to 115 volts
3%.
Another feature to remember, this
unit uses no current unless the TV
set is in operation. An automatic
relay disconnects primary circuit
under "no load" conditions and
automatically connects circuit when
load is applied to the secondary circuit. Secondary voltage is indicated
on voltmeter while unit is in operation. Furnished complete, ready
to plug-in. See this Acme Electric

ing any transistor back in the circuit. With power applied, surge
currents may cause permanent
damage.
Reading over the operating
manual for the Model A-400, I
came across some interesting "do's
and don'ts" concerning power supplies in general. If you plan to
service any transistorized equipment using a bench supply, you
might keep these five points in
mind.
1. Always reduce voltage to zero
before connecting supply to circuit under test.
2. Observe battery polarity required by instrument or circuit before making connections.
3. To prevent overload, increase
voltage output slowly while observing meters.
4. Never connect a transistor into
a circuit before removing supply voltage.
5. Always reduce supply voltage
to zero when investigating circuit components which might
alter current consumption.
In -Circuit Cap Checker

Speeds Servicing
Century Electronics Co., Inc.
Mineola, N. Y., has recently developed a piece of test equipment
known as the Model CT -1 In Circuit Condenser Tester, pictured in operation in Fig. 4.
Test features are:
1. In -Circuit Checks-values of
capacitors from 200 mmf to .5
m fd; quality, shorts, and opens
for a wide range of circuit
2.

-

Automatic Voltage Stabilizer at
your dealer.

3.

shunt resistances; electrolytic
quality; intermittents.
Out-of-Circuit Checks-values
of capacitors from 50 mmf to .5
mfd; quality, shorts, and opens
in all capacitors; electrolytic
quality; intermittents.
Other-checks for leakage in

CUBA, NEW YORK

tubes, insulators, sockets, capacitors, transformers, etc.;
leakage measurement up to 300
megohms.
Since many of our readers have
expressed a desire to learn more
about in -circuit capacitor checkers, I thought you might like to
see how this one operates.
In the first place, I found that
the instrument has a value selector, two controls, a tuning eye,
two slide -type switches, two input
jacks to accommodate test leads
and two jeweled indicators all on
the front panel. The two main
adjustment knobs are labeled
"VALUE" and "QUALITY." The
value selector is calibrated in capacity and tells the operator the
approximate capacitance of the
circuit or component under test.
The quality control has three
large circular scales. The two
outer scales are marked off in sections of ' "good," "leaky," and
"bad;" one scale is used for testing coupling capacitors and the
other for bypass types. The inner
scale is calibrated in ohms and
denotes the amount of leakage.
Value and quality of a capacitor
are measured simultaneously by
setting both value and quality adjustments for the widest eye opening. The tuning eye will give an
6AT6
DC

Amp

6AF6
Tu ni ng-eye
I

To

ndi cator

Unit or

Circuit Under

Precision

Test

Capacitors
osto .5mfd

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
94 WATER STREET

Fig. 4. Checking electrolytic "in -circuit"
using the Century Model CT -1.

Power

Supply

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the sections used during the value -quality test with the
CT -1.
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Life -test comparison chart
below shows oscillator activity
vert,us hours of life of new G -E
6AF4's and standard 6AF4's.

I

13

IlllI!(lll

III

II

Performance range (high -low) of new G -E 6AF4's

12
11

"X\

10
9
8

6

Performance range, standard 6AF4's
3

.2

o

50)

Now

hr

1000 hrs.

1500 hrs.

....from

Engineer J. G. Tucker checks, for
tubes that are undergoing life test.
on new vs. standard
LEFT: Effect of tube operation over long periods
are
6AF4's is shown by the chart. Tests of many thousand tubes
new
G -E 6AF4's
of
activity
oscillator
the
that
Note
represented.
averages a straight horizontal line, whereas standard 6AF4's show
meaning rapid loss of picture quality.
a sharp, sudden drop
ABOVE: General Electric Design
oscillator activity, new G -E 6AF4

2000 hrs.

2500 hrs.

...

General Electric

for sustained high -quality
... in

the long the tube industry's
life 6AF4 u -h -f oscillator tube
newest, most effective means for making friends of
service customers. Installing a new General Electric
6AF4 cuts snow, brings a clear picture that will retain
its high quality. Tests prove that after 2500 hours and
more of service, this u -h -f oscillator tube performs just
as well as one freshly taken from a carton!
Virtually no receiving tube is called on to undergo
the same electrical "stresses" as a 6AF4. With small
electrodes and close spacing to meet low-inductance,
low -capacitance demands of up -to -900 -mc operation,
current density is 5 to 6 times that of other triodes.
Consequently, extremely high cathode emission is
called for. The plate and grid, subjected to high tem-

Only General Electric can give you

...

.... a

long -life 6AF4

u -h -f TV

reception!

peratures, must resist gas -forming tendencies that would
destroy tube efficiency. Stiff requirements like these
have meant short life for 6AF4's. Now General Electric,
through creative design, combines new materials with
new manufacturing and test methods to give TV technicians and set -owners a 6AF4 that for the first time
is fully as efficient and dependable as other tubes.
The same long -life performance is being built into
General Electric's 2AF4, 2AF4-A, 3AF4-A, and 6AF4-A.
Outstanding examples like this of ever -higher quality,
of design steadily improved, make General Electric
tubes the best you can install. Phone your G -E tube
distributor at your earliest opportunity! Distributor

Sales, Electronic Components Division, General Electric
Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL(
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PHENOL

O1i«a

pZeCiODt
f/N,CeVIDEO FIDELITY
-

Announcing Vi -Fi two years in development, a new Indoor TV Antenna
with new ideas in appearance, electrical
and mechanical performance, and
mounting versatility.
True Video Fidelity: powerful picture pull for sharper images, on color or black
& white, `slide rule' tuning and transformer coupling for best impedance
matching and maximum signal pickup.

Slender Line Styling: only nine and a
half inches long, as thin and as modern
as the new TV sets.
Fold -from -sight Elements: shorter,
easier -to -handle antenna elements hidden from sight when not in use.

SLENDER LINE

3 -Way Mounting: on top, flush or hidden in back for consoles, table models
and portables.

Vi -Fi is available in three color choices
and in VHF and VHF/UHF models
there are many other features you will
want to know about. You and Vi-Fi will
want to get acquainted!

-

goin diilftWOL

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION chicago50,illinois

accurate indication only when
both are set to the proper position.
The "FINE ADJ." control, located just right of the tuning eye,
is the on -off switch and also works
in conjunction with the value
selector. After the value switch
has been set for the widest eye
opening, the fine adjustment is
varied for still a wider indication.
Measured circuit capacity falling
between the calibrations on the
value scale can then be interpreted by the position of the
"FINE ADJ." control (± the
value calibration).
The tuning eye serves as a null
indicator, telling the operator
when the circuit within the instrument is balanced reactance wise with the one under test.
I next examined the function
selector, which is a slide -type
switch located to the lower right
of the panel. With this switch
in the "QUAL. & VALUE" position, the instrument is able to
check paper, ceramic, and mica
capacitors. In its other position,
"HI-LK & ELEC. QUAL," checks
of electrolytic quality and high resistance leakage are made.
The other slide -type switch at
the lower left of the panel is a
spring return device and must be
pressed down when performing
leakage and electrolytic tests.
I also noticed a neon indicator
labeled "HI-LK" on the panel.
This is used only during the leakage measurement and reveals
whether a capacitor is shorted,
leaky, or good. The other neon
jewel is a power indicator and, of
course, only glows when the instrument is turned on.
Curious to know how this particular checker functions internally, I studied the schematic for
a moment and then drew the simple block diagram in Fig. 5, which
shows the instrument sections
used during the value -quality test
of coupling or bypass capacitors.
As in most bridge instruments,
the Model CT -1 compares the circuit or component under test with
a self-contained precision circuit.
When the questionable circuit is
connected to the test leads, it
becomes a part of the variable
bridge network which is also connected to a bank of precision capacitors within the instrument. A
small voltage from the power sup PF REPORTER
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ply is impressed across the entire
system, and the bridge containing
the "FINE ADJ." and "QUALITY" controls is then adjusted for
a balance between the two circuits. The balanced or null condition is transformed into a visible
indication by the 6AT6 DC amplifier and the 6AF6 tuning -eye. Although I found the operating and
setup procedures relatively simple, the main problem in checking
capacitors in -circuit is interpreting
and analyzing the instruments
findings. To help solve this problem, the instruction manual for
the Model CT -1 explains in detail
the results of each test.
Tubes -Transistors -Diodes
and CRT's

A new instrument incorporating
test features for all of these items
is being manufactured by Precision Apparatus Co., Inc., Glendale,
Long Island.
In addition to testing all popular receiving tubes, transistors,
crystal diodes, and TV picture
tubes, the Model 660 will check
pilot lights, ballast, special-purpose, and gas -filled rectifier tubes.
In Fig. 6, the Tube and Transistor
Tester is shown being used to test
the "cathode conductance" of a
6U8 triode-pentode.
Specifications and test features
are:
1. Power Requirements -110 to
120 volts AC, 60 -cps, line fuse
provided.
2. Carrying Case-Portable leatherette -covered 18" X 10" X 61/4",
tool compartment and removable cover.
3. Panel Meter -51/4" Pace meter,

scales, 100 microamp sensitivity, accuracy ±2%.
built-in
Straighteners
4. Pin
types.
7
and
9
pin
miniature
shorts, leakage,
5. Tube Test
continuity, and cathode emission; 22 individual filament
voltages and 8 test sockets provided.
checks Ieo,
6. Transistor Test
shorts and leakage for all RF,
power and tetrode transistors
of both n -p -n and p -n -p types;
conventional and special sockets provided with universal test
cable.
forward
7. Crystal Diode Test
indications
current
and reverse
at specified voltages; special
panel sockets provided.
8. Picture Tube Test-checks for
picture -producing beam current and shorts, uses optional
accessory picture -tube adapter
cable Model PTA.
The specifications and test features listed for the Model 660
speak for themselves. All tubes
can be checked for shorts, leakage, and cathode emission by a
simple lever and switch setup. Of
particular interest is the picture
tube "beam current" test. In order
to test a picture tube using this
instrument, a separate adapter
cable is necessary. This item,
Model "PTA," is available as an
accessory. The cable can also be
used to check picture tubes on
all precision 600-, 900-, and 10 series of tube testers. Following
the test procedures outlined in
the 660 manual, I placed all levers
in the proper positions and connected the adapter cable between
4
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for

LOWEST

hum...noise...
microphonics
in a high -p dual

triode

...

-

Wj'

the

Amperex
ECC 8 3

A

PLUG -I N

REPLACEMENT FOR THE 12AX7

MICROPHONICS:
Negligible in amplifiers requiring an
input voltage of at least 50 mv for an
output of 5 watts. No special
precautions against microphonics
necessary even though the tube is
mounted in the near vicinity of a loudspeaker with 5% acoustical efficiency.

HUM AND NOISE LEVEL:
Better than -60 db relative to 50 mv
when the grid circuit impedance is no
greater than 0.5 megohms (at 60 cps),
the center tap of the heater is
grounded and the cathode resistor is
by-passed by a capacitor of
at least 100 mfd.

OTHER

Amperex TUBES

FOR

HIGH-FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS:

EL84/6B65
6CA7/EL34
EF86/6267

9 -pin power pentode; 17 W PP

High -power pentode; 100 W PP
Low -noise high-µ pentode
ECC81/12AT7 Low -noise medium-µ dual triode
ECC82/12AÚ7 Low -noise low.µ dual triode
Cathode -type rectifier; 250 ma.
GZ34
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.
EZ80/6V4
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 150 ma.
EZ81/6CA4

At All Leading Electronic
Parts Distributors

Amperex

=in

ELECTRONIC CORP.
N.Y.

230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island,

Fig. 6. Precision's new Model 660 Tube -Transistor Tester.
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Types Silicon Rectifiers

Replace

of All Selenium Types Used
in Radio and Television Sets
Save Shelf Space
Save Mounting Time

Lower Inventory
Investment
Simplify rectifier replacement by using
Sarkes Tarzian Silicon Rectifiers...Get
better performance, too, at no additional cost... Send for Service Notes No.l
and No.4 for complete details.

a rkes

arzian

RECTIFIER DIVISION

arzianINC.
DEPT. PF4, 415 NORTH COLLEGE AVE.,

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

IN CANADA: 700 WESTON RD., TORONTO 9, TEL. ROGERS 2-7535
EXPORT: AD AURIEMA, INC., NEW YORK CITY
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Fig. 7. Adapter cable employed with the
Model 660 to test transistors not suited
for direct socket insertion.

picture tube base and the octal
socket on the front panel of the
instrument. I next connected the
cable's alligator clip to the high voltage anode of the picture tube,
turned on the instrument and adjusted line voltage.
I performed the shorts test first,
as recommended in the instructions. If the tube was shorted, the
neon indicator on the 660 panel
was supposed to glow. I noticed
no glow as each lever was thrown,
so I proceeded with the "beam
current" test. Placing the No. 6
lever in the test position, I pressed
the "READ METER" button and
obtained the tube's relative brightness expressed on the panel meter.
The arc scale marked "picture
tubes" is divided into three
colored sections, (red -Reject, yellow-?, green -Bright). The particular tube I tested produced a reading near the center of the green
section, indicating a satisfactory
beam current or brightness. A
guide to the relationship between
meter readings and tube condition is given in the instruction
manual.
The manual also contains a complete discussion on transistor characteristics and test methods. The
special three -wire cable pictured
in Fig. 7 can be used to adapt any
transistor to the test sockets provided on the 660 panel. The leads
are supplied with the instrument,
and due to their universal application, will enable the Model 660
to test transistors of future design.

PF REPORTER
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how long would it take you to solve this service problem?
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VERT
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CONTROL
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(Bas.l on an actual case history taken from the
Hovard W. Sams book "TV Servicing Guide")
450V

450V

PHOTOFACThelps

you lick problems like this

in just minutes for only
a look at this problem: This trouble symptom
is present when there is no driving signal to the vertical
deflection coils and when the horizontal scanning is nor-

Let's take

mal. Look for the following possible causes:

I. Defective multivibrator

or output tubes

coupling capacitors C71 or C69
3. Open linearity control R6 or cathode resistor
4. Open size control R5
5. Open output transformer T3
2. Open

R79

With the applicable PHOTOFACT Folder at your fingertips, you trouble-shoot and solve this problem in just minutes. Here's how:

Using the Tube Placement chart (you'll find it in every
PHOTOFACT TV Folder) you can quickly locate and check

*2p

per model!

multivibrator and output tubes.
Tubes okay?-then: Check waveform at grid of vertical
output tube (W10). Wave shapes and peak-to -peak values
appear right on the PHOTOFACT Standard Notation
schematic. Waveform correct?-then: Check for open
R6, or R79 or for faulty components in the output plate
circuit. The DC resistance of the vertical output transformer and the lead colors are also shown right on the
schematic.
Waveform incorrect?-then: Check voltages at the
pins of the multivibrator tube. They're right on the exclusive Standard Notation schematic.
Whatever the trouble, you'll locate it faster and easier
with a PHOTOFACT Folder by your side. Be sure to use the
complete Replacement Parts List to select the proper
replacement for the repair.
the

prefer-checking of waveform, voltage or resistanceyou'll find all the information you need at your finger-tips in PHOTOFACT.

Use the servicing method you

For only *21/2¢ per model, PHOTOFACT helps you solve your service
problems in just minutes-helps you service more sets and earn more daily!
aesed

on the average number of models covered In

a

single set of PHOTOFACT Folders.

e

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Howard W. Sams& Co., Inc.
2201 E. 46th St. Indianapolis 5, Ind.
Put me on your mailing list to receive the Sams Photo -

®metsut Itt.os

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
Got a tough repair? Try this-at Howard W. Sams'
own rusk: see your Parts Distributor and buy the
proper PHOTOFACT Folder Set covering the receiver. Then use it on the actual repair. If PHOTO FACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job
easier and more profitable for you, Howard W.
Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set
direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price
promptly. GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELFTRY PHOTOFACT NOWT
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fact Index and Supplements. My (letterhead) (business
card) Is attached.

FOR SERVICE

I'm

TECHNICIANS ONLY
Fill out and mail coupon
today for Free subscription

Service Technician:

full time;

part time

is

Shop Name

to the Sams Photofact Index
-your up-to-date guide to

Attn

:

Address

virtually any receiver model
ever to come into your shop.
Send coupon now.

a

Distributor

My

City
L

Zone

State

J
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the newest in

ßiÍ

tikiiL

latest design and
service data for
radio -controlled
tv's by Thomas A. Lesh
Westinghouse "Picture Pilot"
Now that cables, flashlights,
supersonic gongs, and tiny radio
transmitters have all been put to
use as TV remote -control devices, it might seem as if every

practical method of across-the -

Fig.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of Westinghouse "Picture
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Pilot" receiver for remote control of channel selection and sound quieting.
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Cpress

calibrate

lever and adjust
calibration control

NEW RCA WT -110A

AUTOMATIC TUBE -TESTER
means more service profits!
All this for

Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, you'll
find RCA's WT -110A the fastest, most accurate
automatic punched-card tester you can buy
today. It's a virtually obsolescence -proof design
from the exclusive RCA 700 -card capacity
magazine file that always keeps the pre punched cards in type number sequence, to
the fully automatic circuit setup ( including all
operating voltages) and the easy, do-ityourself punch card accessories available to
keep the tube-card file up-to-date!
See and test the WT -110A at your local RCA
Distributor. Prove to yourself what a boost in
business, prestige, profits the RCA -WT -110A
can mean!
.

$19950
USER PRICE (Optional)
Prices higher in Hawaii and Alaska

.

etki

TEST EQUIPMENT
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
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automatically sets up socket connections, and all
operating voltages such as heater, signal, plate and
screen voltages, and bias (both fixed and cathode).
checks tubes for transconductance, gas, shorts, and
leakage between elements.
automatically selects correct conditions from 220
possible combinations of heater voltage (from 0.1
volt to 120 volts) at curre.ts up to 4 amps., 10 bias
voltages and 11 values of cathode resistors.
tubes, such as rectifiers, tested under heavy load currents up to 140 ma per plate.

high -and -low sensitivity ranges for leakage tests.
12 -volt plate and screen supply for testing new autoradio tubes.
meter protected against burnout.
test card provided for checking instrument.
239 pre -punched cards supplied with instrument
cover 95% of currently active TV tubes. Pre -punched
accessory cards available.
active card magazine capacity -350; storage capacity -350...a total capacity of 700 cards.
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Pwr Trans

"Select" SW
"Soft"

SW

/__- Rect

CK-2
$22.80 net
(150 'ache,,
in 21 ratings)

CK-3
$11.55 net
(75

mutters

in 12

ratings)

SPRAGUE

CERAMIKITS*
help speed
TV-Radio servicing
Sprague CERAMIKITS contain all
the popular ceramic capacitor ratings ... neatly stored and indexed
in sturdy steel cabinets ... ready
to use. There's no fumbling or
confusion ... the ceramic capacitors you need most are at your
finger tips. Pay only for the capacitors ... get the cabinets free. Be
sure to see the Sprague CERAMI KITS at your distributor, or write
for Data Sheet M-711, Sprague
Products Company, 105 Marshall
St., North Adams, Mass.
'Trademark

a

tube caddy

for every purpose

Osc Trans

Fig. 3.

"Picture Pilot" transmitter plugs into AC power outlet.

room tuning has already been
utilized; but manufacturers continue to come out with new systems based on different operating
principles. Newest in the parade
is the Westinghouse Model H-988
"Picture Pilot," which employs
carrier-current operation,
or
transmission of RF signals over
the AC power line.
The device consists of a handheld transmitter with 7' line cord,
plus a control receiver which can
be plugged into any 1958 Westinghouse TV set equipped with motorized tuning. A switch on the
transmitter has two operating

tuba caddy

the JUNIOR
$10.50 Dlr. Net. Ideal for quick
trips. 153/4 x 12'/2 x 8 in. Model
Soft

the CARRY -ALL $15.95 DIr. Net.
Takes tubes, tools, meter. 21 x 15
x 8 in. Model TC -4
more. Separate tool tray.
161/2 x 81/2 in. Model TC -5
1/3

Select
Osc

3V4
Osc

a

1/2 Amp

470

0.1

mmf

-T_L

b/
,¡

300mmf
Freq
Change SW

1

`Reg. TM of Argos Products Co.,
originators and leading manufacturers of
tube cases for the electronic technician.

20 m fd

Trans

NEW SUPER $21.95 DIr. Net.
Holds
24 x

channels and "Soft" for reducing
audio volume. The RF oscillator
in the transmitter generates a CW
signal in "Select" or a signal modulated at 60 cps in "Soft." Power
output of the transmitter is approximately 12 mw for CW (less
during modulation) and is sufficient to control a TV receiver
plugged into the same AC power
circuit as the transmitter. The
control unit is tuned to 73.5 kc as
shipped from the factory, but it
can be adjusted to any one of
three other frequencies to permit
interference -free operation of up

tl

10 ma

TC -2A

positions-"Select" for changing

I(
100

22n

AC

2

Li ne

mmf
2.2
meg

-D0.1

J

Power

ó Transformer
PRODUCTS
310 MAIN STREET

COMPANY

O

GENOA, ILLINOIS

Fig. 4. Schematic of
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"Picture Pilot" transmitter circuit.
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to four different sets on the same
line, each controlled by a separate

transmitter.
Receiver Circuits

The H-988 receiver (Fig. 1) is
located just inside the back cover
of the TV set, next to the tuner,
and it can be removed for servicing by taking out one screw and
disconnecting a cable. For operation of the TV set without the
control receiver, a dummy octal
plug having jumpers from pins 1
to 8 and 2 to 3 must be inserted
in the remote socket in place of
the control receiver cable.
A schematic of the "Picture
Pilot" receiver is shown in Fig. 2.
One side of the AC line (pin 1 of
plug) goes to a selenium or silicon
rectifier that supplies 150 volts
DC to the B+ bus of the control
receiver, and this same lead is
also connected to the input of RF
amplifier V1A. A four-position
switch in this circuit is used for
frequency adjustments. In the A
position (shown), a single 470mmf capacitor is used to tune the
RF grid circuit to 73.5 kc; but,
in the B, C, and D positions, various capacitors are placed in parallel with the 470-mmf unit to
change the resonance of the input
circuit to 57.5, 52.5, and 67.5 kc,
respectively. The coil in series
with this bank of capacitors is adjustable to permit accurate alignment of the RF circuit. A "threshold" control is included so that
input signal level of VIA can be
regulated. Two stages of RF amplification are provided by V1, a
12BH7A dual triode.
Two other 12BH7A's, V2 and
V3, are control tubes for the two
relays that perform the channel changing and sound -muting functions. In each case, the relay is in
the plate circuit of the tube's B
section, which operates near cutoff under no -signal conditions. An
input signal produces a positive
swing in grid voltage, thereby increasing plate current through the
tube and energizing a relay.
The diode -connected A section
of the "Select" control tube (V2)
rectifies incoming RF signals and
develops a positive voltage in proportion to signal strength. During
CW reception, the resulting positive shift of voltage at the grid of
V2B is sufficient to operate the
November, 1957
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Here

Is

The

Best Value

Ever Offered In
An Electrical

Measuring
Instrument..

METER PROTECTION

The meter movement is

protected up to 1000 times
overload by rectifier network.

ONLY THE PHAOSTRON"555A"V.O.M. (VOLT
OHM MILLIAMMETER) MEASURES A. C. and D.C.
CURRENT and VOLTAGE AS WELL AS RESISTANCE AND HAS ALL THESE FEATURES:
Easy-7o -Read, Large
4 -Color Scales
43 Unduplicated Ranges

Unbreakable Metal
Case of Highly
Polished Chrome
Separate Range and
Function Switches

Anti Magnetic Shielding

Only 2 jacks
3 T D.C....4%A.C.
Permanent Accuracy

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
Genuine Leather Carrying Case $7.95
Panel Mounting Adapter $1.50

NOW ONLY

NEW LOW PRICE
Not $49.50, but priced lower than ever
before. Complete with probes and batteries. (Replaces former model 5551

$44 9

5

Other Fine
Phaostron Products
MODEL "777"-Vacuum Tube Voltmeter ... 42 unduplicated ranges
with permanent accuracy -3/. D.C.,
5% A.C.

CUSTOM PANEL INSTRUMENTSV/2". 31/2".41/2", 6"... all shielded
by their metal cases from stray
magnetic fields. 2'/2" and 3'/,"
models available in round or
square face.
PORTABLE LABORATORY
INSTRUMENT...with double probe
outlets and full overload protection.
RUGGEDIZED AND SEALED
PANEL INSTRUMENTS...available
in I1/2" (Square Bezel) and 21/2",
31/2". 41/2" Round Bezel models in
AC, DC or Null Indicators.

Write today for full details or ask your dealer

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMPANY
151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, California
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It's no trick to save time
replacing dual controls

with---------`
Centralab
- -~-

Fastatch® FR -22A
Control Kit
Why waste time with special trips to
jobbers every time you need a dual concentric, when
at a fraction of
the cost you can stock a complete
line within arm's reach?
The handy Fastatch® FR -22A kit
puts 570 dual -control variations at
your fingertips
gives you the replacement you need for 85% of your
TV, radio, and auto -set service calls
and all this for only $28.51!
Make it a point to pick up a
Fastatch® FR22A dual -control kit at
your Centralab distributor the next
timé you need supplies.

-

-

-

"Select" relay. The modulated
"Soft" signal produces a lower
average amplitude of rectified
signal, which does not increase
V2B plate current enough to energize the relay.
Contacts on the "Select" relay
are wired in parallel with the control switches of the tuning motor
in the TV set, and closure of these
contacts causes the motor to rotate
the TV tuner to the next active
channel. Incidentally, motor operation is governed by a programming wheel, accessible from the
rear of the TV set. A group of
three -position switches on this
wheel are used to set up individual channels for bypassing or for
fringe- or local -area reception.
Westinghouse sets with motorized tuners also feature an automatic fine tuning circuit (basically
a type of AFC), in which a control
voltage is developed at the video
detector and fed back to the local
oscillator. This AFT system will
be described in detail in a future

issue.
When the modulated "Soft" signal is applied to the control receiver, V1B acts as a grid-leak detector and recovers the 60 -cps
modulation of the RF carrier. The
resulting signal is amplified by
V3A and fed to the grid of the control tube V3B, making the average
grid voltage more positive. Plate
current then increases and the
"Soft" relay operates, shunting a
10K -ohm resistor across the volume control of the TV set, thus
reducing the audio output. Sound
may remain faintly audible, or it
may be cut off entirely, depending
upon the volume control setting.
The 1-megohm grid leak resis-

Each Fastatch® FR -22A kit contains 22 control units, 4 Fastatch®
switches, and 2 auto -adapter bushings that you can combine to get
570 of the most popular dual controls. Each control is factory -assembled, tested, and guaranteed
by Centralab.

...

Centole
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A

DIVISION OF GLOBE-UNION INC.

942K EAST KEEFE AVENUE
MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
IN CANADA: 804 MT. PLEASANT ROAD
TORONTO, ONTARIO

" Anderson's TV still cooking?"
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It's a surearething
4 to 1

tor of V3B is returned to ground
through an extra contact on the
"Select" relay. Whenever this relay is energized, the resistor is ungrounded and connected through
a 1-meg resistor to the midpoint
of a voltage divider across B+.
A positive voltage then appears on
the grid of V3B, energizing the
"Soft" relay to prevent bursts of
sound that might occur while the
receiver is being tuned.
When the control receiver is
plugged into the TV set, its three
tube heaters are added to the
series string in the set. At the
same time, a portion of the dropping resistor is cut out of the TV
heater circuit so that additional
voltage will be available for the
extra tubes.

...the odds
in your favor!

Transmitter Circuit

The transmitter (Figs. 3 and 4)
contains a 3V4 tube wired in a
Hartley oscillator circuit. Note
the frequency -change switch in
the tuned circuit, which serves
as a coarse frequency adjustment.
On either of the two highest operating frequencies (A and D), the
switch is open. If it is desired to
set up the unit for operation on
one of the lower frequencies (B
or C), the switch is closed and
the 470-mmf tuning capacitor is
shunted by 300 mmf. Fine adjustment of frequency is made by
tuning the slug in the oscillator
transformer.
The function switch keys the
transmitter by applying plate voltage to the oscillator. In the "Select" position, line voltage is rectified and then applied to the tube,
and CW oscillation is produced.
But, in the "Soft" position, AC line
voltage is applied directly to the
oscillator plate; providing 60 cycle modulation of the RF signal.
Since the "power transformer" is
included in the oscillator circuit,
RF energy is coupled into the
power line and will reach a control receiver on the same power
circuit.
Service Notes

A test point, located on the receiver chassis alongside the "Select" relay, is directly connected
to the grid of V2B. For alignment
of the transmitter, the switch can
be held in "Select" and the test point voltage monitored with a
VTVM while the slug in the oscilNovember, 1957 PF REPORTER

Stable mates in Centralab's long line of championsModel WW and WN Wirewounds pack a 5 -watt control into a 2 -watt size, in short- or long-shaft styles.
Now, one size takes care of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5 -watt replacements in TV, hi-fi, home and auto radio sets.
Every Centralab Wirewound is a real thoroughand gives you a winning ticket that cuts inbred
ventory, helps save time, helps you make more money.

-

Here's another sure thing

- Centralab Wire

-

wounds are favorites in the rich industrial handicap.
Ask your Centralab distributor about these versatile controls. Complete information on these and
other top-quality Centralab components can be found
in Centralab's new catalog 30.
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Waveform checks will yield
some information when the signal
is being lost or severely distorted
in the receiver, but some 60 -cps
sawtooth-shaped distortion should
be anticipated because a slight
sawtooth voltage is normally present on the B+ line. This exists
because the B+ filter capacitor is
rather low in value (20 mfd) .

6.3VAC

+
To

I2roVDC

Tuning Abler

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of Hoffman "BeamRider" receiver.
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#144

a
STANDS
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'C4
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UTAH STANDS for UNSURPASSED SERVICE
Yes, all over the U.

Service.

lator transformer is adjusted for
a peak reading. The voltage at
this same point also helps to indicate whether or not the RF
stages of the receiver are functioning. Application of a "Select"
signal to the receiver should cause
an increase in the test -point voltage, and application of a "Soft"
signal should produce a similar
(but smaller) shift in voltage.

S.-Utah stands for Unsurpassed

US-Utah and the Service Man-because Utah stands behind you-the Service Man.
Utah stands behind you-with a speaker name that for

over 30 years has signified the finest in quality, design,
engineering and production.

Readjustment of the threshold
control may be necessary to compensate for conditions such as
tube aging. If the setting is too
low, the input signal will be weak
and the "Select" relay will fail
to operate; on the other hand, an
excessively high setting will permit the "Soft" signal to reach V2
in sufficient amplitude that undesired operation of the {`Select"
relay will occur. If either one of
the relays will not operate, and
the trouble cannot be cleared up
by adjustment of the threshold
control, the relay control tube and
its B+ supply should be checked.
Hoffman "BeamRider"
A wireless remote control, the
Model RP409 (`BeamRider," is
available for use with recent

Utah stands behind you with a speaker that gives installation performance. You can sell customer satisfaction with
a Utah-because Utah gives performance satisfaction.
Utah stands behind you-with a secure source of supply.
Leading jobbers all over the U. S. handle Utah-because
Utah has the finest and widest line of replacement speakers available to the trade.
Utah is your one, complete satisfactory speaker source. When
Utah your one complete speaker
you order speakers today
source auto ° Rear Deck Kits *
Standard Replacement * TeleviTHINK-then order Utah.
sion
Public Address
High

-

Fidelity
*

*

Outdoor

*

Inter -Corn

Wood & Metal Baffles

Get your FREE copy of the latest
Utah Catalog S-157 listing over 100

replacement speakers.
Available at your distributors
write direct.

or

RADIO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
HUNTINGTON

INDIANA

" Hold it, Joe, it's not 18.6 volts, it's
18.6 kilovolts."

Export Dept. Fidevox International, Chicago, Illinois
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Fig. 6. Hoffman remote control receiver
(with cover removed).

model Hoffman TV sets having
"Dyna-Touch" automatic tuning.
The system consists of a hand-held
transmitter that emits a CW radio
signal, and a control receiver
which picks up this signal and activates a tuning-motor relay.
The receiver, a two -tube unit
designed to hang on the back
cover of the TV set, obtains B+
and heater power from the TV set
through a plug. (See Figs. 5 and
6.) A whip antenna picks up the
transmitted signal and applies it
to the cathode of a grounded -grid
RF stage, V1A. Output of this
tube section is fed to V1B, a
superregenerative detector.
When no transmitted signal is
present, the V1B circuit oscillates
because of regenerative feedback
from plate to grid, producing a
noise signal at its output. Oscillation is not continuous, however,
since such a circuit is characteristically designed to break in and
out of oscillation at a definite rate
called the "quench frequency" in
order to increase its sensitivity.
V2A. filters out the "quench frequency" and amplifies the noise
signal, feeding it to the relay control tube V2B. A selenium diode
in the grid circuit of V2B rectifies
the signal by shorting positive
peaks to ground. A negative bias
voltage is thereby developed on
the grid of V2B, keeping it near
cutoff and the relay in its plate
circuit deenergized.
When a signal is received, the
output of VIA loads the detector
and reduces its noise output. Since
the noise voltage arriving at the
rectifier diode becomes progressively lower in amplitude as RF
signal strength increases, the bias
on V2B is decreased. Plate current of the tube soon becomes
heavy enough to energize the relay which completes the tuning
motor circuit.
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"MEET MY NEW PARTNER!
NEW WEBSTER V-8 PLUG-IN CERAMIC"
We'll be going out on a lot of jobs together-this new
V-8 cartridge and me. And the kind of performance it
well, I'll be a hero to my customers. Folks
gives
like the V-8 because it makes their phonos sound better
gets the most out of the new hi-fi recthan new
ords. You'll like 'em because they're so easy to install
fit right into the brackets now used in VM and
Webcor changers. And with the bracket available, you
can modernize all obsolete 3- and 4 - speed changers.

...

...

...

New V-8 ceramic cartridge and needle combination is
available in three basic models-square cartridge,
with or without turn -under bracket, and round cartridge without bracket. All three models are available
with two sapphire needles or 1 -mil diamond and 3 -mil
sapphire needles. Cartridge is installed as a unit when
needles are replaced.
Why don't you buddy-up to this new Webster V-8?
You can go places together!

STOCK WISELY ... STOCK WEBSTER!
ELECTRON

WEBSTER

I

C S

DIVISION
ELECTRIC
RACINE WIS
-

New V-8 plug-in

cartridges

V-119
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HANDY POCKET
NUTDRIVERS
FOR EASY ACCESS
TO YOUR

MINIATURE CHASSIS!
With the increasing trend toward miniaturization, we at XCELITE realized that
smaller precision tools would be welcomed for servicing those tricky jobs
involving printed circuits, transistors and
other miniature and sub -miniature parts.
So ... we were ready for you with our
line of compact, convenient XCELITE
Pocket Nutdrivers with the handy pocket
clip. XCELITE Pocket Nutdrivers are
available in the four most -needed sizes:
1/2", 1/4", x/16" and 3/s" Hex.
You'll want to keep all four of these
"just -right -hex -sized" XCELITE Pocket
Nutdrivers clipped in your shirt pocket.

They're ideal to reach those "hard -to -get at" places in the new miniature sets.
Fact is, XCELITE Pocket Nutdrivers are
just like all the other quality hand tools
in the line-XCELITE screwdrivers,
pliers, reamers, adjustable wrenches, kits
all the other items precision made
especially for professional radio, TV
and electronics servicemen. Remember,
XCELITE always brings you the finest
tools first!
Call or see your dealer today ...order all
four of these handy XCELITE Pocket
Nutdrivers. And, while you're at it,

-

check your needs and order all the
XCELITE Tools that will help you do
your job better, easier, more profitably!

XCELITE, INCORPORATED
Dept. Q, Orchard Park, N. Y.
In

Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.
6 Alcina Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Fig. 7. Hoffman remote transmitter.

The "BeamRider" transmitter
7 and 8), which features a
crystal -controlled oscillator using
a subminiature 1AG4 tube, is
powered by a 11/2 -volt "A" battery
and a 45 -volt "B" battery. The
output signal is radiated from a
loop antenna connected in the
oscillator plate tank circuit. A
tunable coil in series with this
loop allows adjustment of the
transmitter to the correct frequency, 27.12 mc. (Units marked
"Code 2" employ 26.25 mc instead.) The transmitter is keyed
by pressing a button that completes the lAG4 filament circuit.
(Figs.

Service Information

Since the `BeamRider" operates
by low -power RF radiation, several measures can be taken to increase the signal actually arriving
at the control receiver and therefore the effective range of the
unit. Here are a few suggestions:
1. Disconnect the built-in antenna
of the TV set.
2. Shift the position of the control
receiver to a different spot on
the back cover of the TV set.
3. Be sure the transmitter is
pointed directly at the TV set
while being keyed.

Because Wright Wire
Strand comes to you premeasured and uncoils without snarling, it gives to you
unique economy. Quality
wire, perfectly stranded
and heavily galvanized,
the bright Wright
way. SAVE with
Wright.

Prompt deliveries from stocks in Worcester, Chicago,

Atlanta, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and Los Angeles.

G. F. WRIGHT STEEL
249 Stafford St.
58

& WIRE CO.

Worcester, Mass.

"...AND

FOR WATCHING THE LATE.

LATE SHOW!!!"
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Keep the control receiver away
from large metal objects and
other electronic equipment.
Alignment of the oscillator plate
circuit may improve transmitter
operation. The slug -tuned coil is
adjusted for minimum "B" battery drain (about 3.5 to 4 ma) ,
and then the slug is backed off
about ?-; turn counterclockwise.
The final adjustment should be
checked to make sure that hand
capacitance does not kill the oscillations.
A pair of test leads are brought
out to the top of the receiver
chassis to provide a convenient
place for checking the voltage
across the relay. This should be
about 3 to 5 volts until the relay
is energized, and then it should
increase to more than 20 volts.
The voltage across these leads
is also measured during receiver
alignment. While the transmitter
is being keyed, the slugs in the
RF and detector coils are adjusted
for a maximum voltage reading.
In case the tuning motor operates without being keyed by the
transmitter, try disconnecting or
shortening the receiver antenna. If
the motor keeps running, check
for trouble within the receiverfor example, diode failure or a
loss of oscillation in the superregenerative detector. However,
motor stoppage indicates that the
spurious operation of the relay is
probably being caused by stray
RF signals from sources other
than the transmitter.
4.

HAN DISCO PE
model 466

perfect for:
Hi-Fi troubleshooting

Industrial maintenance
Production line tests
Communications
equipment checks
AM & FM

MEASURES ONLY 8" x 12'/4"x 16'/] "-Use this
rugged little instrument for the 101 jobs where
a big specialized scope isn't needed. It brings
you quality features such as a filter type grati cule, universal -fit bezel, and 5" screen, yet is
economically priced. And like other Simpson
test equipment, Model 466 is built to give you
years of hard service.

Frequency Response of Vertical Amplifier:
From 15 cycles/sec to 100 Kc/sec, flat within
± 1 db; 6 db down at 250 Kc/sec; useable to

1 Mc/sec.
Maximum Vertical Deflection Sensitivity:
30 Millivolts RMS/inch.
Useful for black
Frequency Response of Horizontal Amplifier:
and white TV, too
From 15 cycles/sec to 20 Kc, flat within ± 1
db; 6 db down at 100 Kc/sec.
Maximum Horizontal Deflection Sensitivity: 0.7 volt RMS/inch.
Z -Axis Sensitivity (Voltage Required to Extinguish Beam): 20 volts RMS.
Calibrating Voltage (at 117.5 VAC power source 1 volt P -P ± 10%.
Maximum Input Voltage: 400 volts peak.
Input Resistance: 0.1 Meg at atten. x 1 ; 0.5 Meg (at atten. x 100).
Input Capacitance: 40 uuf (at atten. x 1 ; 35 uuf (at atten. x 100 I.
Sawtooth Sweep Range: 15 cycles/sec to 80 Kc/sec.
Power Consumption (at 117.5 volts AC) : 50 watts.
Model 466 with Lead, Operator's Manual

radio servicing
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your Electronic Distributor, or write

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie Street
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In Canada: Bach

Fig. 8. "BeamRider" transmitter is keyed
by closing tube filament circuit.
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First of all, let's set the record
straight: tuner alignment isn't impossible for the average service
shop
nor is it often required.
The fact that some manufacturers
fail to include tuner alignment
data in their service literature is
an indication of its infrequent
necessity, rather than an attempt
to make the job of alignment more
difficult. It is the purpose of this
article to show you how to determine when alignment is required,
what test equipment is needed,
and how to perform the alignment.
Does the tuner really need
alignment? This is a question
which can't always be answered
just by looking at the picture on
the screen. However, an understanding of the following symp-

...

Front Ends

toms can be very valuable. One
symptom that is almost always an
indication of the need for tuner
alignment is the lack of sound
when the picture is tuned in.
Other symptoms, such as interference in the picture, and loss of
picture detail, are symptomatic of
troubles which may or may not be
the result of tuner misalignment.

Once you have decided that the
symptoms could be caused by
tuner malfunction, what do you
do? Why, you simply use a process of elimination to determine
whether the tuner or something
else is the source of the trouble.
Naturally, you make the checks
that require the least work; and,
in most cases, the tuner is easiest
Scope
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w0
0 0
0 0Horiz

O
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Fig. 1. Resistive network used to match
impedances between sweep generator
and antenna.
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Fig. 2. Tuner alignment test setup.
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to check. But before we can go
into the actual checking of tuner

alignment, let's discuss test equipment requirements.

Major Equipment
The major items of equipment
required are the sweep signal
generator, marker generator, oscilloscope and VTVM. The sweep
generator must be able to produce
a .1 volt (100,000 microvolts)
swept signal output 10 mc wide
for each TV channel frequency
between 54 and 216 mc. It goes
without saying that the signal output must be flat over the swept
range being used, since a nonlinear output (peaked or dipped)
will provide erroneous indications
and cause you to misalign the
tuner (attempting to obtain a flat
response curve in spite of generator non -linearity)
The marker generator (which
may either be an integral part of
the sweep generator or a separate
unit) must provide a reasonably
strong marker signal at any frequency between 54 and 216 mc.
Some generators have a built-in
crystal oscillator for calibration
purposes-a most desirable feature. Find out how this feature
works and use it. If you have no
way of calibrating your marker
generator (and you should have),
you'll just have to assume that it
is calibrated correctly.
The oscilloscope doesn't have
to be a wide -band type such as
might be used for viewing composite signals or color TV work;
however, it should be reasonably
sensitive-on the order of 25 millivolts RMS per inch of vertical deflection. If your service scope isn't
sensitive enough, there are preamplifiers designed to amplify
low-level signals before they are
applied to the scope, thereby effectively increasing the oscilloscope's
sensitivity.
Your standard service VTVM
is suitable for all tuner alignment
and service needs. The unit
should, of course, be in good
working order and properly calibrated.
.

Miscellaneous Items
Now for the smaller items. A

bias pack is always required, and
it should have an output which is
variable from 1.5 to 7.5 volts. A
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"C" battery and a 500K
potentiometer function very well
in this application. A crystal -demodulator probe of the high-impedance variety is also a necessity
in tuner alignment. In addition, a
50 -ohm and a matched pair of
120 -ohm carbon resistors should
be used between the antenna terminals and the sweep output
cable. Another standard resistor
needed is a 10K, 1 -watt unit for
isolation between the scope and
the mixer injection point (tuner
test point in mixer grid circuit) .
One such matching unit (Fig. 1)
could be assembled and mounted
on a phenolic board. The 50 -ohm
resistor could be either a 50- or
51 -ohm 1% precision carbon resistor and the two 120 -ohm units
can be selected from 10% composition units. The 120 -ohm resistors should be matched in value
at between 120 and 125 ohms;
thus, when they are used in series
with the 50 -ohm resistor, the total
resistance will be very near 300
ohms. If a number of 47 ohm composition resistors are available, a
unit between 50 and 52 ohms
could be selected, eliminating the
need for a precision resistor. This
affords the best impedance match,
and therefore the maximum transfer of energy from the generator
cable (usually 52 ohms) to the
antenna input (300 ohms). Last
but not least, you'll need an array
of alignment tools, insulated so
that the tool itself will not detune
the circuit being adjusted.
7.5 -volt

Checking Alignment

Checking tuner alignment is a
most important step, because the
results will be used to determine
whether or not alignment will be
required. It is at this stage that
the technician must exercise all
his skill if unnecessary waste of
time and labor is to be avoided.
Most important of all is the correct application of test equipment.
Test equipment is connected to
the tuner as shown in Fig. 2. The
bias level, scope -isolation resistor,
and impedance -matching pad are
in accordance with the instructions given in the service literature. After allowing about 15
minutes for the equipment to
warm up, we can begin the alignment check. During the warm-up
period, the tuner should be set

DISKS

TUBULARS

FEED-THRUS

STAND-OFFS

PLATE

HIGH -VOLTAGE

ASSEMBLIES

CARTWHEELS

AEROUOH

CERAMIC
CAPACITORS
You can be sure that Aerovox Ceramic Capacitors

are exactly right for your service applications

because of the extra-care taken in the manufacturing of these capacitors to provide you with

trouble -free, exact -duplicate replacements. This
extra -care assures your customers of stay-put

installations saving you time and money on costly
call-backs.
The Aerovox line of ceramic capacitors is the

most complete on the market. A type for every
application is available to you for prompt delivery
from the complete stock selection carried by your
local Aerovox Distributor.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
NEW

BEDFORD, MASS.

Conodo. AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont.
Erpore Ad Auriemo, Inc-, 89 Brood St., New York, N Y.
Coble- Aunemo, N. Y.
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FAST!
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Fig. 4. Response with sound marker at

left.

switch, it may then be used to
eliminate the second curve. After
calibration of the marker generator, its frequency should be tuned
to, first, the picture, and then the
sound carrier frequencies for that
channel, while the respective
marker locations on the response
curve are noted. This process
must be repeated for all channels
received in the area. The curves
may be similar to those in Fig. 3,
and a comparison of the various
responses will tell you if the tuner
needs alignment. Since the curves
are obtained at the mixer grid
circuit, the effect of the mixer
plate circuit is not included. However, since tuning of the mixer
plate circuit is part of the IF
alignment, we will not deal with it
here.
There are a number of tuners
with complex input circuits designed to reject FM and other interfering signals. In testing the
alignment of these tuners, be sure
to check these rejection features,
following the procedure specified
in the service data.
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CONDITION
ANALYZER
Makes any TV or Radio SuperSensitive to Intermittents & Noisy
Components ...
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Save valuable time and bench
space when troubleshooting in-

termittents. Just connect output
of Model 828 to Radio or TV
receiver antenna terminals, and
use exclusive "Electro -Wand"
(for tubes) or "Electro -Probe"
(for components) to quickly pinpoint intermittent or noisy tubes,
capacitors, resistors, coils, transformers, defective connections,
etc. No direct circuit connection
needed.
Special Wintronix circuit immediately makes any receiver
super -sensitive to intermittents.
Lets you hear intermittents
through built-in speaker. Reduces callbacks by detecting
borderline components before
they fail.
See the Wintronix Model 828
at your local parts distributor
or write for free literature.

WINSTON
ELECTRONICS INC.
4312 Main St., Phila. 27, Pa.
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13

Fig. 3. Comparison of tuner bandpass
curves before alignment.

on channel 13 and the center range frequency of the sweep gen-

erator adjusted for a channel

Alignment Adjustments
Realignment of the tuner requires the use of the same equipment setup employed during the
alignment check. The first step is
to set the selector switch on channel 13 and detune the local oscillator by turning the adjustment
screw counterclockwise. This step
is repeated for all channels re -

13

sweep frequency.

After the test equipment has
warmed up and stabilized, the
sweep frequency should be varied
slightly to center the response
curve on the scope screen; also,
the phasing control on the sweep
generator should be adjusted until
the two curves coincide. If the
sweep generator has a blanking

Fig. 5. Top of turret tuner showing location of trimmer capacitors.
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Fig. 6. Response with pix marker at right.

ceived in the area. With the selector back on channel 13, the sweep
and marker generators are, adjusted for a curve with sound
marker positioned on the left side
as shown in Fig. 4. The mixer grid
and RF plate trimmers (Fig. 5)
are then adjusted for maximum
gain and symmetry. The selector
switch is then set on the lowest
channel received, and the sweep
and marker generators adjusted
for a scope curve with the picture
marker on the right side (Fig. 6).
The RF grid trimmer is tuned for
maximum gain and symmetry in
the curve. All in between channels are then checked for excessive tilt. The response on channel
13 must again be viewed since
adjustment of the RF grid trimmer on the low band may adversely affect the alignment on
channel 13.
Final touch-up adjustments are
made by switching back and forth
between high and low channels
and rocking the trimmers until
the tilt between channels is minimized. There is no short cut in
this step, and it could take 15 or
20 minutes. The curves on channels 13, 8, 6 and 4 should be similar to those shown in Fig. 7.
The neutrode type turret tuner
features an additional adjustment
for neutralizing the triode RF amplifier. Instructions for making
this adjustment vary for different
make sets. Some manufacturers
simply say that it is not critical
and will not normally require adjustment, while others state that
after the alignment has been completed, the neutralization capacitor should be adjusted for minimum response on the scope. The
scope can either be connected to
the mixer test point or to the 1st
video IF grid; however, a demodulator probe must be used at the
IF grid. Unless you are in a fringe
area, or suspect the neutralization
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Want to make more money in servicing? Here's the secretnext
day!
words-KNOW YOUR STUFF-today, tomorrow, andIf the
read
and
you

How ?-keep up with new methods and techniques. be one of the
absorb the information in these two books, you'll
leading service technicians in your neighborhood today-and hold

that spot tomorrow!

Bob MidRAPID TV REPAIR by G. Warren SERVICING COLOR TV-By
The best practical book on color
Heath shows you how to lick the toughest dleton.
servicing yet! Fact -packed with the
servicing problem in minutes! Just look TV
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up the symptoms in the Index and read branch or servicing! Hundreds or charts.
how to put your finger on the trouble as photos, and diagrams show you how to
troubleshooting
your
ABC.
Cut
oasy as
find and fix troubles in any set on the
market today.
time way down. Make more money!
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New Automation Punched Card TV Tube Tester

MILLION TUBE TESTS!
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Fastest, most complete
portable mutual conductance
dynamic tester.

Speed -test complete set of tubes in minutes
DM456
with the new DynaMatic Tube Tester
THE ORIGINAL
So simple to use-a customer can operate it!
LIGHTEST and SMALLEST Gm tester available.
Price Slightly Higher West of Rockies
Take it on ALL house calls.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Perforated plastic cards set up socket pin
connections and test voltages.
Permits full -complement tube testing.
DynaMatic is a dynamic mutual conductance
tester-NOT an emission checker.
Accurately measures mutual conductance in
mircromhos on 2 ranges. 0-6000, 0-18000.
Also checks battery tubes.
136-10 31st Rd., Flushing 54, N.Y.
CANADA: WHITE RADIO, LTD., 41 W. Ave. N, Hamilton, Ont.
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EXPORT: ROBURN AGENCIES,

431 Greenwich St.,
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who make deliveries by station wagon
or panel truck. No need to detach appliance for loading into the "wagon" or
pick-up
the YEATS "Shorty" will
slide into your vehicle with ease.
Has aluminum alloy frame with
padded felt front, quick fastening
(30 second) strap ratchet, and
endless, rubber belt step glide.
New YEATS folding platform attachment, at left, saves backbreaking work handling TV
Folding platform
is 131/2" x 241/2"
chassis or table models. Call
-attaches instantly. (Platform yourYEATS dealer today!
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only) $9.95.
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are
made of tough water repellant
fabric with adjustable web
straps and soft, scratchless
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covers

SEND postcard for full information
on our complete line TODAY!
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2103 N. 12th St.
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P14:44

dolly
sales co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

C h
13
Fig. 7. Comparison of tuner
curves after alignment.

bandpass

adjustment has been tampered
with, it is suggested that you do
not adjust the neutralization. Experience has shown that repeated
RF tube replacement may be
made with no noticeable change
in performance, even without neutralization readjustment.
Alignment of the incremental inductance, switch -type tuner is
a little more complex because the
coils that tune each channel have
to be adjusted in sequence. In the
turret tuner, these coils are preset
at the time of their manufacture
and there are no adjustments.
Since both gain and bandwidth
will be affected by adjustment of
the individual coils (expanding
and compressing), it is essential
that alignment instructions be followed to the letter. Because B+
is present on some of the coils,
and metal will detune any of the
coils, only an insulated tool should
be used to adjust the coils. A
tuning wand that has both a brass
and a powdered iron tip can
be very helpful in determining
whether to expand or compress a
PF REPORTER November, 1957
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Fig. 8. Using the tuning wand.

Tuners are designed to conform to rather rigid specifications,
and should therefore rarely require realignment. Video IF stages
should always be realigned, and
set performance rechecked, before
performing tuner alignment.
When working in a tuner, never
move a part or redress a lead unless you are sure it won't affect
alignment, or unless it is necessary to minimize the danger of a
short.
Use extreme care in making
tuner adjustments. Small changes
have very pronounced effects.

coil, and which coil to adjust. By

bringing first the brass and then
the powdered iron tip close to the
coil that tunes a particular channel, you will learn a number of
things. (See Fig. 8.) For example,
you can tell if adjustment of that
coil will affect the curve as desired and if the coil needs expanding or compressing for the desired
results. The following information
will be helpful in this respect.
1. If the tuning wand affects the
curve as desired, the coil needs
adjusting.
2. If the brass end tends to correct the fault, the inductance
must be reduced which means
that the space between coil
turns must be increased.
3. If the iron end improves the
curve, the inductance is too low
and the coil should be compressed.
These simple checks will help
speed up the alignment of a
switch-type tuner and will also
prevent unnecessary coil bending.
Things to Remember
Possibly the biggest single reason for tuner misalignment is

tweaking-someone tweaked the
little screws. A good rule to follow
is never to tweak any alignment
adjustment, tuner or otherwise,
unless you are doing it in accordance with a prescribed alignment
procedure.
Without the proper bias on the
RF stage, the response curve may
have almost any shape. Be sure
the proper bias voltage is being
supplied.
A sweep generator is rated to
do a job only if its output cable
is properly terminated. Under any
other condition, the results obtained are not reliable.

l
e
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MOSLEY Flush Mount
TV Socket
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MODEL F-1PK

The tremendous demand for portable TV
sets opens another BIG market for good
set -to-antenna plug-in outlets. MOSLEY
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Without MOSLEY TV Outlets, portable
TV-in most areas-ceases to be portable!
Let MOSLEY TV Outlets spark YOUR
Portable TV Sales!
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For a complete line of up-to-date
TV Accessories and Electronic
Components send for our "57"
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the specs are the proof...
the BEST BUYS are? E/CO
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Factory-wired
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$129"
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kit
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AMPL.: sens. 25 rms mv/in; input Z 3 megs;
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sync. ampi. & lim. PLUS: direct or cap, coupling;
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equipt. High intensity trace CRT. 0.06 usec rise
time. Push-pull hor. ampi., flat to 400 kc, sens.
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Sawtooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace
blanking. Phasing control.
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(Continued from page 12)

ity adjustment. Finally, a bias
control R2 is included to permit
adjustment of the bias applied to
X2 for replacement transistors.
This is needed because the current amplification (ß) among different transistors of the same type
may vary considerably.
The yoke itself is located in the
collector leg of X2. If we apply a
sawtooth wave of the form shown
in Fig. 2A to the base of X2, the
voltage developed across the yoke
will be as shown in Fig. 2B. The
sharp voltage spike developed
when the transistor is brought to
cutoff is due to the inductive reactance of the yoke, and its ampli-

tude is equal to
For a yoke
di.
inductance of 40 millihenries, a
peak -to -peak yoke current of 450
ma and a retrace interval of 350
microseconds, the pulse generated
will have an amplitude of about
52 volts. To this would be added
the negative voltage of the collector battery (about 25 volts) for a
total of 77 volts. The collector
must be capable of withstanding
this surge, otherwise it will periodically break down, damping the
pulse and increasing the retrace
time of the beam.
Since the yoke is directly positioned in the collector arm of the
output amplifier, it will have the
DC component of the collector

:666

$10995

kit

J.

1

5. Cylindrical segments of ceramic
permanent magnet

3. Magnetic centering used with
transformerless deflection amplifier.
Fig.

current flowing through it (yoke
current does not reverse in this
circuit) . This will cause vertical
picture decentering to a considerable extent; so much so, in fact,

that conventional centering methods are incapable of bringing the
picture back to its proper place
on the screen. There are several
ways to solve this problem, but

Prices 5%
higher on

100 K

or Equivalent

'KO

Sync

i--+

q b

1

FICO models IN
STOCK at your neighborhood distributor. Write for
FREE. Catalog PF -11

B-

1N34A

$6995

with steel cover and handle.
SPEED, ease,
unexcelled accuracy
and
thoroughness. Tests all receiving tubes ( and
picture tubes with adapter ). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous
sel of any of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages,
3 screen voltages. 3 ranges of continuously variable
grid voltage (with 5% accurate pot). New seriesatring voltages: for 600, 450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 na meter. S ranges meter sensitivity
(1% shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX-position lever
switches: free -point connection of each tube pin.
10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of any tube element
in leakage test circuit & speedy sel, of individual
sections of multi -section tubes in merit tests.
Direct -reading of inter -element leakage in ohms.
New gear -driven rollchart. Cheeks n -p -o
p -n -p
transistors: separate meter readings of collector
leakage current
Beta using internal dc power
supply. ('R.A Adapter $4.50
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3. Horizontal winding

4. Bars of ceramic permanent magnets.
IStackpole ceramagnet A, 1 /8 X 1/8 X

-28V

1K

Factorywired

COMPLETE

r

2. Vertical winding

Tube &

as

E/CO

1. Yoke core

Transistor Tester

Also available

i

(B)

CONDUCTANCE

and tested

See the 50

(Al

-VXl

X2

sc
1.5K

Yoke

680n

15K

Ó.

Output

Driver
C2

25 mfd

10K

v5, 0
3.3K

(Courtesy Sylvania Electric)

West Coast

33-00 Northern Blvd.
Long I,Iond City 1, N.Y.

Fig. 4. A three -stage vertical deflection system.
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the most attractive one employs
permanent magnets. Small ceramic
bar magnets are placed longitudinally in the opening or window
formed by the vertical yoke windings. (See Fig. 3A.) An alternative method would be the placement of ring segments of ceramic
magnetic material between the
yoke and the picture tube neck.
(See Fig. 3B.) Both methods provide a strong enough magnetic
field to recenter the picture on the
screen.
Another vertical deflection system, this one utilizing a driver
stage between the oscillator and
the output amplifier, is shown in
Fig. 4. The oscillator circuit, previously discussed, develops the
sawtooth wave in the emitter leg
of the transistor. R5 and Cl form
the basic timing network although
Rl can exert enough influence to
function as the hold control.
Pulses from the sync separator
section are brought in via a third
winding on the blocking oscillator
transformer. Another winding in
the collector circuit is shunted by
a diode, to remove the long narrow voltage spike that is developed by the inductance of the
blocking transformer when the
oscillator is cut off sharply. By
removing the pulse, which serves
no useful purpose, the chances for
collector breakdown are minimized.
The sawtooth wave developed
by the blocking oscillator is transferred via C2 and R2 to a common emitter driver. R2 is made variable to permit selection of the
proper current drive for the low impedance driver stage (AC input
impedance is on the order of 300
ohms). R3 is a bias control for X2
and is incorporated to establish
the correct operating conditions
for the driver transistor. Adjustment would be most essential if
X2 were replaced.

The network comprised of R4,
R7 and C3 between the base of
X3 and ground is designed to improve the linearity of the signal.
The three components function as
an integrating network, adding a
parabolic waveform of variable
amplitude to the base signal of
the output stage. The variable feature is provided by R4 which is
the linearity control.
The final stage, also a common -
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emitter arrangement, possesses
still another amplitude control,
R6. Thus, this system has two
such controls, providing a greater
flexibility in the selection of re-

placement transistors. When the ß
values of the transistor type used
can be kept within a fairly narrow range, one of the amplitude
controls could probably be dispensed with.
In comparing the two- and the
three -transistor deflection systems,
the following comments by the designers of these systems may be
enlightening:

Circuitry.

The two -transistor circuit is
simpler in construction, requiring
fewer components. This advantage is offset somewhat by the
fact that high capacitor values
have to be used throughout because of the low impedance level
of the circuit. Furthermore, in the
two -transistor system, a higher rated power transistor must be
employed in the blocking oscillator stage.
Linearity.

In the three -stage circuit, there

is greater leeway in providing
linearity compensation such as we

found in Fig. 4. Also, with the
driver stage and the amplification
it provides, degeneration can be
employed in the output amplifier.
Synchronization.

The two -transistor circuit employing a power transistor in the
oscillator was found to require
more power for synchronization.
This might necessitate the use of
higher power transistors in the
sync separator stage.
Frequency Stability.

Both circuits are comparable in
performance.
Operational Stability.

'STOP CALL BACKS by always using C -D "CUBS"®-the tubular
that has proven itself the champ in the service field. They

out -perform any other replacement because they're the only
molded tubular with built-in extras that insure call -backfree servicing. C -D "Cuss" are made exclusively for the
service trade.
SPECIAL! "CUB SERVICE KIT" in all -plastic dispenser. You pay
only for the capacitors. Ask your distributor salesman to
show you the new C -D "CUB SERVICE KIT" or write for details
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N.J.

stop callbacks...insist on

°eCORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.. NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER e CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE e HOPE
VALLEY. R. I.; INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: SANFORD. FUQUAY SPRINGS & VARINA. N. C.; VENICE. CALIF.;
& SUB.: THE RADIART CORP. CLEVELAND. O.; CORNELLDUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N.Y.
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It will be noted that the two stage vertical deflection system
utilizes AC coupling throughout,
while the three -stage circuit has
DC coupling between the driver
and the vertical output amplifier.
In general, AC coupled systems
tend to be more stable than DC
systems, particularly in transistor circuits where temperature
changes have such a marked
effect on operation. Hence, the
circuit of Fig. 1 would be more
stable than the circuit of Fig. 4.
Several things can be done to
increase the stability of Fig. 4.
DC feedback, from the emitter of
the output stage to the base of
the driver stage, would provide
some improvement. Another approach would be the use of a
reverse-biased diode between
driver base and ground. The back
resistance of the diode would decrease with temperature and thus
reduce the base bias. Still a third
solution would be the use of AC
coupling between the driver stage
and the output stage. This is
shown in Fig. 5.
Before we end this discussion
on vertical deflection systems,
mention should be made of still
another circuit. This circuit, shown
in Fig. 6, consists of a blocking
oscillator, a common -collector
driver and a common -emitter output stage.* The chief difference
between this system and that of
Fig. 4 is the common -collector
driver. A common -collector ampli "Transistorized Vertical Deflection for Television Receivers," by M. B. Finkelstein. Transistors I, RCA.
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3.3o

Driver
1000

15K

100
INDUCED WAVEFORM ANALYZER

lOmfd

(Courtesy Sy vania Electric)
F'ig. 5.

A variation of Fig. 4, employing AC coupling between all stages.

fier, it will be recalled, possesses
a high input impedance and a low
output impedance, and these conditions ideally suit the blocking
oscillator on one hand and the
output amplifier on the other.
Note the relative simplicity of the
circuit, actually possessing fewer
components and controls than any
of the other systems.

Probably the principal disadvantage of the circuit of Fig. 6 is
the comparatively poor nonlinearity of the over-all system. This
stems chiefly from the fact that
current gain or ß of the output
stage decreases as the collector
current increases. This situation
occurs at the end of the trace
when the beam is at the bottom
of the raster and the output amplifier its conducting most strongly.
The visual result is a squeezing
together of the raster lines in this
area.
Note that the ß decrease with
increasing collector current is also

present in the system of Fig. 4,
and it affects the input resistance
of this stage. However, by using
the curvature of the current
transfer characteristic (Ic vs. Ib)
of the common -emitter transistor
driver to correct the nonlinearity
of the output stage, considerable
improvement can be achieved.
Even so, an additional compensating network is still required to
bring about the desired linearity
of vertical current through the
yoke.
The foregoing explanation, while
necessarily brief, will explain why
the more complicated circuit of
Fig. 4 would be used. However,
if transistors can be constructed
in which the nonlinearity discussed is not encountered, in all
probability the simpler deflection circuit of Fig. 6 would be
favored.
En. NOTE: With this article, Milt Kiver ends
the series on transistorized TV circuits. Next
month he will begin a study of graphs.
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Localize troubles in TV, radios,
amplifiers, etc., right from the
and withtop of the chassis
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Wintronix Model 850 does all
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...
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Helps you quickly spot those
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or extra troubleshooting.
Simply connect the output of
the Model 850 to any 'scope,
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By viewing the waveform of the
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Fig. 6. A vertical deflection system using a common -collector driver.
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perature. A variety of pyrometers
using thermocouples are commercially available for high -temperature sensing.
For most applications requiring
high -range pyrometry, photoconductive cells are used. The difference lies in the method of sensing,
since thermistors and thermocouples are primarily environmental
heat detectors, while the radiation -detecting photocell will be
damaged by an increase in its own
temperature.
The photoconductive cell varies
its resistance when the energy
level varies, since imparting of
energy to an electron will move
it from an inner shell to an outer
shell, which then would have a
surplus of electrons and would
conduct much more readily. The
latest photoconductive cells make
use of cadmium sulfide, which is
"grown" on the lead wires by several dippings in a molten mixture.
If the cells are used in this condition, care must be taken when
handling them while performing
any service work, since skin oils
may cause a permanent change in
their performance characteristics.
For this reason, the cells are usually placed within an evacuated
glass envelope.
The range of a photocell pyrometer is from 500°F to about
5,000°F. In Fig. 2, a typical photoconductive cell is connected in the
grid of a balanced-bridge amplifier. Radiation falls on the cell,
and as the energy per photon

Highest Energy

1)-

8642-

Level Per Photon

/Lowest Energy
Level Per Photon
Wave Length of

\
Radiation

1. Number of photons emitted at
various wavelengths or energy levels.

Fig.

increases, current through Vl decreases while current through V2
increases. Changes are indicated
by the meter, and after a specific
heat increase, relay CR1 becomes
energized, closing CRia and opening CRib.
Another optical pyrometer
whose range is similar to the
photoconductive cell is the photovoltaic cell. The energy transfer
from photon to electron may cause
the electron to move out of the
atom but not out of the material,
thus producing an increase in the
number of free electrons in the
material. When a pure metal is
plated with its oxide, a barrier is
formed which allows electrons to
pass in only one direction. Due
to the metal's loss of free electrons
through the barrier, the metal will
become negative. The conductor
must be transparent to the emitted
photons; therefore, very thin
slices of gold or silver foil are
commonly used. With a circuit
completed from negative to positive, as shown in Fig. 3, the electrons can return to the metal.
The metal, barrier, and collector
will then act as a battery.
The largest single use for the
photovoltaic cell is in the form of

"You're sewing with my
JENSEN NEEDLE
again, I see."

Fig. 2. Photoconductive cell in balanced -bridge relay -controlling circuit.
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Safe Solder Connection
Easy Push -on Assembly
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Other Special Applications.
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TEST PRODUCTS

1536 Woodburn Ave.

Covington, Ky.

portable light meters used by
photographers. The construction
of a light meter is shown in Fig. 4.
Light enters through the perforated cover, and its energy penetrates the gold leaf conductor. The
number of free electrons in the
metal increases and current flows
through the limiting resistor and
the meter. Since the meter reading will increase with the amount
of current flow, it can be calibrated to indicate the amount of
light energy reaching the perforated cover.
Photoconductive and photovoltaic cells are very inefficient energy converters. Where temperatures are above 2,000°F, and portability is not required, a third
type of photosensitive unit is used.
The name photoemissive is applied to this third device, since
the electron must acquire sufficient energy to escape its own
atom and the material as well.
Once the electron is emitted from
the material, it can be attracted
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Fig. 4. Basic construction of
rapher's light meter.
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FROM TRIAD

YOKE SERVICING

SIMPLIFIED
CHANGE THIS

This is caused by improper value of

horizontal damping network-or
network mounted on wróng terminal.

TO THIS

WITH THIS
FLYBACK

YOKE

7'..8079

708176

D-41

Y19(.3)

NETWORK

NW -1

Fig. 5. Cutaway view of the cathode and
anode in a phototube.

by an anode which has a positive
potential. The cathode and anode
of a photoemissive tube is shown
in the cutaway view in Fig. 5.
Photons striking the cathode cause
it to emit electrons which are then
attracted by the positive anode
voltage. Photoemissive cells are
evacuated to provide an unobstructed path for the electrons and
are therefore generally called phototubes. Because of the amount of
signal current generated in a
phototube, only one stage of amplification is usually needed.
Fig. 6 shows a 923 phototube
and a 6C5 triode amplifier used in
a relay-controlling circuit. The
triode and phototube both conduct
on positive half -cycles of the applied voltage. The amount of current through the triode depends
on the setting of the control in
its cathode circuit and the temperature-controlled conduction of
the phototube. As the arm of the
cathode control (temperature setting) is moved so that more resistance exists between the cathode
and the switch, the positive pulses
of applied voltage cause a greater
cathode bias to be developed,
which in turn results in decreased
tube current. The 2.2 meg resistor
in series with the phototube across

Courtesy Photoswitch
of America.

Div.,

Electronics Corp.

A phototube slightly larger than a
flashlight bulb is used in the aluminum
case shown permitting access to cramped
quarters.

the AC line form a variable voltage -dividing network. Increased
conduction in the phototube (produced by an increase in received
heat radiation) effectively lowers
its resistance and the grid voltage of the triode. A decrease in
phototube conduction (resulting
from a decrease in received heat
radiation) effectively increases its
relative resistance in the network,
causing the triode grid voltage,
and thus triode conduction, to increase. When the controlled temperature falls below a set minimum, the reduced phototube conduction will allow the triode current to increase sufficiently to
energize the relay. The relay will
remain energized as long as the
photon energy peak is too low to
cause adequate electron emission
in the phototube.
The circuit of Fig. 6 is very simple and dependable, but it is an
intermittent control, i.e., the heating unit does not run continuously,
but turns on or off with relay action. Some industries such as bakeries, pasteurizers and chemical
plants, must have a continuous
control over temperature, where
heat is applied at all times, and

708174

Y11(3)

Correct yoke servicing*
information as listed in

Triad's Television Replacement Guide TV -57.
It is available at your
distributor.

*Bonus information to the
PTM offered only by Triad.
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Fig. 6. Relay -controlling circuit using 923 phototube and 6C5 triode.
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B
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e-BIJ
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quality

01

10K

1

2

6.3V Fil

engineered
product

Phase
Motor

100 K

6SN7
5M

.01

Common

Fig. 7. Circuit for motor -speed control using phototube and dual -triode.

only its intensity is varied. The
continuous control method is often
referred to as proportional control since the error signal is proportional to the amount and direction of the error. On oil burners,
the flame intensity is controlled
by the positive displacement oil
pump; therefore, proportional control can be used to vary the
speed of the oil pump motor.
The unit which is capable of
this is shown in Fig. 7. Transformer T1 is tapped to allow the
use of several source voltages, and
special pains are taken to insure
that the voltages applied to the
tubes will always be 120 and 240
volts AC. The phototube V1 and a
5-meg resistor are connected in
series across the 120 -volt source,
forming a voltage -divider network
which feeds the grid of amplifier
V2A. Since V2A grid voltage is
obtained from the cathode of V1,
increased conduction of V1 allows
more voltage to appear across the
resistor, and consequently, more
current through V2A. Adjustment
A is a bias control which must be
set to obtain linear operation of
V2A.
V2B is connected in series with
the DC winding of a saturable
reactor which serves to vary the
impedance of one AC motor winding in accordance with the degree
of saturation of the reactor core.
Since the DC winding is shunted
by an 8-mfd capacitor, and is
connected in series with a copperoxide rectifier, V2B current pulses
produced during positive half -
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cycles of the source voltage are
rectified so that the current
through the winding is essentially
DC. Adjustment B can be used
to vary the bias of V2B, which is
controlled by V2A plate current
flowing back to the common side
of the line through the 100K resistor.
In following the action of the
entire circuit, let's assume that
the temperature has risen above
the desired level. The increased
heat radiation causes more electrons to be emitted from the
cathode of the phototube. This
lowers the effective resistance of

all channel UHF converter
Model 99 is your best buy in a UHF
converter. Features include tuned in-

put, precise impedance match, UL approval, one -knob tuning and drift -free

performance. Largest selling UHF
converter in the country at $22.95 list
...In difficult reception areas use the
BTU -2
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quality
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(A) The eye compares the color of
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2 - set coupler
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MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
923 Shadeland Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa.

Have you ever wished for
Aladdin's help in finding
your transformer troubles?

If so, you can have it in
our Model 50-A Inductive
Winding Tester .. .
which QUICKLY and ACCURATELY finds transformer
shorts (as little as one turn) in
flybacks, yokes, vertical outputs and other iron core transformers, as well as checking
the horizontal system in circuit.

optics involved in a potentiometer -type pyrometer. Fig. 8A
shows that the light from the
heat source passes through the
focus lens and thence past the
comparator wire- to the eye of
the instrument user. When the
wire is glowing at the same intensity as the flame, the wire and
the flame are at the same temperature (Fig. 8D). When the
wire is hotter than the flame, it
is lighter than the flame in appearance, and when the wire is cooler
than the flame, it is darker in
appearance.
In Fig. 9, the batteries furnish
the power necessary to heat the
wire and current is controlled by
the setting of P2. Pl and P2 are
ganged by a friction clutch so that
the pointer and slider of Pl will
move when P2 is moved, but not
the reverse. When P2 has been
adjusted, the final adjustment of
Pl will balance the voltage drop
across resistor G and a portion
of Pl against the voltage of a

VI in the voltage divider, and the
increase in voltage across the 5meg resistor results in increased
current through V2A. The additional current down through the
bias control for V2B causes its
grid to become more negative,
and less current flows through
this tube. The resultant decrease
in saturable reactor current slows
the motor speed and allows the
temperature to drop.
Thus, continuous control over
the temperature can be realized.
The 6SN7 tube is capable of a
plate current in excess of 10 milli amps, which is sufficient to control the motor speed from one-half
rated speed with no DC in the
control winding of the saturable
reactor, to full -rated speed with
a 10-milliamp control current.
Accurate calibration is essential
in all heating applications, and
one of the most reliable calibrators or portable direct-reading
pyrometers is the comparator
optic pyrometer. Fig. 8 shows the

Calibrated Scale

Resistor
Controls

Instrument

Wire Bulb

Range
A

Pl
Sl

S2

Batteries
B

Standard
Cell

ONLY $19.95
SEE

YOUR PARTS JOBBER

En( P2

B&M ELECTRONIC MFG. CO.
2516 Dodge Avenue
Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Fig. 9. Circuit of potentiometer -type pyrometer.
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standard cell. The temperature is
read directly from the potentiometer scale. This instrument is
fairly accurate but is not suitable
for prolonged sensing due to the
battery drain.
A highly accurate optical pyrometer is the variable -filter type
(Fig. 10) The filament of the
lamp is set at a constant intensity,
and by a series of filter wedges,
the radiation intensity of the heat
seen by the eye is varied until the
filament blends with the intensity
of the filtered radiation. This simple compact unit affords extremely accurate measurement of
temperatures.
In last month's articlé, we described environmental heat sens ers and the calibration of a thermocouple. The potentiometer used
is quite accurate, but, as was
shown by the chart, the thermo.

couple response to changes in
temperature is subject to error.
The response of a thermocouple
to radiant energy is somewhat
different since the temperature
being sensed is expressed mathematically; however, the uncontrollable errors are significant and
therefore most radiation detectors
are calibrated by comparison with
an optical pyrometer.
The optical pyrometer is used
as a standard because the eye is
very sensitive to radiation intensity, and the temperature of the
comparison wire can be determined with a high degree of accuracy. The comparison wire is enclosed in a vacuum to reduce
temperature loss through convection, and the construction of the
optical pyrometer prevents passage of air around the evacuated
bulb.
Service will consist mainly of
checking calibration and repairing those units which are out of
range of the calibrating adjustments. The electronic circuits con Constant Intensity

Lens

Lamp
Eye

Optical Wedge

Radiation
Source

SPECIALLY

optical pyrometer.
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To introduce this new kit that's
sire to handle most of your TV set
alignment work, G -C has specially
priced it for one month only.
Roll-type plastic case holds the
four tools safely in your pocket or
tool box. Buy now and save!
SEE

Fig. 10. Principle of the variable -filter
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Temperature Scale

the physical quantity. Heat radiation is only one of the quantities
measured in industrial applications. There are flow and pressure
sensers, chemical sensers, counters, thickness gages, and vibration detectors. Each of these physical characteristics must be studied
in detail before the methods of
responding to the electronic signal can be analyzed. The over-all
control system will involve the
next two installments, "Taking the
Industrial Pulse," and "Industrial
Muscles."

sidered so far are serviced in
much the same way as radio,
television and audio equipment.
The industrial units will generally
use high-grade components and
allow considerable margin in ratings; therefore, when selecting a
replacement part, use one with
the same rating as the original
component.
Industrial electronics is composed of a host of units which convert some physical quantity to
a proportional electronic signal.
This signal is then used to control

YOUR G-C JOBBER NOW!

CATALOG...send postcard today!

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
Division of Textron Inc.

400 South Wyman Street

Rockford, Illinois
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Troubleshooting with George

saturation. The buzz or quieting
control in the cathode circuit
governs limiting by regulating
tube bias for maximum AM rejection. In other words, a variation in signal level at the input
or limiter grid will .be prevented
from appearing as a change in
signal amplitude in the plate circuit. Since the stage is designed
for the detection of a frequency modulated signal, only a change
of input -signal frequency will
produce amplitude variations in
the 6BN6 output. Without going

The Solution

George had actually solved the
case; but, just for the record,
let's help him understand the
reason for the puzzling action of
the contrast control.
Under normal conditions, the
6BN6 audio stage limits the carrier amplitude, detects the frequency modulation and amplifies
the audio signal. Considering the
limiting factor, the tube operates
between grid cutoff and plate

4.5MC

4.525MC
4.5MC

4.475

i/

V\

4.525 MC

MC

4.475

i

MC-'
A

L
B

Fig. 2. Representative response
curves of the 6BN6 input circuit.
(A) Normal curve with 4.5 -mc peak.
(B) Detuned circuit curve.

into further explanation of the
gated -beam FM detector (well
covered by "TV Sound From the
6DT6," Dec., 1956), we will now
attempt to analyze what happened when the quadrature coil
was effectively removed from the
circuit.
The limiter grid, pin 2 of the
6BN6, connects to chassis ground
through the high -Q coil L19,
which effectively parallels the input and shunt capacitance of the
stage. The resonant frequency of
this circuit is, of course, 4.5 mc.
Let's assume its response is similar to that represented in Fig. 2A.
The 4.5 -mc sound carrier never
deviates more than ±25 kc even
with 100% modulation; therefore,
frequencies from 4.475 to 4.525
mc make up the sound signal.
During normal operation, frequencies within this range will
receive relatively equal amplification as evidenced in the curve
of Fig. 2A.
But an open quadrature coil
changes the shunt capacity of the

input grid circuit and the peak
resonant frequency of this rather
critically tuned circuit. This results in a shift of the curve so
that the 4.5 -mc marker appears
down on the slope as shown in

Why gamble when you can b.e assured of the finest line of
replacement speakers ... OXFORD. Now specified by more manufacturers
of original equipment than ever before during our more than
twenty-five years of producing the best speakers.
Your choice
from 2" to 15" with guaranteed faster delivery ..
better service
more extensive and complete line.

....

.

.

.

.

for REPLACEMENT ... specify OXFORD
you'll be glad you did.

TIME

OXFORD Components, Inc.
Subsidiary of Oxford Electric Corp.

556 West Monroe Street

Chicago 6, Illinois

SPEAKERS

..

.

Fig. 2B. The stage now functions
as a slope detector in which a
slight change in frequency produces a wide variation in signal
attenuation. Even without normal
action of the quadrature grid, the
stage is thus able to detect FM
and reproduce an audible signal
in its output-that is, it can do so
at low settings of the contrast
control, when the input signal
amplitude varies between cutoff
and saturation limits of the tube.
As the contrast is advanced, the
input signal level increases to the
point where all sound carrier fre-

quencies exceed these limits and
no variation in tube current is
produced. If George had not adjusted the buzz control, chances
are he would have never experienced the case of the crazy
mixed-up control.

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Export: Roburn Agencies, New York City
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PRODUCT REPORT

Multi -Set Couplers

Jerrold

Electronics
Corp., 23rd and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa., has introduced a
new line of couplers Tor
connection of more than
one TV set to a single
antenna. A two -set coupler for strong-signal
areas is priced at $3.50, and a low -loss version for
fringe areas is $4.50. A four -set coupler, usable for
both strong and weak signals, costs $5.75. All models
may be mounted either indoors or outdoors, and all
will handle UHF as well as VHF signals in either
monochrome or color.
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TURNING
TOGETHER

* Simple
Half Minute
installation
Any set

owner can

do -if -himself without

fools.

* High
Quality Precision Bearings
* Simple to Display
* Easy to Sell
Twenty-fly, million TV sets in America have two
tric controls). The
knobs on one shaft (c
in fact it is
two knobs usually turn together
knob without the
to
turn
one
often impossible
other knob turning with it. Contro -Roller stops this!

-

Catalog No. 888 DISPLAY CARD OF 24 PACKAGES
Every Service Dealer should hove a display card
of 24 Contre -Roller sets on his counter!
WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG TODAYI

Portable Inverters

American Television
Radio Co., 300 E. 4th
St., St. Paul, Minn., has
introduced a series of
lightweight, compact inverters with which DC
voltages available in
vehicles can be converted into 110 -volt,
60 -cycle power for operation of various small appliances. The units are equipped with a plug that
fits the cigarette -lighter receptacle. Output ratings
of the inverters range from 30 to 150 watts.

KNOBS

WIRE &

&

SUPPLY CO.

2850 Irving Park Road Chicago 18, Illinois
"America's Most Complete Wire Line"

Audio Cables

Switchcraft, Inc. 1328
N. Halsted St., Chicago,

Ill., has made available
a line of cables for interconnection of audio
Standard
equipment.
phono plugs and extension jacks with shielded handles are molded to the
ends of the cables in either a straight or a rightangle position.
New Antennas

Trio Mfg. Co., Griggs ville, Ill., has brought
out improved models of

its ``Zephyr -Mite,"

"Zephyr Pioneer," and
"Zephyr Royal" TV antennas. The main driven
element has a new "Extended Wing Dipole" configuration, which provides
greater sensitivity on all channels.
The fringe -area "Zephyr Royal" (pictured) employs both regular and extended wing dipoles as
driven elements and is stagger -tuned for broad
bandwidth. List price is $34.95.
November, 1957 PF REPORTER
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to keep drivers in place! Made to
VACO professional quality standards throughout backed by our
famous unconditional guarantee.

...

.

.

AllHoU0'0
He

Shaft

Extra aññg
Hel

Otie%lea

See Your Parts Distributor, Today!

VACO PRODUCTS CO.,
In Canada: ATLAS

317 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, III.
RADIO CORP., Toronto 10, Ontario

77

Ceramic Capacitor Kits
Three popular ceramic capacitor kits are
again being supplied
through distributors by
Sprague Products Co.,
North Adams, Mass.

"Ceramikit"

CK-2

contains 150
assorted disc capacitors with ratings from 5 mmf to
.01 mfd. Kit CK-3 ($19.25) contains 75 capacitors in
values from 10 mmf to .01 mfd, neatly stored and indexed in miniature filing cabinets designed to fit into
a tool box. "Universal" Kit CK-4 ($6.00) contains
three each of four different "Universal" ceramic
capacitors, mounted on a heavy card folder which
includes wiring instructions.
($38.00)

Swivel -Mounted PA Projector

University Loud-

speakers, Inc., 80 S.
Kensico Ave., White
Plains, N.Y., has announced a new wideangle PA projector,
Model CLH, which features a swivel mount
allowing 360° rotation
of the projector on its
axis. This feature enables the user to adjust the
projector for the exact sound distribution pattern he
desires. Specifications of the CLH are: air -column
length, 41/2'; horn cutoff, 120 cps; dispersion, 120°
x 60°; bell mouth, 211/2" x 111/2"; and depth (less
driver) 20". List price is $44.50.
Tape Recorder Microphone

The Tung -Sol Magic Mirror Aluminized

Picture
Tube captures every tone, every detail brilliantly
to bring out the best in every set. It's your best
insurance for loyal, satisfied customers. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol tubes.

A new omnidirectional microphone designed especially for
tape recorder work has
been developed by the
Electronics Division of
Elgin National Watch
Co., Elgin, Ill. This
rocket -shaped "TRC"
mike
(shown with
snap-on desk stand) has.
a "push -to -talk" control button in the center of the
head, with a slide -lock arrangement for continuous
recording. The "TRC" is chrome -finished, measures
43/4" x 11/4" and weighs 7 ounces. List price is $11.00
for a ceramic version or $17.85 for the dynamic type.
Extra Large Tube Caddy

4

Argos Products Co.,
Genoa, Ill., has introduced a TC -5 Super
Tube Caddy measuring
24" wide x 161/2" high
x 81/2" deep and having
a capacity of 3,300 cu.
in., or % more space

TUNG-SOL®

Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.;
Seattle, Wash.

78

than the largest previous model, the Argos
TC -4 Carry-all. A removable tray is included for
storage of tools and accessories needed on home
service calls. Price of the TC -5 at parts distributors
is $21.95.

PF REPORTER
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Color Gun Control

Model T-101 "Color
Gun Killer," a new
product of PermaPower Co., 3100 Elston
Ave., Chicago, Ill., can
be inserted between the
base and socket of a
three -gun color picture
tube for the purpose of
providing separate on off controls for each
electron gun. With this
device, any combination of guns can be disabled so
that color purity adjustments can be made without
the need for cutting or unsoldering any leads. List
price is $4.95.

BE T

Antenna Matching Coils
Three new types have
been added to the exact
replacement line of antenna matching coils
produced by Colman
Tool & Machine Co.,
Amarillo, Texas, for installation in TV sets.
Nos. 1213 and 1214
the former with an Xcross-section,
shaped
and the latter with a
hollow core-are for use in late -model RCA Victor
sets. No. 1215 is designed to fit recent General Electric sets.

-

Bulk Tape Eraser

The Type 710 Heavy
Duty Degausser, available from Aerovox
Corp., New Bedford,
Mass., demagnetizes recording tape without
removing it from the

reel. A spindle on one
corner of the case accommodates the reel,
which is slowly rotated for several turns by hand
in order to expose all the tape to the magnetic field
of the degausser. Before the power is turned off, the
reel should be lifted 6" or 8" off the spindle to prevent the collapsing field from remagnetizing the
tape. Net price of the unit is $49.95.

All Tung -Sol radio, TV or Hi
neered to one standard of

Fi

tubes are engi-

quality-Blue Chip

Quality. Whether they're for famous set makers
or leading service dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are
identical in design and performance. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol!

Subminiature Resistors
Tiny composition resistors rated at 1/1O watt

are being made by

Ohmite Mfg. Co., 3601
Howard St., Skokie, Ill.,
for use in miniature
equiptransistorized
ment. Although similar
in construction to "Little Devil" resistors of
1/2 -watt and larger sizes,
in diameter and .140"
.067"
are
only
new
types
the
in length. Resistance values available range from 100
ohms to 1 megohm.
November, 1957 PF REPORTER

h TUNG-SOL
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamp
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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1K. ACME

Variable Voltage Adjustor Catalog VA312. See ad page 44.

November, 1957

Advertisers

Page No.

-

Acme Electric Corp.
Admiral Corp.
Special Products Div.
Aerovox Corp.
Amperex Electronics Corp.
Amphenol Electronics Corp.
Argos Products Co.
Astron Corp.
B & K Mfg. Co.
B & M Electronic Mfg. Co.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Blonder -Tongue Labs.
Bussmann Mfg. Co.

35

.

66

Electronic Publishing Co.
40
Elgin Nat'l. Watch Co.
(Electronics Div.)
10
General Cement Mfg. Co.
75
General Electric Co.
45
Gernsback Library, Inc.
63
Good -All Electric Mfg. Co.
5
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
17
Injectórall Co.
67
International Resistance Co.
(IRC)
2nd cover
Jackson Electrical
Instrument Co.
65, 71
Jensen Industries, Inc.
70
Jensen Mfg. Co.
15
Littelfuse, Inc.
4th cover
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.
30, 31
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp..... 67
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
65
Oxford Components, Inc.
76
Phaostron Instrument &
Electronic Co.
53
Pyramid Electric Co.
41
RCA Components Div.
51
RCA Electron Tube Div..... 3rd cover
Radiart Corp.-CornellDubilier Electric Corp.
1
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
9, 34
Recoton Corp.
63
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W. 43, 49, 67
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
48
Service Instruments Corp.
70
Simpson Electric Co.
59
Sprague Products Co.
2, 52
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. ... 6-7
Teletest Instrument Corp.
64
Triad Transformer Corp.
72
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
39
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc.
78, 79
Utah Radio Products Corp.
56
Vaco Products Co.
77
Webster Electric Co.
57
Weller Electric Corp.
42
Wen Products, Inc.
4
Winston Electronics, Inc.
8, 62, 69
Wright Steel & Wire Co., G. F.
58
Xcelite, Inc.
58
Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co
64
80

page 52.
3K.

& K

B

Bulletin 1050 tells how you can
transmit video and audio to any
TV set with New Model 1050
Dyna-Scan. Bulletin 650 describes
the new Model 650 Dyna-Quik
portable dynamic mutual conductance tube and transistor
tester. Bulletin 400-C40 describes
CRT Cathode Rejuvenator Tester.
See ad page 11.

11
74
37
73

CBS-Hytron
29
Centralab, A Div. of
Globe -Union, Inc.
'
54, 55
Chicago Standard Transformer Co. 27
Circuit Mfg. Co., Inc.
74
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
33
Columbia Wire & Supply Co.
77
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
68
Dynamic Electronics,
New York, Inc.
40
E -Z -Hook Test Products
71

EICO

6 -page Catalog. New
just printed August, 1957. See ad

Complete

44
36
61
47
46
52
13

-

2K. ARGOS

4K.

B

& M

One -page Flyer describing the
inductive winding tester and its
functions. See ad page 74.

5K. BUSSMANN
Complete TV Fuse Guide, Form
TVC. Shows type and ampere
size of the fuse to use in various
TV sets. See ad page 35.
6K. CBS HYTRON

"The Independent Service Business and Your Future." Form
PA -163. See ad page 29.

7K. CHICAGO STANDARD
Stancor TV Replacement Guide

Catalog Library. See ad page 27.

-

8K. CLAROSTAT

"Greenohm" power resistors
fixed & adjustable-5 watts to
200 watts. Form 753393. See ad
page 33.
9K. CORNELL-DUBILIER

Invertors and power supplies.
Cat. XTR-INV. See ad page 68.

10K. DYNAMIC

11K.

Newest Hi-Fi accessories and
complete Catalog Sheets on Dynamic "Quadnaural" speaker systems & amplifiers. See ad page 40.
E

-Z -HOOK

A convenient reference sheet
titled "How to Build the Five
Most Useful Scope Probes" with
schematic, mechanical component
layout, etc. See ad page 71.

12K. EICO

12 -page catalog shows how to
save 50% on electronic test instruments and hi-fi equipment in
both kit and factory -wired form.
See ad page 66.

13K. ELGIN

Technical data and illustrations
of the dynamic, ceramic, and
crystal versions of the TRC Series
204 tape recorder microphone. See
ad page 10.

14K. HICKOK

Technical Booklet describing latest method of testing tubes. See
ad page 17.
15K.

I

RC

-

Form S035A-DLR-57 Replace Parts Catalog. See ad on 2nd
cover.

16K. JACKSON

Folder covering the entire Jackson line of "Service Engineered"
test equipment. See ads pages

65, 71.
17K. LITTELFUSE

Handy Cross -Reference Card
showing LC fuses and list prices.
See ad on 4th cover.

18K. MERIT
Form No. 700. Merit's Exact Re-

placement Wall Chart. See ad
page 67.

19K. PHAOSTRON

Illustrated Catalog lists complete

line of custom panel meters.
Includes comparison chart of
Phaostron instruments vs. other
brands, plus dimensions and features. See ad page 53.

20K. RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIV.

RCA "Profit Builders" catalog of
service, business, technical and
promotional aids. See ad on 3rd
cover.

21K. RAYTHEON

Information regarding the sales stimulating "Good -Will Business
Builder Program." See ads pages
9, 34.

22K. SARKES TARZIAN

New "Silicon Rectifier Handbook." See ad page 48.

23K. SIMPSON

Test Equipment Catalog No. 2058
plus Meter Catalog No. 2057. See
ad page 59.

24K. SPRAGUE

Catalog M -456 -Wall -type TVRadio Service Catalog. See ads
pages 2, 52.

25K. SONOTONE

"Beautiful Sound by Sonotone"
(SA -7) catalog of high-fidelity
amplifiers and speaker systems.
"Phonograph Modernization Manual" (SAC -7) gives data on
Sonotone ceramic cartridges and
their installation.

26K. TACO

"Bonanza" Package for Golden
Topliner dealers.

27K. TOBE DEUTSCHMANN

Tobe Service Capacitor Catalog.

28K. TRIAD

Triad Television Replacement
Guide TV -57. See ad page 72.

29K. TRIPLETT

Catalog on the new 630 PL
V -O -M. See ad page 39.
30K. TUNG-SOL
(1) Semi -Conductor Characteristic and Interchangeability Chart.
(2) Industrial Tube Descriptive
Brochure. See ads pages 78, 79.

31K. UNIVERSITY
(1) New Product Catalog describing complete line of public address and hi-fi loudspeakers. (2)

KWIKIT Folder covering new doit-yourself hi-fi enclosure kits.

32K. VACO

Catalogs on solderless terminals,
crimping tools and complete line
of service tools. See ad page 77.

33K. WELLER

New envelope stuffier describing
Model 8100K soldering kit. See
ad page 42.
34K. WEN

Illustrated Catalog Sheet No. 808
describes new 2 -speed 3/4" power
drill. Also folder AL -1 on line
of high-grade, low-cost power
tools including soldering guns
with special-purpose tips. See ad
page

4.

35K. WINSTON

One -page Flyer on full line of
equipment. See ads pages 8, 62, 69.

36K. WRIGHT

Complete details on galvanized
TV guy wire strand -various
types and sizes. See ad page 58.

37K. XCELITE
New, illustrated, full -color Catalog featuring complete line plus

new products. See ad page 58.

38K. YEATS

Four -page Catalog describing the
Yeats appliance dolly and padded
covers for delivering TV sets.
See ad page 64.
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SUPPLEMENT TO SAMS AUGUST, 1957 MASTER INDEX
Covers PHOTOFACT Set Numbers 369 thru 379 Released

thru NOVEMBER

SEPTEMBER

This Supplement is your index to new models covered by PHOTOFACT since August 1957. For model coverage prior to
this date see the Sams Master Index dated August 1957. Use this Supplement with the Sams Master Index -together
they are your complete Index to PHOTOFACT coverage of over 28,000 receiver models.
No.

No. No.

ANDREA

5F31, A, B, 5F32, A, B, 5F33, A,
B, 5F34B, 5F38, A, B (Ch. 5F3,
A, B) (See Photofact Servicer)

CP-12W (Ch. PA,
W69P
Ch. PA
Ch. P12W

378

5K31, 5K32, 5K34, 5K38, 5K39
(Ch. 5K3) (See Photofact Servicer)

374-1
Chassis 4P2
Chassis 4V1 (See Photofact Servicer)
Choisis 4Y1 (See Photofact Servicer)

378

376

376

Chassis 5A4 (See Photofact Servicer)

376

B

(See

Photofact

378

Servicer)

Chassis 5K3 (See Photofact Servicer)

376

Chassis 552 (See Photofact Servicer)

376

Chassis 5Z2 (See Photofact Servicer)

5521, 5522, 5523 (Ch. 5S3) (See
376
Photofact Servicer)
5Z22, 5223 (Ch. 5Z2) (See Photo378
fact Servicer)
6F10, 6F11, 6F12 (Ch. 691) (See
Photofact Servicer)
378
7C64 (Ch. 881) (See Photofact
373
Servicer)
7112, 7114, 7116, 7118 (Ch. 711)

375-6

378

Chassis 6F1 (See Photofact Servicer)

378

Chassis 7L1
Choisis 7M1
Chassis 881 (See Photofact

Servicer)
Chassis 149931), DK, DM

Chassis

17AF1
Chauis 1791

Chassis 19AZ4D,
Chassis 19R2
icer)

7M12, 7M14, 7M16,
7M1)

(Ch.

369-1

369-3
369-3

ARVIN

Craftsmen)

369-7
369-7
369-7

CP-14
CP-18, CP-19
CTA-5

No.

CRESCENT

377-6
376-7
376-7
377-6

9574P (Ch. 1.43000)
9577 (Ch. 1.41700)
Ch. 1.41700
Ch. 1.43000

AUTOMATIC
CP-3158 (Similar to Chassis)

A-744, A-7468,

DAVID BOGEN

298-4

379-6
378-6

ST -10G

DUMONT
RA

375-7
375-7
375-7

HM2, HM3
MM3
M53

376-10

DB115
D070
ST-10,

BRAUN

377-7

E, M

378,

RA -392,
RA -394,
RA-902

379373-3
373-4

RA
RA -393, A
RA -395

372-3
375-8
375-8

1210

370-1

Z

(See

377-2
CS23B16C, CS23B17C (Ch
377-2
195Z4DF)
CS323A6, C5323A7 (Ch. 19SZ4ES)
377-2
CS323A16, CS323A17, CS323A19
377-2
(Ch. 195Z4ES)
CS325A6, CS325A7 (Ch. 19SZ4FS)
377-2

23FIZ)
CU2516Z, CU2517Z (Ch
(See Photofact Servicer) .374
F2817Z (Ch. 23B1AZ) (See Photo 374
foc! Servicer)
FA2226 (Ch. 2012, Z) (See Photo 373
tact Servicer)
H2516Z (Ch. 23E1AZ, Z) (See Pho375
tofact Servicer)
H2816Z (Ch. 23B1AZ) (See Photo374
fact Servicer)
HU2516Z (Ch. 23912) (See Photo 374
face Servicer)
T18A11, 118Al2, T18A13 (Ch.

367-13-S

N, T172AL, T173AL
370-1
(Ch. 14YP3D)
370-1
T1710 (Ch. 14YP3D)
TA1811, TA1812, TA1813 (Ch.
367-13-S
17AF1)
TA2216A, TA2217A (Ch. 2012, Z)
(See Photofact Servicer). .373
TS23A1, TS23A2, TS23A3 (Ch.
377-2
19SZ4D)
T523A6, TS23A7 (Ch. 19SZ4DT)

7171,

377-2

TS323A1, T5323A2, BZ, TS323A3,
LN (Ch. 195Z4PS)

377-2

4821, 4822, 4824, 4B28, 4829 (Ch.
4B2) (See Photofact Servicer)

378

4921, 4P22, 4924, 4P28 (Ch. 492)

374-1

4V12. 4V18. 4V19 (Ch. 4V11 (See

Photofact Servicer)

365-16-S
365-16-S
363-21-S
363-21-S
363-21-S
363-21-5

120342R

120343E
120344G
120345E, V
120346V
1203498
120351E
120352G

370-4

365-16-S
365-16-S

FAIRCHILD

371-3

378

4911, 4912, 4118, 4119 (Ch. 491)
(See Photofad Servicer).376
5A42, 5A43, 5A44, 5A48 (Ch. 5A4)
(See Photofact Servicer).376

369-10

13-G-214, 13-G-215 (Code 280369-10
6-21158)
13-G-216, 13-G-217 (Code 280369-10
6-21149)
13-G-220, 13-G-221, 13-G-222,
13-G-223 (Codes 334-6-A62/A,

YOU MUST

373

PS
(Runs 10-13)
Photofo<t Servicer) 377
Chossis 20Z4EFB, FFB, PSB (See
379
Photofact Servicer)
Chassis 23B1AZ (See Photofact
374
Servicer)
Chassis 23E1AZ, 23E1Z (See Photo375
fact Servicer)
Chassis 2391Z (See Photofact
374
Servicer)
C2516Z, C2517Z (Ch. 23E1AZ, Z)
(See Photofact Servicer). .375
CA2236A (Ch. 2012, Z) (See Photo 373
fart Servicer)
CS23A11, C523Al2, C523A13 (Ch.
377-2
195Z4DT)
CS23A26, CS23A27 (Ch. 195Z4ES)

Chassis 20Z4EF,

17F1)

1203278
1203348
120335B
120341H

3146, 389-5-3149, 389-6-3146A,
369-9
389-6-3149A)
4-A-150 (Code 364-6-445) 372-5
4-A-163 (Code 297-6-623) 370-5
13-G-211, 13-G-212 (Code 280-6369-10
21758)
13-G-213 (Code 280-6-21759)

FOR COMPLETE PHOTOFACT LISTINGS

F5,

377-2

(See Photofact

Servicer)

12032113

4-A-145, 4-A-146 (Codes 389-5-

THIS IS YOUR LATEST INDEX SUPPLEMENT!

377-2

ES,

287-7
369-8
372-4
372-4
372-4

1202438

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

FIRESTONE

379

PS

..363-21-S
..363-21-S
..363-21-S
..363-21-S

(Ch. 120343E)
(Ch. 120344G)
(Ch. 120343E)

255A

373

377

Chassis 19SZ4D, DF, DT,

EMERSON -Cant.
(Ch. 120344G)

2059
2060
2061
2062

369-1

ES, LS (See Pho-

tofact Servicer)

T170,

7M18

P12W)..369-3
371-1

Folder
No.

Set

Set Folder
No.
No.
See Radio

(See Photofact Serv-

Chassis 19SY4Ef,

Chassis 2012,

375-6

367-13-5
367-13-S

DF, DT, ES

CRAFTSMEN (Also

ADMIRAL-Cont.

Chassis 4B2 (See Photofact Servicer)

Chossis 593, A,

No.

378

ADMIRAL

Folder
No.

Set

Folder
No.

Set

Set Folder

334-6-N62/AI

13-G-225, 13-G-226

375-2

(Codes 334-6-

A63/A, 334-6-N63/A)

USE IT WITH THE AUGUST

1957 MASTER INDEX!

.

.

373-5

GENERAL ELECTRIC

373-6
C405, C406
P710A, B, C, P711A, B, C 375-9
378-7
P725, P726
9T001UHF, 9T002UHF ("T" Line)

359-7

THROW AWAY

14P1209, 1491210, 1491211,
1491212

("02"

17P1329, 1791330,

("M3" Line)
21C143 ("U" Line)

Line)

363-21-S

17P1331

359-18-S

344-7

Line)
344-7
21C1439 ("M3" Line) 359-18-S
21C1449 ("M3" Line) 359-18-S
21C1550, 21C1551 ("U2" Line)

ALL OTHER SUPPLEMENTS

21C159

211056,

("U"

211057

("U"

362-17-S

Line)

344-7

2171540, 2111541, 2111542

AIRLINE
GAA -861A, GAA -862A, GAA -863A

369-2

GAA -864A
374-2
379-1
GRX-4030A
379-1
G RX-4130A
GTM-1108A
379-5
GTM-1653A, GTM-1654A 376-6
378-2
GTM-4031
GTM-4032A
377-3
378-2
GTM-4131A
377-3
GTM-4132A
WG -4021A, B, C, D, E, WG4022A, B, C, D, E
..(PCB 340-1, 378-11 313-2
376-20-S
WG -4041A
376-20-S
WG -4051A
WG -4121A, B, C, D, WG -4122A,
.

8, C,

375-7
375-7

Super 99

D

..(PCB 340-1, 378-1) 313-2
WG -5031A, 8, C, D, E, WG5034A, B, C, D, E, WG -5036B,
WG 50378
....(PCB 340-1, 378-1) 313-2
WG
376-20-S
WG -5051A
WG -5131A, B, C. D, WG -5134A.
B, C, D, WG -5136B, WG -51378
..)PCB 340-1, 378-1) 313-2
45XGAA-997D
s84-2

5041A376-20-S

ALLSTATE
5028 (Ch. 528.50280, 1) ..172-1
5033 (Ch. 528.50330, 1) 372-1
Ch. 528.50280, 528.50281 372-1
Ch. 528.50330, 528.50331 372-1

TS2

BUICK

369-4

981813

BULOVA
100, 110
220 Series
230 Series
260 Series
270 Series
300 Series
310, 320 Series

371-2
372-2
372-2
376-8
369-5
369-6
370-2

CADILLAC

370-3
370-3

7268005
7268035

COLUMBIA RECORDS

373-1

512

376-9
373-1
352-4

517, 518
540
572

CORONADO

TV2-9414A,

B, TV2-9415A, B, TV29416A, B, TV2-9417A, B, TV29418A, 8 ,TV2-9419A, B, TV29420A, B, TV2-9421A, B, TV29422A, TV2-9423A, TV2-9424A,
TV2-9425A
379-2

373-2
TV3-9395A
374-3
TV3-9401A
361--4
TV3-9404A
1V3-94088, 1V3-94098, 1V3-94108,

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

TV3-9411

B

361-4

Denotes Television Receiver,

("U2"

Americana
BaIladier
Governor Winthrop
Minstrel

372-3
373-3
372-3
373-3

362-17-S
Line)
374-5
860, 861, 862
376-11
875, 876, 877
911D, 912D, 913D, 914D 377-8

EMERSON
8458 (Ch. 120321B)
8518 (Ch. 120327B)

369-8
372-4

GRANCO

372-4
8528 (Ch. 1203348)
372-4
853B (Ch. 1203358)
369-8
854A, B (Ch. 1203218)
287-7
865B (Ch. 1202438)
370-4
8678 (Ch. 1203498)
1212 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1213 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1228 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1229 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1238 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1239 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1244 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1245 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1246 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1247 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1254 (Ch. 120341H) ..365-16-S
1255 (Ch. 120342R) ..365-16-S
1264 (Ch. 120341H) ..365-16-S
1265 (Ch. 120342R) ..365-16-S
1272 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1273 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
1274 (Ch. 120351E) ..365-16-S
1275 (Ch. 120352G) ..365-16-S
2034S, 2038S (Ch. 120345E, V)
2040S,

2056
2057

363-21-S

2042S (Ch. 120346V)

(Ch. 120343E)
(Ch. 120344G)
2058 (Ch. 120343E)
S

363-21-S
363-21-S
363-21-S
363-21-S

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

373-6
372-6

935, 936
940, 941, 942

350-5

780

GROMMES

378-8
379-7

U.Sl
15PG
20PG
221

376-12
375-10

HALLICRAFTERS

17T5740B, M, 17157606,

BJX, M,
17157808, M (Ch. A2007, E2007)

Ch.
Ch.

A2007
E2007

348-18-S
348-18-S
348-18-S

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS
W-7

375-11

HOFFMAN

318-15-S
(Ch. 315)
B1081, U, 81091, U, B1111, U
372-7
(Ch. 321, U)
372-7
B1121, U (Ch. 322, U)
370--6
81161, U (Ch. 323, U)
377-4
81191, U (Ch. 329, U)
B1201, U (Ch. 329U, 330) 377-4
81211, U (Ch. 3 29, U) 377-4
372-7
83061, U (Ch. 321, U)
372-7
1,83071, U (Ch. 322, U)
321-15-S
B3081 (Ch. 419)

B1007

Set

Polder

Ne.

Ne.

HOFFMAN-Cent.
(Ch. 321, U)
372-7
83114, U (Ch. 322, U)
372-7
83151, U (Ch. 324, U)
373-8
83191, U (Ch. 420, U)
376-2
1483201, U (Ch. 323, U)
370-6
83214, U (Ch. 324, U)
373-8
83241, U (Ch. 329, U)
377-4
83251, U (Ch. 329U, 330) 377-4
83291, U (Ch. 421, U)
378-3
8G115I, U (Ch. 323, U) 370--6
B11144, U (Ch. 326, U) .371-4
8W1144, U (Ch. 326, U) 371-4
GT1144, U (Ch. 326, U) 371-4
K1081, U (Ch. 321, U)
372-7
KI151, U (Ch. 323, U)
370-6
K1191, U (Ch. 329,
377-4
KI211, U (Ch. 329, U)
377---4
M1007 (Ch. 315) ....318-15-S
M1091, U, M1111, U (Ch 321, U)

83101,

U

U)-

MI121,

Set

Felder

No.

No.

Felder
No.

Set

No.

MAGNAVOX -Cent.

PHIL=

Chassis U23-OIAA, U23-02AA,

E6606, E660894,

375-3

UE420651)

V19-0188, V19-0288

(Ch.

7L40U,

AU)

362-7

.

....

(P75-1 343-

2I

3752107013,

369-16 2118445,
376-14
U (Ch.
2178465,

989001

377-9

989002

375-18-S

U, 2178447, U

,2178448,

KCS113E, F)
375-18-5
U. 2118466, U, 2118467,

OLYMPIC
U, 2118468, U (Ch. KCS113E, FI
KNIGHT
375-18-S
(Also see Recorder Listing)
141191, 14T192 (Ch. GT, GTU)
378-14-S 2118485, U, 2178486, U, 2118487.
9352505
375-12
(Ch. KC5113E, F)
375-183
9352507
378-9 171U93, 171094 (Ch. GU, GUU) Ch.U CTCSN,
P (PCB 377-11 358-9
378-14-S
9351508
379-8
Ch. CTC7A, 8, C, D, E, F 379-15-S
Ch. GT, GTU
378-14-S
9352694
377-10
Ch. GU, GUU
Ch. KCS104A, B
378-14-S
346-11
9355737
375-12

378-9
379-8

9353740
9351741

370-7
370-7

HHK-18805-A
7881 (HHK-18805-4)

MAGNAVOX

23
73
74

344-18-S
369-12

Serias
Series
Series

Chassis AMP -161AÁ
Chassis AMP -162
Chassis AMP -165A4

Chos(s

CMUA4870C, ED

Chossis CMUA490DC,

ED,

CMUA491DC, ED
CMU4499DC, ED,
CMUA501OC, ED
Chauis CMUD495DC, ED

Chonis

Chossis CMUE493DC, ED

336-13

PACKARD-BELL

369-17

4RB1

5RC1, 5RC3, 5RC4
372-11
10RP2, 11RP2
377-13
17VT4 (Ch. V8-2)
375-18-S
21DC5, 21DC6, 2IDC7 (Ch. 9803)

375-3
370-8 215C6,
373-9

(17 Series

Ch.

PACKARD
484652

LINCOLN (Auto Radio)

Folder

No.

No.

37417-S

215C7, 21SC8 (Ch. 8853)

377-11 2151C3 (Ch. 8853)
376-13 21S13 (Ch. 8853)

370-8

21V12 (Ch. 8853)

370-8
370--8
370-8

Ch. V8-2
Ch. 8853
Ch. 98D3

24DC4 (Ch. 9803)
370--8 245C2 (Ch. 8853)
24V71 (Ch. 8853)

379-15-S

379-153

379-15-S
379-15-S
374-17-S
379-15-S
379 -I5-S
375-18-S
379-15-5
374-17-S

209-9
271-10
369-18

NOTE( PCB Denotes Production Change Bollet(n.

10, 11,

375-4

378-4
378-4

373-7
374-6

No.

A2241E,

M, R, (Ch. 17132)

A2245E,

R,

355-18-3

A2250M,

R,

A2251Er

R

(Ch. 17A20)
377-19-S
A2282E, R (Ch. 17A201 377-193
A23291, A2330E, H, R (Ch. 19420'

377-19-

A2358E,

R, A2359E, H, R, A23628
377-19-:
(Ch. 19A201
R
(Ch. 17A20) 377-193
A3000E, R, 43001E, H, R, A3004,
E, R, 43008E, R (Ch. 17A200,
17A2101
377-19-S
A3010E, H, R, A3011, E, Y,
R

A2673E,

lt,

.

1

1

378-12 2321462U-4-614
2321A62UA-674
2321N62-4-614
2321862-A-674

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

528.47300
37410
528.47500
375-14
528.48500
375-14
528.49200, 528.49201,
528.49202
378-15
Ch. 528.49210, 528.49211 378-5
Ch. 528.52000, 528.52001,
528.52002
370-12
Ch. 528.52010, 528.52011,
528.52012
370-12
Ch. 528.52020. 528.52021,
528.52022, 528.52023,
528.52024, 528.52025,
528.52026
370-12
Ch. 528.52030. 528.52031,
S28.52032, 528.52033,
528.52034, 528.52036 .370-12
Ch. 528.53160
3S0-14
Ch. 528.59070
335-11
Ch. 549.20040, 549.20050

351-223

357-7
362-9

Ch. 567.33006
Ch. 567.35024

SONORA

372-13
375-15

37411

373-12
374-12

SPARTAN

117

Series
376-4
CMUA487DC, ED, CMUA490DC, CMUA491DC
376-4
CMUA499DC, ED,
CMUA501 DC
376-1
Chassis CMUD495DC
376-4
Chassis CMUE493DC
376-4
Chassis CR -712
379-13
Chassis CR -734
370-13
Chassis CR -741A4
374-13
Chassis CTA487DC, ED, CTA490DC,
C14491 DC
376-4
Chassis CTA499DC, ED, CTA501DC

376-4
376-4

eChessis CTE493DC

STROMBERG-CARLSON

379-14

AR -419

Denotes Television Receiver.

369-19
369-19
369-19
369-19

WESTINGHOUSE
H-177241, H-177242, H-177243,
H-171244, H-177245 (Ch.
V-2373)
378-143
H-17TU241, H-1710242, 1117711243, H-1710244, H -177U245 (Ch.
V-2383)
378-14-S
H -21K204, B,
H-211(205, B (Ch.
V-2371-22, .24)
376-203
1H-211(212, H-210213, H -21K214,
H -21K215, H -21K216 (Ch.
V-2371-291
376-20-S
14H-211(0204, H3100205 (Ch.
9-2381-2031
376-20-S
H-21KU212, A, H-21KU213, A,
H-21KU214, A, H-21KU215, A,
H21KU216, A (Ch. V-2381.202,

376-20-S

-3041
H

211201, E. H-217202, B (Ch.
V-2371-22, -24)
376-20-S
H
(Ch.

H -211U201,
-211U202
V-2381-203)
H-57074, H-57114,
V-2239-4)
Ch. V-2239-4

376-20-S

H-57214 (Ch.

301-14
301-14
Ch. 9-2371-22, -24, -29.376-20-S
Ch. V-2373
378-14-S
Ch.

V-2381-202, -203, -204

376-20-S
378-14-S

Ch. V-2383

ZENITH
A400G, W, Y, 44041. (Ch. 4A40,
4442)
373-16
4510E, W, Y (Ch. 5A10) 359-17
A515F, L, V, W, Y (Ch 5406)
A835E,

R

362-16
325-17

(Ch. 8402)

415101, 41511G, 415121, 41515W

373-17-S

(Ch. 15A25)

812R, RU (Ch. 15Z30, U) 379-4
376-4 A1
A1817G, GU, L, LU, 418191, JU,

Chess(s C1D495DC
370-11

Felder

No.

Il,

338-9 Cheuis
346-10

374-17-S

,

PC-

Set

ZENITH-Cent.

211114, 211115 Serles (Ch. 1-540A3012H, R, A3013H, A3014H, R
-1, -3, -4)
374-173
377-19-S
(Ch. 194200)
368-14 211213 Series (Ch. 1-S40-1, 21 144007E,
R (Ch. 1942001 377-193
PC -7132, PC-7133,
PC-7134, PC 374-17-S
HF17E, H, R (Ch. 5721(...346-21
7135 (Ch. 456.52000, 1, 10, Il)
1202 (Ch. 1-615.1, -2) -.371-10
HF20R, HF2IE(Ch.5Z21)..346-21
370-12
2301 (Ch. 1-615-1, -2) ..371-10
HF774E, H, R (Ch. 7Z20)..360-14
PC -7136 (Ch.
456.51000, 1, 20,
3202GR, 1G, PI (Ch. 1-612-2)
HF1180R, HF1182R (Ch. 11220)
22)
368-14
371-11
370-15
PC-7172, PC -7I73 (Ch. 456.51000,
3303T4, 3304E, RE, TA (Ch.
HFI 183E, HF1185M, R (Ch 11 1202)
I, 10,
20, 22)
368-14
1-612-2)
371-11
370-15
PC-7171, PC -7175, PC -7176, PC 4301, 4303, 4305 (Ch. 1-609-3, 4)
HF1284, E, G, L, Y, HF1286R (Ch.
7177, PC-7178, PC -7179 (Ch.
37414
12120)
370-15
456.52000, 1, 10, 11)
370-12 4403 (Ch. 1-619-1)
375-16 Z1812RZ, RZU (Ch. 15Z30, U)
PC-7190, PC -7191, PC -7192 (Ch.
Ch. 1-537-1, -3, -4
379-3
379-4
456.51000, 1, 10, 11, 20, 22)
Ch. 1-539-1, -Z
374-17-5 Z1817GZ, GZU,
LZU, 11819.11,
368-14
Ch. 1-540-1, -2; 3, -4 374-17-S
MU (Ch. 15131, U)
376-5
4244 (Ch. 137.916, -A)
371-9 Ch. 1-609-3, -4
374-14 Z22211/Z, Yi, U (Ch. 17Z30, UI
5245A (Ch. 567.360011
377-17 Ch. 1.612-2
371-11
372-17
6062, 6063, 6064, 6067 (Ch.
Ch. 1.614-1
375-16 43Z2223CZ, CZU, EZ, EZU, RZ, RZU,
528.39900)
378-12 Ch. 1-615-1, -2
371-10
YZ, YZU (Ch. 17131, U1.37416
6102, 6103 (Ch. 549.20040, 50)
Z2229RZ, Z2230EZ, RZ (Ch. 19532)
351-22-S TRAV-LER
357-14-S
6233, 6234, A, 6240 (Ch.
621-300, U, 621-302, U (Ch.
12243EZ, EZU, RZ, RZU, Z2244EZ,
567.36004)
377-17
631-36, -56, 632-36, -56)
EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch. 17132, U)
6244, 6245, 6246, 6247 (Ch.
37416
567.33006)
357-7 621.740, U, -750, U (Ch. 631-26372-14, Z2249EZ, EZU, RZ, RZU, Z2251EZ,
6253F (Ch. 567.330061.
357-7
632-26)
347-18-S
EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch. 17232. U)
7038, 7040 (Ch. 528.47500,
721-12400, U (Ch. 631-26,
374-16
528.48500)
375-14
632-26)
347-18-S 4112257E1, MZ, RZ (Ch. 19132)
7053, A, AB, B, 7054, A, AB, 8 51700, 1710 (Ch. 72916) ..371-13
357-14-S
374-10 1710U (Ch. 73016)
371-13 41Z2282EZ, EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch.
571064 (Ch. 528.49200, 201, 2021
63O5Á
260-15
17132, U)
374-16
378-5 Ch. 631.26
347-183
Z2359EZ, RZ, Z, 12360RZ (Ch.
171074 (Ch. 528.49210, 211)
Ch. 631-36, 631.56
372-14
22130)
358-14-S
378-5 Ch. 632-26
347-18-S
Z2675E2, RZ (Ch. 171331
7108A (Ch. 528.49200. 201)
Ch. 632-36, 632.56
372-14
357-14-S
378-5 Ch. 72916
371-13 4113000E1, EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch.
7123 (Ch. 528.51010, 11, 30, 31,
Ch. 73016
371-13
171320, OU)
374-16
32, 33, 34, 210)
368-14
13001
E2, EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch.
TRUETONE
57132, 7133, 7134, 7135 (Ch.
17Z340, OUI
374-16
528.52000, I, 2, 10, 11, 12, 20,
D28504, D28524, D28534,
Z3004E1, EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch.
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 31,
D28544, D28554
370-14
17Z320, OUI
374-16
32, 33, 34, 36)
370-12
D35004, B
353-14 1413008E1, EZU, RZ, RZU (Ch.
7174, 7175, 7176, 7177, 7178, 037844, D37854
371-14
171340, OU)
374-16
7179 (Ch. 528.52000, 1, 2, 10,
D48264
377-18 43Z3010EZ, HZ, RZ, YZ (Ch. 19Z320(
11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
D55704, D55714, D55724,
357-14-S
26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36)
D55734, D55754
373-14
Z3012HZ, RZ, Z3011HZ, RZ (Ch.
370-12
D57704, D57714, 057724 373-14
221300)
358-14-S
7233 (Ch. 567.360081
377-17
057708, D57718, 057728, 057738 1414000E1, RZ (Ch. 171330)
7233A (Ch. 567.423001
377-17
(Similar to Chassis)
373-14
357-143
7234 (Ch. 567.36008, 10) 377-17
05870A, D58734, D58754, D58884 Z4006EZ, RZ (Ch. 171330)
7234A (Ch. 567.36008, 567.42400)
(Similar to Chassis)
373-14
357-14-S
377-17
DC28504, DC28524, DC28534.
ZP8L
376-19
7238 (Ch. 567.36004, 11) 377-17
DC2854A, DC2855A.
370-14
Ch. 4A40, 4442
373-16
72380 (Ch. 567.36010)
377-17 2131720A, B, 2D1721Á, B, 2017244,375-5
Ch. 5406
362-16
7239 (Ch. 567.36008, 10) 377-17
B
Ch. 5410
359-17
72390 (Ch. 567.36011)
377-17 521)17374, 2017384
372-15
Ch. 8A02
32S-17
8204, 8206, 8208 (Ch. 132.42500. 52027264, B, 2027274, 13_375-5
Ch. 11520, Z
370-15
501)
376-18 2D37704, 8
377-5 Ch. 12120
370-15
8222 (Ch. 528.53160)
350-14
Ch. 15425
373-173
V -M
8250, 8251 (Ch. 528.59070)
Ch. 15Z30, U
379-4
353-11
560A-1, -2, -3, -4
372-16
Ch. 15131, U
376-5
42441 (Ch. 137.916, -A) 371-9
565A-1, -2, -3, -4
373-I5
17A20, O, 17A210.377-1972-173
(Ch.
52451A
567.360011
377-17
1250
37415
h. 17Z30 , U
CCh.
3
Ch. 132.42500, 132.42501 376-18
1260
378-13
Ch. 17Z31, U, 17132, O, OU, U
Ch. 137.916, -A
371-9
374-16
WELLS-GARDNER
Ch. 456.51000,
368-14
Ch. 17133, O
357-14-S
321A62U-A-612
369-19
Ch. 456.51010, 11
368-14
Ch. 171340, QU
374-16
321A62U-A-672
Ch. 456.51020, 22
369-19
368-14
Ch. 19A20, O
377-19-S
321862-A-612
Ch. 456.52000,
369-19
370-12
Ch. 19Z32, O
357-14-S
321 N62 -A-672
Ch. 456.52010, 11
370-12
369-19
Ch. 22730, O
358-14-5
528.39900

I,

371-7 Chossis

C -21C1 -B, -M (Ch. 21CTIC) 378-4
M -21C0.ß, -M (Ch. 2ICTIC)
SCOTT (H. H.)
99-C
280
3108

PC-7130,

R

RAYTHEON

Ch. 21CTIC

PC -7129,

7131 (Ch. 456.51000,
20, 22)

537, 538
610
617
625, 626, 627
375-18-5
664,
665, 666, 667
107-7

KCS113A, B, E, F, H, K, P,

Ch. RC -1079D
Ch. RC-1121A
Ch. RC -1146
Ch. RC -1164A
Ch. RC-1179, A
Ch. RS -153C
Ch. RS -158D, F
Ch. 5377, 5378

PC -7128,

1

368-14

20, 221

E66101, M (Ch.

U23-03AA
344-18-S
7170, 7171)
374-9
Chossis U73-01AA, U73-02AA
)UE30321, R, UE3034, 8, SA, SS
369-12
(Ch. 711200)
376-3
Chosis U74.01AA, U74-02AA
UE4202, UE4203, UE42051, M,

372-7 Chassis

IL7TC, I1.7TC-12

Set

SYLVANIA
17P101, J, 17P102, 17P103,

374-7 E976
379-11
19 Seriez
371-8
17P375-13
#1356, E1357, E1358
376-15 Chassis AMP -140A, 8, C 377-16
201 (Ch. 1-537-1, -3, -4) 379-3
370-9 030321, R, E3034, B, SA, SS (Ch. Chauis U19-0144, U19 -02A4
21C407 Series (Ch. 1-540-1, -2)
Choa(s CR -743
369-11
7H20)
376-3
371-8
374-17-S
Chesis CTA487DC, ED
370-8 E4202, E4203, E4205L, M, E4206 - Chassis VI 9-0144, V19-02A4
21C408 Series (Ch. 1-540.3,374-17-4)
Chassis CTA490DC, ED,
SD (Ch. 7L40, A)
362-7
371-8
3
C1A491DC, ED
370-8 E42085 (Ch. 7170)
374-9 SILVERTONE
21C409 Series (Ch. 1-539-1, -2)
Chauis C1A499DC, ED,
E460151, SM, E46031, M, E46061,
974-173
PC
-7114,
PC
-7115,
PC
CTA501 DC, ED
-7116, PC- 210512, 21ä13 Series (Ch. 1-540370-8
M, T, TL (Ch. 7140, A, 7141,
7117 (Ch. 456.51000, 1, 10, 11,
Chassis CTD495DC, ED
370-8
362-7
A)
1, -2)
374-17-5
20, 22)
Chassis CTE493DC, ED
368-14
370-8 E4605, C, T. E4607, L, T (Ch. 7170,
21 P101
Series (Ch. 1-539-I, -2)
Chossis 519.0188, U19-02BB
7171)
374-9 PC -7120, PC -7121, PC-7122, PC.
374-17-S
7123
(Ch.
456.51000,
1,
10,
11,
(PCB 377-11 360-6 E4614SL (Ch. 7140, A)
362-7
211113 Series (Ch.
539-1, -2)

(Ch. 322, U)
372-7
UE42085 (Ch. 71700)
374-9
M1161,
(Ch. 323, U)
370-6 Chassis V23-01AAB V23-0244,0-6 UE46025L, SM, UE46031, M,
M1191, (Ch. 329, U)
V23-03AA
377-4
344-18-S
UE46061, M, T, Tl (Ch. 7L40U,
M1201, (Ch. 329U, 330) 377-4 Chossis V73-01AA, V73-02AA
AU, 71.41U, AU)
362-7
M1211, (Ch. 329, U)
377-4
369-12
UE4605, C, T, UE4607, 1, T (Ch.
M3061,
(Ch. 321, U)
372-7 Chossis V74-01AA, V74-02AA
71700, 7171 U)
374-9
M3071,
(Ch. 322, U)
372-7
375-3 UE4614S1 (Ch. 7L40U, AU) 362-7
M3081 (Ch. 419) ....321-15-S
UE4800 (Ch. 7145U, AU). 362-7
M3101, U (Ch. 321, U)
372-7 MERCURY (Auto Radio)
UE6606, UE6608TN, UE66101, M
M3114, U (Ch. 322, U) 372-7
71700, 7171 U) .. 374-9
372-9 Ch.(Ch.
M3151, U (Ch. 324, U)
373-8 FEK-18805-C
U, 7H22
376-3
FEK-18805-D
370-7 Ch. 7H20,
M3181, U (Ch. 420, U)
376-2 77BM
7140, A, AU, U, 7141, A, AU,
372-9
M3201 (Ch. 323, U)
370--6 788M (FEK-18805-C)
U,
7145,
A, AU, U
362-7
(FEK-18805-D)
370-7
M3214, U (Ch. 324, U)
373-8
Ch. 7170, U, 7171, U
374-9
M3241, U (Ch. 329, U)
377-4 METEOR
Ch. 8E11, U, 8E13 ..370-163
M3251, U (Ch. 329U, 330) 377-4
Ch. 8H20, U, 8H22 ...370-16-5
M3281, U (Ch. 421, U)
377-12
378-3 7000 (Ch. 132.42000)
MG1151, U (Ch. 323, U) 370-6 7047 (Ch. 528.475001
379-9 PILOT
P1007 (Ch. 315) Ch. 132.42000
377-12
.318-15-S
-903B
377-14
P1121, U (Ch. 322, U)
379-9 AA
372-7 Ch. 528.47500
AA -920B
376-16
P1151, U (Ch. 323, U)
370-6
P1201, U (Ch. 3290, 330) 377--4
MONITORADIO (Radio
PONTIAC
Apparatus)
P1211, U (Ch. 329, U)
377-4
P3071, U (Ch. 322, U) 372-7
988671
372-12
MR -33
369-13
P3081 (Ch. 419)
321-153
988672
373-11
P3091, U (Ch. 322, U) ..372-7
MOPAR
P3101, U (Ch. 321, U) ..372-7
RCA VICTOR
379-10
P3114, U (Ch. 322, U) ..372-7 918, 919, 91988
SHF8, SHF9 (Ch. ES -1580, F)
P3214, U (Ch. 324, U)
373-8
346-10
MOTOROLA
P3241, U (Ch. 329, U)....377-4
25E935 (Ch. RC-1121A)
209-9
P3251, U (Ch. 329U, 330).377-4 A21K67
Sertes (Ch. TS, TTS, VIS,
6X8A, B, C (Ch. RC -1146) 271-10
P3281, U (Ch. 421, U)-..-378-3
WTS-5398)
357-5
8C5D,
E, F, L (Ch. RC -1179)
PT1144, U (Ch. 326, U1 ..371-4
CTM7X
372-10
369-18
SG1144, U (Ch. 326, U) ..371-4
GEA7X
373-10
8C6E, 1, L, M (Ch. RC -1179A(
5P1161, U (Ch. 323, U) ..370-6
VWA7
374-8
369-18
SP3061, U (Ch. 321, U) ..372-7 YP14P10-1,
2,
Y14P11-1, -2, (Ch.
8C51 (Ch. RC -1179)
369-18
SP3151, U (Ch. 324, U)...373-8
15-4251)
369-14
9879E, H, J (Ch. RC-1164A)
SP3161, U (Ch. 324, U)...373-8 721C7BG, MG (Ch. TS -5381)
371-7
SP3181, U (Ch. 420, U)...376-2
9EMP21J, 9EMP21K (Ch.
SP3201, U (Ch. 323, U)
370--6 0121 CT28, M (Ch. T5905Y)) 371-5 9EMP21H,
ES -153C)
338-9
W1007 (Ch. 315)
318-15-S
Y21 K598, M, MCH (Ch. VIS -5381)
9W51
(Ch.
RC -1079D)
107-7
W1081, U (Ch. 321, U) ..372-7
(PCB 375-1) 343-8 1757090, U, 1757092, U,
W1111, U (Ch. 321, UI -.372-7 14121K678, M (Ch.
15-5381)
1757093, U, 1757099, U (Ch.
W1121, U (Ch. 322, U) ..372-7
(PCB 375.1) 343-8
5377, 5378)
375-4
W1161, U (Ch. 323, U( ..370-6 121K708, M (Ch.
TS -54211
21CD7895, U, 21CD7897, U (Ch.
W1201, U (Ch. 329U, 330) 377-4
CTC5N, P) (PCB 377-1) 358-9
W3061, U (Ch. 321, U) ..372-7 121T338 (Ch. TS-538Y) 366-13-S 21CD8725,
U, 21CD8727, U (Ch.
W3071, U (Ch. 322, U) 372-7
(PCB 375-1) 343-8
CTC7A, 81
379-15-S
W3081 (Ch. 419)
321-15-S 121T37B, M (Ch. TS5421)
21C08775, U, 21CD8776, U, 21 CDW3101, U (Ch. 321, U) ..372-7
366-13-S
8777,
U (Ch. CTC7A, 8)
W3114, U (Ch. 322, U) ..372-7 14P10-1, -2, 14P11-1, -2, (Ch.
379-153
W3201, U (Ch. 323, U) ..370-6
TS -4251
369-14 21CD8865, U, 21C08866, U, 21CDW3214, U (Ch. 324, U)...373-8 17P1
Series, 17P2 Series (Ch. 158867, U (Ch. CTC7C, D)
W3251, U (Ch. 329U, 3301 377-4
426)
373-17-S
379-15-S
2021 (Ch. 706)
350-18-S
21CD8885, U, 21CD8886, U, 21CD3234, U (Ch. 331, U) 359-18-S 21CK3 Series (Ch. TS-90516,..
8888, U (Ch. CTC7C, D)
3261, U (Ch. 331, U)( 359-183 21C7BG, MG (Ch. 75-538)
379-15-S
3271, U (Ch. 331, U) 359-18-S
(PC8 375-I) 343-8 21CD8906, U, 23CD8907, U (Ch.
53304, U (Ch. 331, U) 359-183
21CT2B, M (Ch. TS -905) ..371-5
CTC7C, D)
379 -I5-S
4041, 4051, 4061 (Ch. 706)
21059B, M, MCH (Ch. VT5-538) 21CD8926, U, 21CD8927, U (Ch.
350-18-S
(PCB 375-1) 343-8
CTC7E, F)
379-15-S
Ch. 315
318-15-S
067B, M (Ch. TS -538)
21C138947,
U (Ch. CTC7E, F)
Ch. 321, 322
372-7
(C8
379-15-S
Ch. 323, U
370-6
M (ChP T5-542)1366-1333 521818202(Ch.KC5113311375-18-S
Ch. 324, U
373-8 217338 (Ch. TS -538)
21 1378425 (Ch. KCS113K) 375-18-S
Ch. 326, U
371-4
(PCB 375-1) 343-8
U, 2177386, U, 2117387,
Ch. 329, U, 330
377-4 217378, M (Ch. TS -542) 366-133 2177385,
U, 21T7388, U (Ch. KCS104A,
Ch. 331, U
359-18-5
397
371-6
8)
346-11
Ch. 419
321-153 3975
369-15 52178202, U, 2178205, U, 2118207,
Ch. 420, U
376-2 Ch. TS-425, Y
369-14
U (Ch. KC5113A, B1-.375-183
Ch. 421, U
378-3 Ch. TS-426
373-17-S 2178265, U, 2178267,
U
(Ch.
Ch. 706
350-18-5
Ch. TS -538, Y (PCB 375-11 343-8
KCS113A, 8)
375-18-S
Ch. TS -512, Y
366-133 2118375,
U, 2118376, U, 2178377,
HOTPOINT
Ch. TS -905, Y
371-5
U (Ch. KCSI13P, R1
375-18-5
95101UHF, 9SI02UHF ("T" Lins)
Ch. VT5-538, Y
U, 2118397,
U
(Ch.
363-11
(PCB 375-1) 343-8 21T8395,
KCSI1311, R)
375-18-S
215402, 218403 ("U" L(ne)
2178405, U, 2178407, U (Ch.
348-3 NEWCOMB
KC5113P,
E)
375-18-S
215553, 215554 ("U" Lins)
E-25
379-I1
2178425, U, 2178426, U, 2178427,
348-3
U, 2178428, U (Ch. KCS113E, FI
OLDSMOBILE

(Auto Radio)

Folder
No.

Chassis CR -738
Chassis CR-740AA
Chassis CR -741

U
U
U
U
U
U
U

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK

Set
No.

SENTINEL

S

A1820W, WU (Ch. 15131,

A22211,

Y, A2223E, H,

17A20)

Denotes Schematic Coverage

Only.

U)

376-5

R

Y

(Ch.

377-193

RECORD CHANGRS
CRESCENT
C606, C607
C708, C709

374-4
374-4

PERPETUUM-EBNER
Rex A, Rex AA

378-10

SILVERTONE
567.40010
567.40110
567.41020
567.41108
567.41120

365-13
365-13

365-13
365-13
365-13

NKEN

371-12

TW560

WEBCOR

375-17

151, 152
RECORDERS

KNIGHT

372-8
372-8

99RZ177
99RZ936

RCA VICTOR
TR -1, TR -1A
6HFT1
7TRC1 (Ch. R5-1564)
8-STP-1, 8-STP-2

Ch. RS -156A
Ch. RS -162

377-15
377-15
376-17
370-10
376-17
370-10

SILVERTONE
Ch. 6074 (Ch. 567.34004,

379-12
379-12
379-12

567.35005)
Ch. 567.34004
Ch. 567.35005

SYMPHONIC
88-1200, R-1200

373-13

WEBCOR
2719

(PCB

376-1) 3S7-11

Here's how to make picture tube profits: First, you
need your everyday tools

(RCA) o®00

,

plus your skill

plus good test equipment
and

N

knowledge

Then,

you need top-quality, dependable RCA Silverama

Picture Tubes that rejuvenate nearly any make of set,

0o

and make friends of your customers. And, finally,

o

you need the sales "tools",too. And these RCA makes

available to you

in

abundance. See your Authorized RCA

Tube distributor for the most powerful merchandising
aids available, including these two brand new headliners:

ILLUMINATED SERVICE SIGN. This new, compact, TV Service Sign
with flasher, tells 'em you handle the best TV tubes on the market,
the brand they know best-RCA Silverama.

"how -did -I -ever -do -without -it -before" heavy
rubber protective mat prevents face plate damage to out -of -chassis
picture tubes.
SAFE -TV MAT. This

world of other new, fresh RCA promotion aids to work for you. With all these
aids to help you sell the top picture tube brand in the industry, plus RCA newspaper and
magazine ads, TV commercials, booklets, folders, ad mats, seals, and other hard-hitting
promotional items, you can't miss making those big ticket, big mark-up, easy -to -make picture tube dollars.
Put these and a

PICTURE TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

-

1ITTE LP

IE
-

PUT YOUR MONEY
WITH THE WINNER

LITTELFUSE
Quality, Service, Range, and
such winning service aids as
the Fuse Caddy, One -Call
Kits, LC Fuse Caddy, Packaged Snap-On Holders, Fuse Retainer Assortments, Single Fuse Channels, participation
in,

Howard Sams Photo/act

Folders.
e

i

